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Abstract

Collaborative document creation enables humans to solve complex problems in a team, to exchange ideas, and to benefit from synergistic effects. Besides creating content, participants often gather contents from different sources. The Web, for instance, offers configurable and ever-changing data (e.g., multimedia contents, sensor data, maps) and services (e.g., for graphical transformations, calculations) which can perform activities during collaborative document creation. The composition of human contributions with data and services on the Web into a document, however, involves high manual effort of participants.

Dependencies between activities and content need to be coordinated (e.g., through division of labor, notifications, flow control), in order to avoid inconsistencies and additional effort and, hence, to increase quality of collaboration. Coordination, however, is complicated as often activities, participants, and required contents can not be defined completely in advance.

Tools for collaborative document creation, e.g., Web-based editors, do not support integration of contributions from the Web. Service oriented systems enable the integration of contributions of heterogeneous participants, however, focus on coordination of activities in structured and repeatable processes.

This thesis therefore introduces a novel model which maps contributions in collaborative document creation on a service-oriented component model. Services might represent contributions of humans; services, however, might also be an open number of software services on the Web. The composition model on top of the component model enables participants to flexibly compose these services into a document. Based on the evolving service composition, various coordination mechanisms can be applied which consider different requirements of collaborative document creation.

In order to illustrate feasibility of this novel form of collaborative document creation, a Web-based collaboration system was developed. In addition, two use cases were examined which expose different requirements as regards document model, participants, communication, and coordination. The realization of the use cases are enabled through configuration and extension points of the model. Thanks to its adaptability, the model can serve as framework and starting point for the development of innovative tools which support different scenarios of collaborative document creation through coordinated service compositions.
Zusammenfassung


Um die Umsetzbarkeit dieser neuartigen Form der gemeinsamen Dokumentenerstellung zu illustrieren, wurden ein Web-basiertes Kollaborationssystem implementiert sowie zwei Anwendungsfälle untersucht, die unterschiedliche Anforderungen bezüglich Dokumentenmodell, Beteiligten, Kommunikation und Koordination aufweisen. Die Realisierung der Anwen-
dungsfälle wurde durch die Konfigurierbarkeit und Erweiterbarkeit des Modells ermöglicht. Dank dieser Anpassbarkeit kann das Modell als Rahmenwerk und Ausgangspunkt dienen zur Entwicklung innovativer Werkzeuge, die verschiedenartige Szenarien der gemeinsamen Dokumentenerstellung durch koordinierte Dienstkomposition unterstützen.
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Part I.

Foundations
1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Problem Statement

Human collaboration is crucial for creative and knowledge intense activities. For example, scientists collaboratively author research publications or project proposals, software engineers jointly model and code large systems, or IT management staff capture and discuss incidents. Such collaborations often are situational, weakly structured, and highly interactive. Further, documents play a critical role in such collaboration. On the one hand, individuals communicate and coordinate with each other in order to reach a common goal, which is manifested in an evolving but coherent document. On the other hand, documents provide a means of communicating and sharing information [83] in a purpose-optimized, e.g., structured, annotated, graphically appealing, legally binding form of representation in order to share and clarify individual points-of-view and dispute with targeted recipients [136].

A large range of collaborative document creation processes exist during which manifold electronic documents are created. These processes include collaborative writing, modeling, knowledge management, and software documentation. To give an example, a project proposal is a non-trivial document where several organizations contribute distinct parts of the proposal document (e.g., an overview picture of the planned solution, a text describing the contributions of the organization to the project) or perform specific activities like proofreading or publishing the document. Figure 1.1 shows an example project proposal during development.

Such collaborations are characterized by the incremental evolution of content through interrelated activities including ad hoc changes. In the beginning of the collaboration its activities and their exact order are not known, and therefore, equally the required knowledge and skills as well as who participates at which point in time are unknown. Activities might be the provisioning of new knowledge and data as well as the transformation (e.g., translation or proofread) or publication of existing data. Activities are performed in a situational manner, for instance, new subtasks might be identified during discussions among project partners. Thus, not all document parts and activities can be explicitly modeled but may simply appear during process execution.

In order to reach the goal, activities need to be coordinated. Coordination includes automated detection and avoidance of potential inconsistencies of shared resources (e.g., a section in the document is edited by several authors) and the support of temporal dependencies (e.g.,
a diagram of data can only be created after the data has been delivered, or the document can only be published if it is proofread). For example, in the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [79] a number of key processes for IT service providers are described like incident and problem management. The processes require situational collaborations between employees of the service providers, their clients, and possibly external experts. For the management of knowledge bases, e.g., software pattern repositories, participants often need to agree on a common structure of the patterns. The size of the group as well as a process, however, are not prescribed. Accordingly, collaboration processes include a mixture of well-structured parts which are known in advance and flexible and unexpected aspects [13]. Coordination mechanisms need to support this continuum.

Contents and data used and created throughout the collaboration might stem from different sources. Sources might be humans, enterprise systems, or other documents, available in manifold formats and structures. More and more services are offered on the Web providing content or information which can be used in collaboration. Modern documents include interactive contents like video, social media, or maps. Moreover, a lot of services exist which solve problems or perform simple tasks for humans, e.g., language translators, layout or publishing services, or sensors. Using these services throughout the collaboration means that activities are also performed by non-human participants. The integration of such content and services is challenging, since they expose different data formats and interfaces. Such content and services might change unexpectedly and uncontrolled by the human participants of a collaboration. In the project proposal example mentioned above, data is included from different sources, for instance, the project description paragraph and subtasks are written by different persons, tables for cost calculation stem from a software system, and the description of the organization is extracted from the Web. The Web also offers a large number

**Figure 1.1.:** Project proposal writing as example of collaborative document creation.
of services and tools for humans to collaborate, communicate, or share and collaboratively manage information, e.g., collaborative real time editors, chat applications, file shares, or social networks. As a result, collaboration is performed, content delivered, and information exchanged through various, often disconnected information channels. This might cause a loss of information [89] or communication overhead.

Process-driven models and tools address coordination requirements of processes performed by different participants. Using these solutions, participants model in advance who is allowed to contribute what at which part of the document at which time. Process-driven solutions coordinate the collaboration and increase efficiency. These approaches support highly structured and routine processes, e.g., through workflow management systems. The solutions do not allow for unplanned changes which are required especially in creative kinds of collaboration. Various approaches strive to support flexible coordination of collaborative processes (cf. [22][26][38][145]). These solutions, however, most often regard repeatable business processes and do not consider documents.

The Web facilitates more flexible forms of collaboration and information consolidation. A multitude of Web-based text processing and collaboration services facilitate cooperation of geographically dispersed authors, e.g., Zoho\(^1\) or Google Docs\(^2\). Such services allow participants to contribute anytime in any part of the document and enable flexibility regarding ad hoc contributions and document structure. None of the quoted solutions, however, explicitly supports coordination of activities. Most often, specific types of documents are supported, e.g., text or spreadsheets. The integration of non-human participants into collaboration, however, is not enabled.

As regards integration of content, services, and communication channels into documents, service-oriented computing (SOC) technologies are promising as they allow for the integration and composition of more flexible process-driven information systems and for mashing up situational end-user applications [153][131]. SOC suits to integrate and compose heterogeneous services as reusable functional entities from different sources. SOC simplifies ubiquitous access and provides the ability to flexibly scale as regards users and produced data. A number of solutions for the integration of humans into service-oriented applications exist (e.g., [120][99]). Available service composition models, however, offer coordination means which are too rigid in order to support human collaboration. Service mashups enable the end-user driven composition and integration of dynamic contents. Mashup approaches, however, do not consider the collaborative creation of documents.

To summarize, collaboration on and mediated through documents comprises a range of unstructured to structured human-driven processes. Solutions to support such collaborations need to balance flexibility and coordination. Although SOC offers promising technologies

\(^{1}\)http://docs.zoho.com/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)  
\(^{2}\)http://docs.google.com/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
for the flexible integration and composition of heterogeneous content into different types of documents, service composition is not leveraged for collaborative document creation.

1.2. Research Hypothesis and Contributions

The hypothesis underlying this thesis is that the mapping of the case of collaborative document creation on a service component and composition model facilitates (a) the integration and composition of contributions provided by humans and software systems in such collaborations and (b) the coordination of such collaborations through mechanisms adapted to the needs of the participants. The main idea is to represent documents as compositions of services. Content provisioning, transformation, or publishing activities are mapped to services delivering contents which can be composed into documents. Services are delivered by humans or other kinds of sources like enterprise systems, other documents, or the Web. The service compositions evolve over time as services are called, delivered, added, or removed. Offering documents themselves as services enables their use and reuse in other tools and collaborations. The composition of services into a document is driven by coordination mechanisms which enable interactions between participants and manage dependencies in collaborative document creation. Participants are enabled to define appropriate coordination means for their specific collaboration scenario.

In order to proof the hypothesis, two main contributions are presented in this thesis: (a) a novel collaboration model considering the nature of collaborative document creation and (b) a collaboration system mapping the collaboration model on a software architecture. Figure 1.2 depicts an overview of the collaboration model. The collaboration model comprises five parts building on each other as outlined in the following.

(a) Component Model

In the component model the fundamental elements of a collaboration based on and targeted towards documents are identified. The objective of the component model is to provide a uniform representation of human and non-human service providers and their service types. Providers are potential participants of a collaboration offering resources and services.

(b) Composition Model

The composition model on top of the component model allows for the representation of document evolution and refinement. The composition model specifies how human coordinators can compose activities of participants (i.e., content provisioning and transformation) and delivered results into an evolving, hierarchical document. The objective is
to provide a novel mechanism for end-users to flexibly compose resources and activities into one document.

(c) Participation Protocol Framework

The participation protocol framework enables the definition of participation protocols for interactions between a coordinator and participants of a collaboration including service binding and service execution protocols. The objective of the participation protocol framework is to enable the flexible selection of protocols according to the use case requirements. A set of protocols is presented which support different collaboration scenarios.

(d) Event Model

The event model defines atomic and composite events which might occur during collaboration, i.e., changes of the service composition and execution of participation protocols. The event model is extensible in order to be adaptable to a range of use cases.

(e) Coordination Rule Mechanism

An event-condition-action (ECA) rule mechanism enables participants to specify rules reacting on events. Rules allow for coordination of collaborations, including the partial...
automation of participation protocols and the management of dependencies between activities and results. Frequent dependencies between activities are identified and rules are proposed to manage them.

The second contribution of this thesis is the design and implementation of the Web-based collaboration system which maps the collaboration model on a software architecture following paradigms of Representational State Transfer (REST). Central to REST is the notion of interlinked resources, i.e., pieces of information, offered through uniform service interfaces [146, p. 55] which makes this architectural style a promising realization candidate. The system provides an infrastructure including (a) a registry for service publication and discovery, (b) a persistency to store collaboration results, (c) a messaging component to support participation protocols, (d) a rule engine which enforces coordination rules, and (e) an adapter framework enabling developers to build adapters for external services. The architectural design of the infrastructure enables the implementation of a range of collaborative document creation applications as it provides configuration and extension points, e.g., for event and activity types, coordination rules, and communication channels for contributing to a collaboration. The collaboration application complementing the infrastructure provides a graphical front end for human participants of collaborative document creation.

The research procedure followed during design and development of collaboration model and system as well as an overview of the thesis structure are presented in the following.

1.3. Research Procedure and Thesis Organization

Advancing the state of the art is a main output of research. Finding answers to boolean questions allows for changing or advancing the body of knowledge as done in knowledge (or evaluative) research. Complementary, practical research (or developmental research or engineering) advances state of the art through designing and implementing solutions in order to change the world in a particular domain or for a particular stakeholder (see [92][148]). The work in this thesis is practical research, aiming for advancing state of the art in the area of service computing through developing a new or improved technology for coordinating service compositions which involve humans. This goal was pursued through following the research procedure depicted in Figure 1.3. The left hand side of the figure presents the phases followed throughout the thesis work. Results produced during these phases expand into the parts and chapters of this thesis as presented on the right hand side. In the following, the activities performed during the phases are described along with the contents of the parts and chapters of this thesis document.
• **Context and Motivation**

In order to capture the research context as well as to motivate the relevance of applying service composition for collaborative document creation, state of the art and related work were investigated. Research and solutions in service composition as well as collaborative document creation were analyzed to cover a wide range of document types and collaboration processes and present a versatile approach. Discussing ideas and solutions throughout the thesis work in different related contexts like Web engineering, computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), process flexibility, or SOC improved the understanding of the problem context and shaped the solution. The results are documented in Chapter 2. The chapter shows that leveraging service composition for human collaboration is novel and promising.
• **Objectives and Requirements**

The context and motivation served as input for the inference of functional design features which serve as objectives and requirements for the solution design. The design features include fundamental elements of collaborative document creation, activities, coordination demands, and structure and format of target documents. The design features are presented in Chapter 3.

• **Model Design**

Based on the design features, the service-oriented collaboration model was designed as outlined in Section 1.2. The solution design is presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

• **Development and Demonstration**

In this phase, a collaboration system comprising an infrastructure and application was designed and implemented in a Web-based software prototype. The implementation of the system serves as a proof of concept for both, the architecture as well as the collaboration model. The design and implementation of infrastructure and application are described in Chapter 6. The demonstration is part of the evaluation in this thesis as it proofs general feasibility of the research.

• **Evaluation**

In the evaluation phase, the model and infrastructure were systematically applied to select pilot use cases in order to demonstrate use of the collaboration model and system for different kinds of collaborative document creation: participatory service design and community-driven pattern documentation. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of both use cases and the extensions they provide on the model as well as a discussion of the met objectives and requirements as defined in Chapter 3.

• **Communication**

Parts of this work were disseminated in a set of peer-reviewed research publications which are referenced throughout this thesis. The implementation is offered as an online research prototype to the public.

All phases in the procedure were subject to iterations during the course of the work which led to refinements of the corresponding output. As noticed by the authors of [92], constructing a system and observing its behavior helps understanding the research domain. The iterations have led to cycles in the procedure followed in this thesis work represented by the information flow arrows with backward direction in Figure 1.3. For instance, the model design was incrementally refined also during the subsequent phases, e.g., the implementation.
As an example, a first version of the collaboration model involved a complex role model. The evaluation in example use cases like collaborative project proposal writing or the pilot use cases showed that a role model was not required.

The procedure resembles methodologies followed in design science, more precisely, the design science research methodology described in [109]. The design science paradigm focuses on practical research, notably on research which attempts to create or improve artifacts supporting humans in a specific domain (cf. [148]). Design science is in particular applied in information systems research where systems are implemented in the frame of an organization in order to improve “the effectiveness and efficiency of that organization” [57]. Central to design science is developing and evaluating artifacts like constructs, models, methods, or instantiations in order to understand a particular problem and proof solutions to this problem [57]. The focus in this thesis work is not the creation of an information system which has to integrate business strategy, organizational structure as well as IT infrastructure [57]. Still, artifacts – the collaboration model and system – are created and evaluated which involve people, technologies, structures and work systems as do information systems which makes the design science a suitable analogy.
2. State of the Art and Related Work

Composition, collaboration, and coordination – the keywords of this thesis – are brought together in this chapter. Service \textit{composition} is a mechanism to build flexible and scalable software for manifold application areas. Human \textit{collaboration} is inherently flexible and often results in composed documents which evolve over time through ad hoc interactions. \textit{Coordination} is important for both, composition and collaboration: coordination mechanisms help improving qualities of service composition executions and ensure correctness of conversations between services in service compositions. Similarly, coordination enables effectiveness of collaboration and improves quality of documents produced during collaboration. This chapter motivates the utilization of \textit{coordinating service compositions} to support flexible collaborations resulting in a document. Related work as well as research gaps are presented.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the chapter starts with a discussion on service composition in Section 2.1 which presents related work as regards humans in service compositions, composition styles as well as flexible service composition. The section shows that service composition research lacks an approach for human-driven, flexible service composition.

Section 2.2 introduces the case of collaborative document creation. Collaboration environments support composition of documents as well as basic coordination of human activities. Support for the integration of non-human participants, however, is insufficient; the produced documents are of rather static nature – a fact that motivates the use of service composition for such applications. Section 2.3 presents a set of dependencies to be managed during collaborative document creation as well as how coordination mechanisms used in service composition can be applied to manage them.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2_1.png}
\caption{Overview of state of the art.}
\end{figure}
2.1. Service Composition

*Services* are platform-independent autonomous distributed software-entities which perform functionality ranging from simple contents provisioning to complex business processes. Functionality is offered through a self-describing interface based on open standards to be invoked by other software programs over the Internet [103]. The nature of services ranges from enterprise applications to services delivering one piece of information on request. Enterprise services often comply to quality metrics, e.g., as regards availability, performance, or consistency. In contrary, services running on mobile phones or sensor-based services offering real-time data might act context-dependent, e.g., change quality of service based on the context.

The aggregation of services enables the provisioning of complex, distributed service-based applications to the consumer. The functional aggregation of services is called *service composition*. Service composition enables the maximization of service reuse [68][53], the combination of functionality into a coherent larger service [7, p. 245ff.], or the creation of (short-lived) situational applications [153] designed to meet specific end-user needs [59]. Service composition is applied to support a large variety of applications on different kinds of devices. Figure 2.2 shows two exemplary applications. The (simplified) automated business process for flight booking in Figure 2.2(a) involves stable software services which are ordered and validated in a specification phase before being automatically executed. The example in Figure 2.2(b) is a service-based collaboration for content production involving services like content provisioning or translation. These services are composed and executed as needed during runtime of the service composition.

Services and service compositions can be realized using specifications of the Web services technology stack (WS-*). WS-* is a comprehensive set of partially standardized models and protocols originally developed to solve enterprise application integration problems and to enable the Web as communication channel for distributed applications [7, p. 93]. WS-* includes basic specifications for enterprise-level service-oriented architecture (SOA) like the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [144] for the description of service functionality, SOAP for messaging [143], or languages for specifying and executing service compositions like the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [95].

WS-* is an effort in the evolution of technologies supporting information systems distributed in or between business organizations, e.g., cooperative business processes. Quality aspects play an important role in the integration or composition of services in such systems. Therefore, a large number of complementary and interoperable specifications exist supporting quality aspects like reliability of messaging, transactionality, or security (cf. [146]).

The *standardization* efforts of WS-* helped spreading technologies without central coordination [7, p. 233], thus, fostering automation and interoperability. In addition, the WS-* tech-
nologies are accepted and implemented by many companies which has led to a large number of frameworks and tools supporting developers in realizing Web services. These tools range from source code generators to notations which allow developers to specify service compositions on a business level, e.g., Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [102], and hide the complexity of the WS-* technologies from the developer.

Originally, the term Web service was coined for services realized with WS-* standards. However, alternative implementation styles for Web services exist, e.g., REST. REST is an architectural style for distributed hypermedia systems [47]. REST abstracts design decisions of the Web. Central to REST is the notion of a resource which is a piece of information which can be uniquely identified [146, p. 55] and addressed using a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). A service provides access to these resources offering a uniform service interface, e.g., create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) in the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). On request, a service provides representations of the underlying resource.

In order to compose RESTful services, representations might be complemented with metadata in form of hyperlinks. This data informs the client about valid state transitions in the service-based application, i.e., which services in the composition can be called next by the client. This principle is known as Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State
(HATEOAS) [47, p. 82]. Alternatively – or additionally – a service might aggregate resources internally, offering one central interface to the client.

A RESTful application does not store state of an interaction with a client, rather, all state information is transferred in messages. If session state is not stored, a service can be recovered faster in case of failure which improves reliability of the overall application. In addition, scalability of the application is improved because servers do not need to persist session state [146, p. 55].

REST is perceived to be easier to understand than the WS-* technologies because it is based on well-known, standardized Web technologies, but also, because less design decisions are to be made during designing RESTful service-based applications. Perceived usability, however, decreases if advanced functionality or quality criteria are needed [108]. REST does not provide enterprise-level quality of service which has to be implemented manually if required. In addition, RESTful services are restricted to the uniform interface to which all required functionality has to be mapped.

To summarize, both, WS-* and REST, have strengths and weaknesses. Which approach to use depends on the requirements of the application. The reader is referred to [108][156] for a detailed comparison of the approaches as regards concepts and technologies.

Independent of the architecture and technology used to realize services and service compositions, a multitude of service composition models exist for supporting different types of service-based applications. The examples in Figure 2.2 visualize three aspects of service composition models which are of particular interest for this thesis and expose related work examined in the following sections:

1. In service-based collaboration applications, humans are involved as service consumers and providers. State of the art for humans in service composition is outlined in Section 2.1.1.

2. The composition of services ranges from flows of activities to layout-oriented compositions of resources provided by services. How activities and resources are composed as well as dependencies between services can be specified is defined by service composition styles as presented in Section 2.1.2.

3. In service-based applications for collaboration, the required services can not always be specified in advance which makes flexible life cycles of service-based applications important. How flexibility is achieved in current approaches is shown in Section 2.1.3.

### 2.1.1. Humans in Service Composition

Humans are able to perform activities like transformation or computation or deliver information which can not be done by a software service. Collaboration or business processes
frequently require the participation of humans for example for approvals [100] or the delivery of contents. Through representing human activities as services, they can be more easily integrated and composed into work processes or collaborations which are realized through service compositions. In addition, human capabilities and produced content can be made explicit. The ability to reuse capabilities can be increased.

Composing software services and services provided by humans into service compositions results in **mixed service-oriented systems** [120]. Services provided by humans differ from software services in that their quality can not always be guaranteed, it might vary over time and depends on the application domain or the skills of a person. Therefore, the composition of different types of services performed by software and humans poses challenges on service composition approaches like the adequate representation of services, providing suitable user interfaces for service provisioning, enabling discovery of existing services, defining interaction protocols catering for human behavior, and enabling required trust [40].

Various approaches exist addressing these challenges. As part of WS-*, the WS-HumanTask specification [99] defines a human task as a service which is implemented by a person. The service-oriented representation of human tasks allows them to be used in different environments of different vendors (portability) as well as enables interactions of tasks which are distributed across environments (interoperability). The specification supports coordination mechanisms like reminders, the reassignment of tasks to other persons or groups during execution time, or the definition of completion conditions. The specification of tasks, however, has to be done by experts due to the complexity and multifaceted nature of tasks.

Based on WS-HumanTask, the WS-BPEL Extension for People (BPEL4People) [100] enables the integration of human activities into business processes. BPEL4People, however, uses the strict process-centric collaboration model of WS-BPEL which is not suitable for the composition and coordination of services in dynamic human collaboration for the creation of documents.

A research approach for the more flexible integration of human activities into service compositions is presented in [119][120]. The human-provided services (HPS) model and architecture allows for the design of personal services, the specification of tasks in a collaboration, and the selection of suitable HPSs responsible for executing these tasks. Alternatively, the availability of a task to be performed could be made public to the crowd and an interested person could volunteer to participate using its existing or a newly created HPS. A focus of HPS is on discovery and selection of services from the crowd based on social factors like reputation, expertise, or interests. Persons can create collaboration contexts and flexibly add activities to them which results in service sets controlled by interactions between humans and services [119, p. 25]. Accordingly, the HPS concept is applied for collaboration use cases like content sharing, ad hoc transformations, or business processes [121]. The composition of
HPS to simple process flows through pipes is supported in [139], where the micro-blogging service Twitter is used to coordinate communication between services and activities belonging to the same software migration project. Service compositions in this case are considered as contexts where services can be added as required rather than be specified in planned processes.

Human capabilities, e.g., encapsulated in HPS, can be composed to a Social Compute Unit (SCU) [39] representing capabilities of a team. SCUs are requested on demand to solve a specific problem and exist only for the required time, e.g., collaborative problem solving in a suitable team during incident management [130]. Like software services, SCUs can be discovered and composed, e.g., with software services. The composition of HPSs and SCUs with software services results in hybrid services, e.g., hybrid workflows, or in hybrid clouds which are able to scale as regards participating services [42]. In order to create hybrid clouds, the authors of [140] propose to represent human capabilities analogous to software service capabilities, e.g., exposing an application programming interface (API) or information on compute power, price, or location. On top of this representation, software developers can compose human-based and software services which can then collaborate to solve complex tasks.

While the approaches around HPS and SCU propose solutions for the composition of human-provided and software services, there is no approach for collaborative document creation involving the integration of results, e.g., documents, which evolve during collaboration.

Inspired by social communities and service marketplaces, the authors of [34] propose so-called service communities which include sets of services contributed by community members on a per-project base. The concept does not prescribe which type of services are allowed in a service community and is therefore open to a large range of different service compositions including services provided by humans. While integrating social community features like tagging and communication services, the concept does not include a concept of composition of services which are part of a service community.

The authors of [67] describe the idea of utilizing human-provided services, called people services, in crowdsourcing scenarios. On request of a service consumer, a specialized platform aggregates a set of people services from an open set of volunteers. The platform coordinates the services in order to satisfy quality criteria of the requester, such as correctness of results or performance. Coordination mechanisms include selection of providers based on reputation, quality forecasting, or offering incentives to providers. Coordination can be performed based on requirements of a specific request. The platform, however, supports only crowdsourcing as organizational setting and accordingly does not consider collaborative document creation scenarios where participants collaborate or coordinators select specific services.
To summarize, existing approaches for the integration of humans in service compositions focus on the adequate representation of human activities in generic collaboration scenarios frequently inspired by social computing. The solutions are most often based on concepts and technologies of the WS-* stack, thus require detailed interface specifications for each service. A number of solutions allow for the composition of human-based and software services, however, lack composition models and coordination mechanisms in support of collaborative document creation. Similar to service communities and several composition models using HPS, a solution for collaborative document creation should consider a service composition as a set of human-based and software services which can be flexibly combined and coordinated as required during collaboration.

In general, service composition follows a composition style which specifies how services are logically composed. Several styles exist which are outlined in the following.

2.1.2. Service Composition Styles

A service composition style defines the kind of interdependencies which can occur between services in a service composition. Which service composition style is applied depends on the requirements of the realized service-based application. A traditional application field of service composition are business processes requiring a causal or temporal ordering between activities represented as services. Another example is the graphical composition of widgets involving services, e.g., weather forecast or stock market, on an integrated screen.

Once dependencies are defined according to a service composition style, they can be managed in order to improve quality aspects of a composition, e.g., consistency, efficiency, and performance. The management of dependencies is called coordination. Service composition styles are closely related to and interdependent with coordination as they define how and which dependencies can be specified. This section focuses on service composition styles. A more detailed discussion on coordination as defined in this thesis and coordination mechanisms is provided in Section 2.3.

A variety of service composition styles exist which can be characterized as flow-based and resource composition styles.

- **Flow-based composition styles** model the data or control flow in service compositions. Data flow styles focus on the correct data exchange between services. They can be realized through wiring of services in order to connect the output of one service to the input of another service, e.g., using pipes and filters [68], or through event-based styles which organize the composition around the exchange of events through messages. Services can subscribe for specific event types and get notified in case events of such types occur. This publish-subscribe communication style leads to concurrent
processing which inhibits deterministic order of execution [19, p. 34]. There is usually no explicit control flow.

Control flow styles are frequently used for the automation support of business processes and borrow concepts and findings from the workflow automation domain [2]. Such styles enable the specification of a (partial) execution order among single service executions, also called orchestration. Realization variants of control flow compositions include complex workflows based on Unified Modeling Language (UML) activity diagrams or chart-like formalisms like petri-nets or \( \pi \)-calculus (see [7] for more details on these approaches). Another realization approach are rule-based systems based on events. Events serve as input for the specification of ECA rules capturing complex dependencies between services.

- **Resource composition styles** focus on the composition of resources provided by services in a composition. Service resources are frequently combined using grouping or layout-based styles.

  Grouping summarizes several services or service functions to a coherent one (cf. [68]) without establishing dependencies between them. An example for grouping is interface grouping, e.g., a composition of several search services returns a composition of all search results on request. Another example is the grouping of services by associating them to the same context, e.g., a project or service community.

  In the layout-based style, service output is ordered in a certain spatial representation and provides the impression of documents or dashboards.

A large body of research work exists in the area of service composition styles. For classifications and comparisons of service composition models using and combining different composition styles, the reader is referred to [27][41][64][68][137]. The majority of these publications focus on flow-based composition suitable for process-centric applications. Resource composition styles can be found in service mashup approaches using widgets for representing data from different services on one Web site, e.g., in the IBM Mashup Center\(^3\), the composition of data-oriented services in portals for instance using the WS-* standard Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP) [97], grouping of related services in service communities [34], or grouping of HPS based on a collaboration context [139].

Combinations of both styles frequently occur. Many of these approaches, however, compose software services only. For instance, a layout-based composition is combined with an event-based composition to update the representation of a service based on an event (e.g., in the IBM Mashup Center\(^3\)).

Another example is artifact-centric composition, where services are composed in a flow-based style and compose contents into (structured) business artifacts. Artifacts represent the progress of the service composition towards a business goal [60]. Similarly, case handling defines data objects as first-class citizens of a state-based process which can be used or filled with values by activities [4]. Case handling and most artifact-centric approaches require a model of the artifact before a composition can be executed. In collaborative document creation, however, the artifact cannot be defined beforehand. A suitable combination of flow-based and resource composition styles for collaborative document creation is subject to research in this work.

Service composition styles define how dependencies can be defined between services and which dependencies can occur. A composition style, however, does not define when dependencies as well as other parts of a composition are defined. Service compositions supporting collaboration need to be flexible as regards the specification time of a composition. Approaches for achieving flexibility are described in the following.

### 2.1.3. Flexibility in Service Compositions

A service composition follows a life cycle during which it is specified and executed. Various service composition life cycle models exist [132][152] describing the following phases: (1) a requirements elicitation phase, (2) the abstract definition of one or more compositions of activities including dependencies and the selection of one composition alternative, (3) a mapping of the selected composition on concrete services, and (4) the deployment and execution of the composition, potentially including service composition monitoring.

An abstracted service composition life cycle including concrete steps is presented in Figure 2.3. During the three specification phases (1)-(3) the service composition is defined. Once specified, the service composition can be executed, i.e., the services can be called as designed in the specification. Specification as well as execution can be done manually by a human, for instance, an expert or the end user, or automatically. Automated execution is performed by a composition engine, e.g., a workflow engine. Such engines support correctness and efficiency of the execution as well as enable monitoring and tracking abilities [7, p. 126] in order to relieve users from manual tasks like invoking services. Automated specification is not relevant in this thesis.

These life cycles are suitable to support classical design-time (or pro-active) service compositions which are modeled at a dedicated design-time [27], i.e., during steps (1)-(3). Specification at design-time is performed if a service-based application requires an elaborate and reliable design by an expert before the service composition is executed, e.g., production workflows, but also if service compositions are automatically generated by an algorithm.
Figure 2.3.: Abstracted service composition life cycle with separated specification and execution phases.

Often, such compositions are required repeatedly in their form, for instance for business processes. Design-time compositions in general involve stable services.

Applications exist, however, which require a flexible (or semi-structured) service composition, e.g., partial temporal ordering of services in a composition. User requirements might change during execution of the composition or new requirements might occur, selected services might become unavailable, new and better services might appear. Especially the service environment on the Web is highly dynamic and continuously changing. Services might be removed, change their interfaces or new services might be added. Service compositions involving dynamic services need to flexibly cope with this dynamic service environment as well as changing requirements of the consumer [27].

Flexibility in service compositions frequently is reached through (a) performing quick cycles in the classical life cycles which is done in so called situational service compositions, (b) soften the phases prescribed by the life cycle by moving specification tasks of one phase to the next, or (c) using a composition style which comes with inherent flexibility during execution time. Which approach to flexibility is suitable depends on the application requirements.

(a) Situational (or ad hoc) service compositions are dynamically created on demand of a service requester. Such situational compositions are specified during quick cycles of design and execution phases similar to iterations in agile software development. Situational compositions are useful if there are only few requests for the composite service in
its particular form or if some of the contained services are not stable [27]. Situational service compositions can be considered as evolving, situational systems which are flexibly adapted to changing needs. Examples for such compositions can be found in service mashups which enable end-users to compose (dynamic) resources from the Web into new applications which are created to be just as good as required and specifically serve a situational purpose [153]. Similarly to mashups, the mashup tool environment itself exposes a dynamic nature as new tools come to the market and other ones disappear. Since mashups are not intended to support long-running, transactional processes, service composers do not necessarily need to consider complex requirements like maintaining consistency or correctness. Steps in the service composition life cycle covering these aspects are skipped. Situational composition styles can also be found in the dynamic environment of ubiquitous computing [18].

(b) In order to support flexible service compositions, the steps performed during specification of a composition can be shifted to a later point in time. Softening the phases results in execution-time service compositions in which specification steps like activity specification, service selection or binding, as well as dependency specification can be done while the composition or parts of it are executed. A large research community, mostly originating from workflow research, focuses on the adaptability of designed compositions of activities, especially on the support of flexible business processes, not necessarily implemented with service compositions. Flexibility generally is achieved through enabling adaptability of modeled compositions as well as allowing late specification of parts of the composition [145]. For studies on achieving flexibility in, mostly process-oriented, compositions of activities, the reader is referred to [145][22].

Solutions for flexibility in service compositions frequently are also influenced by workflow research. Several solutions use or extend WS-BPEL. Approaches for adaptability include the ability to add new activities to a process or change dependencies between activities [145]. Late specification is realized through replacing an abstract task through a concrete implementation at execution-time based on the execution context [5], dynamic service selection [25] leveraging automated interpretation of user requirements [53], dynamic service binding [65], or the partial definition of composition models, e.g., using templates [118] or generic nodes [25]. Since these approaches are independent of the composition style, they are applicable to both, flow-based and resource service compositions.

A study of approaches to achieve flexibility in flow-based service compositions is presented in [64]. The study shows that flexibility as regards changes to process models or instances like late specification or service selection at execution-time is well supported in current approaches. In such compositions, flexibility highly depends on the way how
flexible the relationships between the used services like constraints, mutual obligations, or agreed performance levels are specified. Changes of relationships between services or service interfaces still pose challenges on such process-oriented compositions [64].

(c) Using declarative or event-based composition styles enables intrinsic flexibility abilities. For instance, the composition style in case handling enables the automated execution of services as soon as they can be executed and not based on a pre-defined activity flow [4]. Rule-based composition styles are declarative and provide a higher level of modularization [63] than graph-based composition and therefore allow for the definition of more flexible workflows [81], e.g., when applied to change flow dynamically during run-time [31]. The maintenance overhead, however, is higher since the composition is implemented in a decentralized manner.

Although a large body of research exists for supporting flexible service compositions, no solution could be found for supporting collaborative document creation. Existing approaches either use a flow-based approach neglecting the need for resource composition, or they require the specification of particular model parts, e.g., dependencies, in a too early phase which makes them too rigid for supporting human collaboration. Resource service compositions which aggregate services based on their membership to a context like in HPS collaborations or service communities can be considered flexible as they enable adding or removing services as required. Human collaboration, however, often requires a mechanism to specify dependencies between tasks which is not provided by these approaches. Therefore, this thesis aims to find a suitable flexible life cycle for supporting collaborative document creation which still allows for the definition and coordination of dependencies.

Service composition caters for a large range of applications. In this thesis, collaborative document creation should serve as an application for completely new types of service composition. In the following section, the application and its existing support is discussed in more detail.

2.2. Collaborative Document Creation

Collaborative document creation is a multifaceted case. Different collaboration scenarios expose varying requirements as regards document models, participants and their contributions, communication, or coordination which need to be considered in collaboration systems. In order to qualify the scenarios addressed in this thesis, the following sections describe (a) modern electronic documents as compositions of potentially distributed material in Section 2.2.1, (b) the nature of creation processes of such documents in Section 2.2.2, and (c) state of the art and related work for collaborative document creation support in Section 2.2.3.
2.2. Collaborative Document Creation

2.2.1. Electronic Documents

Since documents already existed before computers and the Web were invented, the understanding of the term document evolved over time. Formerly, documents were understood to capture textual notes.

Modern electronic documents can be defined as units “consisting of dynamic, flexible, nonlinear content, represented as a set of linked information items, stored in one or more physical media or networked sites; created and used by one or more individuals in the facilitation of some process or project.” [122]. Documents allow for the integration of additional document structures and content sources and types [20], evolve over time, and can be copied, split into parts, and reused in various contexts. Kinds of documents range from transactional to narrative, they might be targeted to humans (e.g., documentation) or computers (e.g., source code) [52, p. 10f.]. New kinds of display devices and technologies, e.g., user interfaces like speech or touch, change the experience of documents [101].

Documents in the Web age are compositions of potentially distributed and related material in order to provide a uniform, purposeful view to the reader. The components are composed and structured on content, behavior, and representation level.

- The content which is composed in documents might stem from different sources, e.g., from humans, enterprise systems, or the Web. Especially the Web opens up the possibility to produce new kinds of documents involving unforeseen kinds of content, possibly composed on demand at time of representation. This content might have different media types and be subject to frequent changes which can not be controlled by the original document authors. For instance, multimedia or hypermedia documents like Web sites or mashups might involve data formats like videos, animations, or real-time data, e.g., contributed by sensors. Documents might include user-created contents like annotations, links, or comments which leads to the impression of a document ecosystem rather than single documents [101]. The analysis of typical documents in various domains like software engineering or research showed that the content in the produced documents usually follows a particular logical document structure, which possibly evolves during collaboration [129] and depends on the type of document to be produced as well as the language used in the document, e.g., spoken or visual. A common structure is a tree or hierarchy which can be found in many written documents which are decomposed into chapters and sections, like books, technical documentation, or project proposals. Another example structure is history-based like a forum thread.

- A document might include behavior like temporal models, user navigation models, or rules which are part of a document. A temporal model [15] captures temporal interdependencies between the elements in the document. For instance, in a presentation
multiple slides are presented one after the other, connected through sequencing relationships. Hyperlinks allow authors to link documents or parts thereof and thus enable navigation interactions for controlling the flow, e.g., in a presentation [15]. Transactional documents like forms might be exchanged in a structured business process, allowing for information reuse in steps of a business process as well as include rules which might automate processes [52, p. 20ff.].

- A document also has a representation which includes formatting and fonts and is important for narrative documents targeted to a human audience. The document structure is persisted, i.e., mapped to a physical structure or spatial model which describes the arrangement of visual objects on the presentation screen [15]. This can be done in proprietary or standard document models like XML or HTML. Tools like Web browsers or word processors render various document models to create a uniform document experience.

Orthogonal to the content, behavior, and representation levels are functionalities which are associated with documents. Important functionalities are document management services like backup, version control, synchronization, notification of updates, or application-specific functionality like workflow, format, or presentation transformations. Functionality might also include the management of a document life cycle which involves activities like review, approval, or discussion performed by different participants. In addition, documents or parts thereof – including incorporated functionality – need to be reused on various levels of granularity [15]. Documents might be reused as they are or modified before reuse. Reuse enables the incremental change and evolution of documents [77] and leads to building variants and versions of documents which need to be managed.

Functionalities for document management can be supported by specialized tools or environments as presented in Section 2.2.3 or be directly included into documents making them active. For instance, in [36], active properties including programming code for document management can be injected into document operations or associated with whole documents. Specific document models for the composition of hypermedia documents exist [46] which enable reuse of media artifacts and higher level concepts like layout information or adaption rules.

The Web offers an increasing number of services implementing such functionality, e.g., on-the-fly translations of documents or formatting. The Web also enables evaluation and feedback for pieces of information by a large community, e.g., through social networks. Such functionality is already incorporated into open Web-based knowledge bases like Wikipedia and also proposed for “liquid publications” in the research domain where paper-like static documents are still a daily occurrence [24].
The creation and evolution of documents frequently is done in teams, groups, or by the crowd. A number of services, tools, and collaboration environments exist supporting different aspects of collaborative document creation like document composition, content integration, or coordination. The nature of collaborative document creation as well as existing tools are outlined in the following sections.

2.2.2. Collaborative Creation of Electronic Documents

Collaboration can be defined as “the act of working together on a common task or goal”, as opposed to working independently [14, p. 3]. Persons participate in a joint working process [71, p. 20]. In a cooperation people are operating towards a joint goal or benefit, as opposed to competing [14, p. 3][1]. Cooperating individuals produce a joint result, e.g., product or service [71, p. 21]. The terms cooperation and collaboration are often used interchangeably [14, p. 3][71, p. 21].

The focus of this thesis is on processes and activities where people perform together on a common task (collaborate) in order to produce a joint result (cooperate). Collaboration and cooperation both happen. In this thesis, the term collaboration is used as an umbrella term for these kinds of activities. Collaborative document creation is a form of collaboration where the goal of the participants is manifested in one or more electronic documents. As opposed to a goal, which is the desired realization of a certain state, an outcome is the actual realization [14, p. 14]. During collaboration, several outcomes might be produced. The outcome of collaborative document creation are the actually created documents.

Collaborative document creation has been studied over the last couple of decades, especially in the area of collaborative writing and collaborative software development. The advantages of collaborative vs. individual document creation include the improvement of document quality, e.g., regarding mistakes, understandability and accuracy, as well as the ability to integrate and transfer various viewpoints, opinions, insights, and expertises (cf. [66][80][90]). Documents serve different purposes like being official contracts, documenting circumstances, representing real-world aspects, capturing common understanding of a fact, or enabling knowledge transfer. Thus, collaborative document creation and evolution can be found in manifold parts of an organization or everyday life, for instance in education, knowledge management, software engineering [147], IT management [79], or research [66]. Created document types range from written papers (e.g., business plans, specifications, requirements documents, bug reports, meeting protocols), graphical models serving as visual representations of an aspect of the real world (e.g., architectural design models), to Web sites or source code.

Collaborative document creation is an inherently social and iterative process [80] which includes ad hoc or creative human interaction and is often driven by knowledge. While the
outcome is clearly defined as a joint document, the nature of collaborative document creation as regards team size or group organization, as well as coordination of activities and participants varies to a large extend. Like contents is distributed over different sources, tasks are distributed among team members. During collaboration, participating humans plan, coordinate activities, discuss, and negotiate which requires communication. The tasks to be performed during document creation can only roughly and tentatively be planned in advance [74]. During collaboration, communication and resource exchange between participants might lead to changes in plans or tasks [71]. Still, coordination mechanisms are applied in order to enable effectiveness and improve quality of documents produced during collaboration. For example, a popular strategy during collaborative writing is the splitting of documents into parts and assigning those parts to different participants [110]. Additional coordination mechanisms are outlined in Section 2.3. Several tools and environments exist, supporting participants in composing documents or coordinating dynamic collaboration processes as described in the following.

2.2.3. Collaboration Tools and Environments

Collaborative document creation requires tools and environments which enable composition of documents and integration of distributed, heterogeneous, reusable, and potentially dynamic resources into documents. Concurrent access to documents as well as dependencies between activities need to be coordinated during collaboration in order to improve efficiency. Accordingly, in the following, tools and environments for collaborative document creation are examined as regards their composition and integration as well as coordination capabilities.

Collaboration systems are often summarized under the term groupware which are “computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment” [44]. Collaboration systems often are intended to exist as supplementals to off-line communication like face-to-face meetings or phone conferences. Essentially, groupware for collaborative document creation provides a common information space or workspace – an environment – for the team which allows participants to access and modify joint documents [71, p. 46f.]. Document management systems like Alfresco⁴, version control systems like Git⁵, or file shares like Dropbox⁶ enable storing and sharing of documents belonging together in a project space. These environments, however, allow for composition on the project space level rather than of documents which might integrate heterogeneous contents. Reuse of document parts becomes cumbersome.

---

Although a large number of document models provide a hierarchical document structure or enable integration of multimedia, only few environments exist directly supporting the collaborative composition and integration of heterogeneous content from different sources. An early approach for collaborative editors are collaborative compound document environments as defined in [138] which compose editor instances including contents of different media types. These editors might support different kinds of collaboration for a specific media type. The approach focuses on the composition and extension of (collaboration) editors rather than on content composition or the coordination of human activities during content composition.

The authors of [16] describe a framework for supporting users to retrieve and compose heterogeneous multimedia content resources from potentially arbitrary content sources into documents. However, while resources can be shared with others, nothing is said about support for collaborative creation of resources or composite documents. Similarly, mashup environments [153] allow for the composition of resources from the Web like data or user interfaces into dashboard-like, dynamic documents which include always up-to-date information. For example, with Yahoo!Pipes\(^7\) users can combine several feeds into one feed. However, as mashup approaches most often focus on situational and personal applications as opposed to collaboration, they do not support coordination and human interaction.

Regarding coordination, a frequent feature of several mostly Web-based document production environments is the management of concurrent access to documents or document parts. Such environments can be distinguished into

(a) asynchronous environments implementing version control and pessimistic or optimistic locking strategies on resources,

(b) synchronous environments allowing participants to access and modify the same document simultaneously, and

(c) multi-synchronous environments which are able to switch between both styles during collaboration [51, p. 162ff.].

Examples for asynchronous environments are version control systems like Git or Subversion\(^8\) which are used by large distributed teams of software developers. Version control systems provide a centralized document repository which enables traceability of changes as well as conflict resolution mechanisms in case of parallel changes on documents. A decentralized approach for storing composed documents is implemented in E-Breaker [9], an environment for collaborative software development. During development, participants decompose source code into pieces and assign them to owners. Code pieces are stored locally at each participant and synchronized in order to enable asynchronous collaboration. Version control systems are

\(^7\)http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/ (accessed June 19th, 2012)

\(^8\)http://subversion.apache.org/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
often utilized for the creation of other documents than source code like documentation or research publications [90]. MediaWiki\(^9\), on which Wikipedia is based, enables asynchronous collaborative writing on one document avoiding conflicts of parallel writing using an optimistic concurrency control. Examples for synchronous Web-based tools are Google Docs\(^10\), Zoho\(^11\), or typewith.me\(^12\) which allow for real-time collaborative editing of rich text documents or spreadsheets. Such environments allow users to see what others see and do.

Coordination for concurrent access on the data level is well supported. A number of environments support additional application-centric collaboration features for coordination like sending notifications on updates [76][75], commenting on document or parts of it (e.g., in Google Docs, MediaWiki), or reminders on tasks [76]. In several environments, the assignment of activities to participants is used to support higher-level coordination. An early example, Quilt [76], uses role models for the management of permissions on activities on the document like editing or reviewing. Similarly, E-Breaker [9] supports the assignment of document parts, i.e., code fragments, to responsible participants as well as the flexible delegation of the ownership to other participants. Quilt and E-Breaker, however, do not cater for the management of dependencies between activities. Management of lightweight collaboration processes like travel approvals through the integration of several sources into one document is realized in [75]. Workflow management support systems allow for more sophisticated process-oriented coordination of the creation of a document, e.g., orchestrating the completion of a pre-defined form [17]. Such process-oriented tools, however, become too rigid to enable human collaboration as described above. Most approaches do not consider document compositions and reuse of document parts.

In order to support more flexible social workflows, e.g., during collaborative project report creation, the authors of [35] propose to map human collaboration to software architecture concepts. More precisely, human computation and data management activities are mapped to (human) components; (human) connectors coordinate interactions between components. Three collaboration patterns – social networks, shared artifacts (e.g., in Wikis), and crowdsourcing – are modeled using components and connectors and the flexibility of the patterns as regards adaptations during collaboration is discussed. While the authors show that different adaptation strategies required in collaboration can be reached in collaboration patterns, they do not consider integration of non-human participants or specialized coordination mechanisms for collaborative document creation.

Existing tools and environments are suitable for particular phases in a collaboration process [10], meaning, they typically only support a limited set of interactions and limited co-

\(^10\)http://docs.google.com/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
\(^12\)http://typewith.me/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
ordination thereof. For instance, in order to create a project report, a distributed team uses a group scheduling tool to find a suitable date (coordination). The discussion on the report is performed using a telephone conferencing system or e-mail (communication). Finally, the deliverable is collaboratively written using a real-time editor (co-production). Though several specialized environments for collaborative document creation exist, collaboration participants often use classical word processors made for single use and exchange documents for collaboration through e-mail or a version control system [90]. The benefit of using specialized collaboration environments for document creation might not be obvious to them (cf. [90]).

Collaboration tools and environments often are unintegrated which might result in error-prone content copy-and-paste activities from one tool environment to the other. In addition, using unintegrated tools hinders coordination, e.g., distribution of activities based on document parts, and reuse since such environments often use different document formats. Another reason might be that environments integrating different features like coordination and content production most often do not consider the user’s existing tool environment. Individuals have to learn new tools other than their word processor which hinders adoption.

Statelets, an approach to coordinate collaboration across multiple collaboration tools is proposed in [78]. Statelets is a programming language which offers developers to integrate multiple software systems, e.g., groupware tools or social network services, which are used during a collaboration process. The language allows developers to specify coordination rules which consider context information (e.g., activities and participants in related projects) and execute actions according to process phases or context (e.g., trigger a call of a groupware API or e-mail to a particular participant). While coordination rules can be flexibly defined for a specific use case, the approach does not consider coordination of atomic tasks during collaborative document creation where content is integrated into a document.

This work aims at providing a first approach for supporting the composition and integration of heterogeneous, potentially dynamic contents from different sources while allowing participants to use their favorite editor or communication channel. In order to support coordination during collaborative content composition, a generic approach for integrating coordination mechanisms is investigated. A large set of coordination mechanisms exist for different purposes. In the next section, a relevant set of dependencies and coordination mechanisms is described.

2.3. Coordination

The term *coordination* is applied in several disciplines like computer science, organizational theory, artificial intelligence, or psychology. Abstracting from those domains, coordination
can be defined as the management of dependencies between activities and resources [28]. Without interdependencies, there is no need for coordination [84][70].

Coordination is closely related to composition since through composition, dependencies between activities and resources are defined in order to create a coherent whole. Coordination allows for the management of dependencies in order to improve quality aspects of those composed systems. Quality aspects include system characteristics like efficiency, consistency, correctness, or performance. Coordination mechanisms can be automated in order to reduce the human effort for coordination [123]. Coordination not only focuses on the process of achieving a result but also might improve the quality of the outcome of a process itself, for instance a document in a collaboration application.

Literature on WS-* distinguishes the terms composition and coordination [7, p. 250ff.]. The implementation of a service is done using service composition styles. The implementation often is internal, since it is hidden from clients. Coordination protocols are used to precisely define allowed interactions with a service or between multiple services in order to guarantee correctness and consistency of the service execution and involved data. Accordingly, coordination protocols are coordination mechanisms which manage the external interactions which are important for design-time service discovery and execution-time service binding and thus need to be publicly visible [7, p. 205]. The order of invocations of services in compositions has to comply to coordination protocols. The composition decides on the possible conversations. Therefore, Web service technologies often support both, coordination protocol specification and composition definition. For instance, with WS-BPEL the internal execution implementation can be specified as well as the external protocols supported by the implemented service. Vice versa, in [135] an approach is presented to compose services talking certain coordination protocols using the WS-BPEL composition model. As part of WS-*, WS-Coordination is a framework for coordination protocols [96]. WS-Coordination allows services to register as participants in coordination protocols as well as to establish a context for an activity which follows a certain coordination protocol. The framework is protocol independent and can be extended with required protocols, e.g., atomic transactions with WS-Atomic Transaction [94] or WS-BusinessActivity for complex business processes [98].

In this thesis, coordination is understood on a higher level than in service computing literature: coordination is any management of dependencies during all phases of the service composition life cycle. Accordingly, adequate coordination means need to manage dependencies (a) during specification of service compositions complementing service composition styles as presented in Section 2.1.2 and (b) between services during execution, e.g., through coordination protocols.

Lifting the meaning of coordination in service-based applications to a higher level enables the specification of additional coordination means for supporting humans during the
creation of service compositions as will be shown in the following sections. The goal in this thesis is to support an extensible set of relevant dependencies for collaborative document creation through existing coordination mechanisms rather than finding additional dependencies or creating new coordination mechanisms. Therefore, a set of relevant dependencies in collaborative document creation as well as coordination mechanisms in the field of service composition are examined in the following sections.

2.3. Dependencies

Dependencies might exist between activities, between resources, or between resources and activities. Resources can be understood as anything used or affected by activities like materials, efforts, actors, or states [28]. Two types of dependencies occurring during collaborative document creation are examined in this thesis: temporal and resource interdependencies [114]. Figure 2.4 provides an overview.

- **Temporal interdependencies** influence the order in which activities need to be performed.
  
  The prerequisite relation denotes that one activity can only be performed when a certain other activity is finished or that a resource needs to be produced before it can be...
used [114]. For instance, a proofread activity has to be performed on a project proposal before the document can be published or a language translation can only be done if the text is written.

Simultaneity constraints prescribe that two activities need to execute at the same time [84], e.g., synchronous collaboration is required.

A task/subtask relation exists if a set of tasks are required to fulfill an overarching task [84], for instance, in order to provide a diagram on an issue, a data acquisition task as well as a visualization task is required.

A deadline dependency can occur if a document has to be produced before a certain deadline, for instance given by the institution where the project proposal is to be submitted.

- **Resource interdependencies** occur when resources are distributed among activities [114].

  Shared resource dependencies occur if two or more activities use the same resource [84][114]. This resource could for example be a section which should be written or proofread by two persons at the same time. A shared resource might also be the participant executing an activity who has to perform other activities in parallel, i.e., a dependency exists between an activity and a participant.

  A producer/consumer relation exists if one activity creates input for another activity [84], for instance, a proofread activity depends on a writing activity which provides a text as input in collaborative document creation. This dependencies includes the usability dependencies which denotes that the output of the first activity has to be usable for the second [84]. For example, the text has to be written in a language the proofreader understands.

  The content dependency denotes that two or more resources are related as regards their content, e.g., a picture and its description.

A survey about research on dependencies in service composition is provided in [87]. Similar to the dependencies found in coordination of human work, the author summarizes existing dependencies to sequence dependencies (a service depends on the completion of execution of another service) and data dependencies (a service depends on data provided by another service). Sequence and data dependencies can be sorted into temporal and resource interdependencies, respectively.

On the one hand, dependencies might constrain how activities can or should be executed. Therefore, coordination mechanisms exist which aim to minimize dependencies or conflicts
caused by dependencies. On the other hand, making dependencies explicit might provide opportunities, e.g., provide additional information or enable automation [28]. A set of relevant coordination mechanisms and how they are supported in service composition is presented in the following.

### 2.3.2. Coordination Mechanisms

Because of the generic notion of coordination, a large number of coordination mechanisms exist for different purposes in different use cases. Several mechanisms might target to the same generic coordination problem or might be used complementary for the same problem. In many cases, one mechanism can be used to improve a number of different quality aspects. For instance, mechanisms for traditional atomic transaction support aim to ensure atomicity and isolation of operations, as well as consistency and durability of data.

In human collaboration, dependencies are managed through explicit coordination mechanisms supported with tools or artifacts and implicitly through the knowledge of the task and team context [45]. For each collaboration, a different set of coordination mechanisms is suitable. The focus in this thesis is the support of explicit coordination mechanisms through coordinated service compositions. For example, service composition styles as introduced in Section 2.1.2 offer combinations of mechanisms suitable to specific scenarios. In the following, coordination mechanisms supported by service composition models or collaboration solutions are examined and classified regarding their support of the dependencies outlined in the previous section.

For the management of temporal interdependencies in service-based applications different mechanisms can be applied during execution of compositions.

- Prerequisite relations might block the progress of a composition. Most approaches in service composition (e.g., WS-BPEL) apply *sequencing* as coordination mechanism for automating prerequisite relations. Automation can also be enabled using *notifications* via publish/subscribe. For example, actors could be notified on released data locks or a successor of an activity can be notified about the completion of the activity. *Tracking* enables participants to inspect the current state of the execution [84] and react on changes in the execution. Tracking in service compositions can for instance be enabled through service composition monitoring approaches.

- Simultaneity constraints are supported through *scheduling* the parallel execution of services. Spatial composition styles, e.g., in mashups, might execute all services at the same time. Flow-based approaches like WS-BPEL support the definition of parallel execution sequences. If simultaneously executed activities access or modify the same resources collaboratively, *synchronization* mechanisms are required to manage
this shared resource dependency. In collaborative document editing, synchronization can for example be realized through What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS) mechanisms [134].

- Task/subtask relations in general can be managed through goal selection and task decomposition where an overall goal is decomposed into subgoals which are performed as tasks by participants [84]. Task decomposition is inherent to service composition, where each service performs one activity to meet a collaborative objective. For instance, spatial composition styles enable the decomposition of tasks, i.e., delivery of resources, based on a planned resource structure. Division of labor, a coordination principle in collaboration [110][80], is supported naturally through assigning different service providers to services in the composition.

- Deadline dependencies can be supported by service composition models through scheduling [86] as well as monitoring activities which enables to interfere in case the deadline might not be met. No service composition model could be found which supports reminders for services provided by humans.

Resource interdependencies can be managed as follows.

- Shared resource dependencies might violate consistency requirements of an application when causing lost updates or dirty reads. As described in Section 2.2.3, a number of different concurrency mechanisms exist addressing this problem in collaborative document creation. An extensive overview of standard and research coordination mechanisms for data consistency and recovery in service compositions is presented in [50]. The mechanisms include advanced transaction mechanisms, relaxed locking techniques, data dependency analysis as well as modularization strategies. The focus of the approaches presented in the survey is to ensure consistency or reliability in process-centric compositions where the “all or nothing” (atomicity) property is required. Besides modularization, these mechanisms therefore are suitable to only a limited extent for service-based collaboration support. Assignment of responsibilities for resources or tasks or sequencing of activities based on their association to resources are alternative coordination mechanisms for shared resource dependencies.

- Similarly to prerequisite relations, producer/consumer relations can be managed with notifications, e.g., updates of resources can be propagated to interested parties. In service composition models, producer/consumer relations often are solved through data flow approaches, i.e., sequencing. Standardization of formats enables usability and understandability of resources exchanged between producer and consumer [84]. Stan-
standardization of languages and protocols allows participants to interact independently of a coordinating or translating intermediary [7, p. 132ff.].

- Content dependencies are specific to collaborative document creation and therefore not considered in service composition approaches. The update of one resource might cause an inconsistent other resource. In general, content interdependencies can be supported through notifications if a resource is updated or sequencing for requesting an update of one resource if the other updates.

Table 2.1 shows an overview of the presented dependencies and coordination mechanisms based on the general coordination mechanisms provided in [84].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Coordination Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Interdependencies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prerequisite relation</td>
<td>sequencing, notification, tracking/monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simultaneity constraint</td>
<td>scheduling, synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task/subtask relation</td>
<td>goal selection, task decomposition, division of labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deadline dependency</td>
<td>scheduling, monitoring, reminders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource Interdependencies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared resource dependency</td>
<td>modularization, transactions, locking, data dependency analysis, task and resource assignment, sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>producer/consumer relation</td>
<td>notification, sequencing, usability through standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content dependency</td>
<td>notification, sequencing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coordination mechanisms applied during service composition focus on the execution phase. The coordination of the (collaborative) specification of service compositions has been considered in service engineering methods. For example, in [62], a design process is described for the collaborative creation of service compositions which considers negotiations of different stakeholders. The coordination of flexible, human-driven service compositions in order to support collaborative document creation, however, has not been studied.

2.4. Conclusion

Collaborative document creation involves the distribution of work on several human and non-human participants as well as the composition of produced results into a document. During collaboration, communication protocols and coordination mechanisms are applied.
depending on the requirements of the particular collaboration. Service-oriented technologies naturally seem to fit to support collaborative document creation, as they allow for flexible coordinated composition of loosely-coupled, distributed services. The previous sections, however, showed that several challenges have to be tackled as regards coordinating service compositions for collaborative document creation.

- Humans can be integrated into service compositions as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Potentially, an unlimited number of software services participate in a collaborative document creation process. A solution thus should be scalable as regards participants. The specification of a dedicated service interface for each service allows for precise definitions of service capabilities. The prescription of a uniform interface for all human and non-human services, however, might result in higher scalability as regards participants. The mapping of participants of collaborative document creation processes to a uniform interface is addressed in this thesis.

- Flow-based and resource composition styles exist as well as combinations of both to support structured or situational applications as shown in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. In collaborative document creation, resources need to be composed into a document as well as activities for delivering resources need to be flexibly coordinated. Existing service composition styles, however, often neglect the need for resource composition, or they require the specification of model parts in a too early phase making them too rigid for supporting collaborative document creation. A style supporting collaborative document creation should allow service compositions to flexibly evolve over time as new services are added or executed and deliver resources. The design of such a composition style is tackled in this thesis.

- A number of coordination mechanisms allow for the management of dependencies between services, e.g., through notifications or sequencing, as shown in Section 2.3. Most of these mechanisms are applicable to the execution phase of a service composition and can potentially be applied for collaborative document creation. Collaborative document creation processes, however, require coordination mechanisms for the execution as well as the specification phase of a composition. In addition, different coordination mechanisms are required for different scenarios of collaborative document creation. The design of a solution for flexible coordination is addressed in this thesis.

In order to address the challenges, design features for a collaboration model based on service composition are derived as presented in the following chapter.
Part II.

Solution Design
3. Design of Functional Solution Features

The set of design features described in this chapter frame and demonstrate the concept of the solution which is provided by this thesis work. Section 3.1 defines which types of collaboration participants and activities are considered in this thesis in order to allow for a uniform representation of human and non-human participants. Section 3.2 introduces the mechanism allowing human participants to compose activities and created results into an evolving document. The specification of a composition can be coordinated based on the intended document structure. Section 3.3 provides a frame for communication protocols to involve participants depending on the use case. The protocols allow human as well as non-human participants to contribute to a collaboration. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the approach to enable flexible coordination of dependencies. The provided coordination mechanism is flexible as it can be extended and configured to suit to (a) a specific collaboration, e.g., through automation of a particular dependency, and (b) different use cases of collaborative document creation.

3.1. Activities and Participants

Activities performed by participants are the basic building blocks of a collaboration. The design features detailed in this section and summarized in Table 3.1 consider the nature of activities and participants in collaborative document creation.

During collaboration, participants play roles based on their abilities and expertise, or their position in the organizational hierarchy. Roles are associated with responsibilities and rights. Participants might perform several roles in a collaboration or change roles during collaboration [133]. In different use cases of collaborative document creation, different roles can be identified. For example, typical roles in collaborative writing are writer, consultant, editor, and reviewer [110]. The creation of models in systems or service design involves various stakeholders and experts like analysts, (service) providers, domain experts, and users [48][115]. During modeling, these stakeholders take different roles like modeler, facilitator, technical support, or gatekeeper (cf. [115] for a literature analysis about collaborative modeling as regards roles). These roles can be summarized to two basic roles: roles which are responsible for coordination and moderation of the group process and roles which are responsible for the content. The collaboration model therefore supports coordinator and contributor roles (DF 1-1). In the following, participants playing a coordinator role are called coordinators, participants playing a contributor role are called contributors.
Activities performed during collaboration include content production tasks like creating, refining, reviewing, approving, or publishing contents, performed by contributors, as well as coordination tasks like planning workflows, selecting participants, and division of work (cf. [80][110]). The collaboration model enables human and non-human contributors, i.e., software services, to execute content production tasks (DF 1-2) in order to enable dynamic and static data sources like sensors or data bases to act as contributors during collaboration. Software services like translators provide functionality or transform content. Both types of services, data and functionality, are supported by the solution.

Software services in general are heterogeneous in their nature, ranging from atomic to composite services. Activities can be considered atomic when they can not be subdivided. The contributions they can provide in collaborative service creation are restricted to atomic activities. As regards content production tasks, the collaboration model supports atomic content production activities (DF 1-3). The integration of complex services and activities is subject of future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-1</td>
<td>Support of coordinator and contributor roles.</td>
<td>Coordinator and contributor are basic roles required in collaboration scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-2</td>
<td>Integration of human and non-human participants providing data and functionality.</td>
<td>More and more software services support humans in their daily work (cf. Section 2.2.1). Static and dynamic data sources act as content providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-3</td>
<td>Support for atomic content production activities.</td>
<td>Collaborative document creation involves content production tasks (cf. [80][110]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A collaboration is considered as a composition of activities performed by humans and non-human service providers. The activities produce or refine content which is input to documents which incrementally evolve during collaboration. How content is composed is described in the following.
3.2. Content Composition

Through activities, participants contribute to a document which acts as a container for content. Several activities are performed by different participants over time in order to provide and refine document parts. Table 3.2 summarizes the design features for content composition which align composition of activities and content contributed by activities.

In order to coordinate the process of collaborative document creation, a goal selection and task decomposition mechanism is applied. The existence of a document for a specific purpose is selected as goal. Coordinators decompose the expected document into parts to be delivered or refined. Subsequently, coordinators can identify activities to be performed in order to create and update document parts. Activities are assigned to contributors following the division of work principle and the separate writers strategy as described in [110]. The process can, however, not be completely planned in advance and document structure and content evolve over time. The collaboration model therefore allows coordinators to incrementally structure a document over time, use the evolving structure to identify tasks as well as integrate content contributions into the structure (DF 2-1).

During collaboration, as introduced in Section 2.2.1, documents are composed on three levels: content, behavior, and representation. The composition of behaviors and representations as opposed to content composition was examined in other works like [21]. The behavioral model, e.g., a temporal model in a hypertext presentation, makes a document more complicated. As the document itself is not in the focus of this thesis, rather the collaboration and composition of contents and activities, the support of behavioral model composition is subject of future work.

The content in documents is composed following a document model or format, e.g., HTML, Office Open XML as used in Microsoft Office, or TeX. Modern documents involve dynamic contents of different types and structures [122]. Different types of document models and formats are used in different use cases. In addition, participants of a collaboration might use different tools for collaboration using different document models. In order to provide a solution for a range of collaboration types and allow participants to use their existing tool environment, e.g., a word processor or e-mail, the collaboration model is document model independent (DF 2-2).

Finally, documents or parts thereof – including incorporated functionality – potentially are reused as outlined in Section 2.2.1. Reuse in current document models of the Web often is difficult since the languages and models used do not separate content and representation. Thus, components or document structure can not be easily extracted. The collaboration model provides a possibility to reuse content independently of its representation as contribution to other documents (DF 2-3).
Table 3.2: Design features for content composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-1</td>
<td>Enable incremental structuring of documents and mapping of activities and content to structure.</td>
<td>Structure evolves over time. Enables coordination mechanisms division of work and separate writers strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-2</td>
<td>Independence of document model.</td>
<td>Different document models are used in different collaborations. Enable integration with user’s tool environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-3</td>
<td>Support reuse of produced content.</td>
<td>Content might be interesting in other collaborations. Copy-paste is time-consuming and error-prone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Required activities for content production and refinement are deduced from the evolving document structure. These activities can then be assigned to participants responsible to perform them. Once assigned, participants can start performing the activity. In the following section, design features for participation, i.e., assigning participants and performing activities, are described.

### 3.3. Participation

Participation is the execution of communication activities performed to integrate content into an evolving document. Activities are performed by coordinators and contributors. Table 3.3 summarizes the design features for participation.

Figure 3.1 presents a snapshot of a collaboration during the creation of a project proposal. The project proposal contains document parts specified by coordinators and associated with activities as described in the previous section. During collaboration, participants in the role of contributors are associated with the activities they are responsible for. In the beginning of a collaboration, not all required activities and potential contributors are known. Therefore, associating contributors should be possible any time during the collaboration. The association of a contributor and an activity can follow different protocols. For instance, a coordinator might search and find a suitable participant for an activity in a repository, e.g., an expert system or a repository of software services, and assign the contributor to the activity. In a project proposal project as exemplified in Figure 3.1, the team of contributors is clear which makes searching for a suitable contributor unnecessary. Another form of participation is applied in open source projects, where humans volunteer in performing activities. Therefore,
3.3. Participation

the collaboration model enables a set of different association protocols which allow for finding contributors and associating them with an activity flexibly during collaboration (DF 3-1). These protocols map on human interaction but are also understandable by software service providers.

Having associated an activity and a contributor, the contributor can perform the activity and create or refine one or more document parts. The contributor might start performing the activity by itself or it might be asked to perform, e.g., by a coordinator. Activities possess a state, e.g., started or executed. The execution of activities influences state of document parts which might be delivered or refined. Making the state of activities and document parts explicit enables the coordinators to track progress of the collaboration. Execution protocols interrelate activity states with document part states and ensure correctness of activity executions as regards the states (DF 3-2).

Activities are performed in parallel by different contributors. Besides contributing contents, contributors might require to access existing parts of the composed contents. A contributor might be the consumer of content produced by another resulting in a producer/consumer relation as described in Section 2.3.1. For instance, a translation service requires the text to be translated as input. A person responsible for writing a summary requires the whole document as context in order to provide an adequate contribution. The collaboration model therefore stores documents centrally allowing write and read access to document parts to all participants. Since not all parts of a document might be relevant to a participant or should be accessed by the participant, a coordinator defines the parts to be accessed by the participant during collaboration. (DF 3-3)
### Table 3.3: Design features for participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-1</td>
<td>Support different protocols for finding contributors and associating them to activities.</td>
<td>Different forms of involvement of contributors exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-2</td>
<td>Support execution protocols which associate execution of activities with document part states.</td>
<td>Support state tracking as coordination mechanism (cf. Section 2.3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-3</td>
<td>Enable participants to access (parts of) the document and use it as input.</td>
<td>Participants might need to consume content to perform their activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participation addresses the involvement of single contributors performing activities. In a collaboration, a team of participants works in parallel on the same goal which causes dependencies between activities. Design features for coordination mechanisms supporting these dependencies are presented in the following section.

### 3.4. Coordination

Participation looks at the single contributor who eventually delivers contents. Coordination is required, when considering a larger number of participants and potentially interrelated activities. As described in Section 2.3, a large number of dependency types exist in collaborative document creation which can be addressed by different coordination mechanisms. A set of coordination mechanisms is already applied through the design features described in the previous sections:

- Task/subtask relations are managed through decomposition of the document into parts which are associated with activities required to create and transform them.

- Association of activities to different contributors, i.e., task assignment, enables division of labor. Division of labor is a mechanism to avoid shared resource dependencies as regards time of participants. In addition, division of labor allows participants to work in parallel which speeds up the collaboration process [110][115].

- In order to enable coordinators to track progress of the collaboration, parts and activities possess a state which can be observed. Producer/consumer relations are supported through a blackboard approach which enables consumers to access all output created by producers.
The assignment of activities to different contributors throughout the collaboration and the parallel execution of activities which produce and consume contents of the same document, however, pose additional coordination requirements on the solution to manage producer/consumer relations, shared resource dependencies as well as content dependencies. Table 3.4 summarizes the design features to support coordination for these dependencies.

In order to provide one mechanism to enable management of many dependency types, the collaboration model defines an extensible event model (DF 4-1). Anything which happens during collaboration, e.g., the association of a new contributor, the identification of an activity, or the update of a document part, might be considered an event. Events serve as notification mechanism for producers who inform consumers about new input contents. Participants can subscribe to event types of other participants or document parts, e.g., to receive updates of a specific document part.

Listening to events and acting accordingly might become cumbersome for coordinators. In order to improve efficiency and reduce manual coordination effort, the collaboration model enables coordinators to define rules throughout the collaboration which allow for (semi-)automation of coordination mechanisms (DF 4-2). The solution enables coordinators to specify dependencies and rules specific for their collaboration, i.e., to tailor the coordination support according to their needs. For instance, the collaborative creation and infilling of a form possibly requires a controlled process whereas the writing of a scientific project proposal is more flexible without any specified process. Rules might automate the protocols for participation of single contributors, for instance, ask them to perform the activity as soon as they are associated with the activity. Sequencing as a coordination mechanism to manage prerequisite or producer/consumer relations or content dependencies can be automated through asking a contributor to perform an activity only after another activity is finished. Through events, inconsistencies can be avoided if coordinators are informed about potential inconsistencies when they are detected. Even not occurring events could be used to send reminders as a coordination mechanism for deadline dependencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 4-1</td>
<td>Provide extensible event model to support notification as base coordination mechanism.</td>
<td>Coordination of dependencies enhances effectiveness [44] and potentially speeds up collaboration [110][115]. Notification supports a large set of coordination requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 4-2</td>
<td>Allow coordinators to specify rules based on events for different coordination mechanisms.</td>
<td>Rules enable automation which reduces manual coordination effort. Different use cases expose different coordination requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5. Conclusion

The design features described in the previous sections capture the functional design of the solution. The design features integrate requirements and features extracted from the domain of collaborative document creation having service composition in mind.

A number of requirements in collaborative document creation are not considered in this thesis. Version control is an important feature to enable traceability and rollback. A large number of mechanisms exist for version control. In this thesis, however, traceability and version control are not examined. Support of transactions and exception handling in such collaborations is not provided by the collaboration model. Design and development of compensation logic is complex in workflow systems; in Web services, standards emerge [7, p. 272]. In the collaboration model, compensation logic partially can be managed by humans who might define specific rules. The same holds true for exception handling during the collaboration process. Transactions and exception handling on an infrastructure level is out of scope of this thesis. Security, e.g., through role-based access, is not realized in the solution. Security and role model requirements differ for each collaboration application. Selecting and applying suitable solution approaches is open to future work.

Understanding the semantics of documents which are (re)used in different contexts or by different persons is difficult as there might be various views and opinions which are not made explicit or missing background information. Therefore, face-to-face communication is still required in order to clarify document or document fragment meaning because direct communication allows participants to ask further questions as required [56]. The target of the collaboration model presented in this thesis is therefore to supplement direct communication rather than to replace it.

In the following two chapters, the design features are mapped to the service-oriented collaboration model. Table 3.5 provides an overview of the mapping between the design features and the model realizing them. How the design features for activities, participants, and composition are realized, is described in Chapter 4. The realization of participation and coordination is detailed in Chapter 5.
3.5. Conclusion

Table 3.5.: Mapping of design features to collaboration model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Features</th>
<th>Realization in Collaboration Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities and Participants</td>
<td>Component Model (Section 4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Composition</td>
<td>Composition Model (Section 4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>Participation Protocol Framework (Section 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Event Model (Section 5.2), Coordination Rule Mechanism (Section 5.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Component and Composition Model

Service composition serves as implementation technology for the design features described in Chapter 3. The nature of and assumptions on the elements to be composed in a service composition are captured in a component model [7, p. 256]. An assumption is for instance that all components are implemented using the same technologies. The component model presented in Section 4.1 assumes that elements to be composed expose a uniform interface regardless of being delivered by a human or software. A uniform interface potentially allows for the reduction of technical effort when replacing a participant, e.g., a Web service which is not available anymore, and the construction of collaboration systems which can automatically create and handle a large number of interfaces to services provided by humans.

In order to aggregate components into service-based applications, dependencies between components are defined using composition styles as outlined in Section 2.1.2. The composition model presented in Section 4.2 represents the aggregation of services which are delivered by human and non-human service providers in order to collaboratively create a document. Differently from the existing solutions, the composition can evolve during collaboration since the composition model allows coordinators to select and specify dependencies, providers, and services as required during execution of the composition. In addition, the use case of collaborative document creation is leveraged in order to enable coordination of the composition process itself: services aggregate contents into a document which is then used by coordinators to identify and specify new required activities.

4.1. Component Model

Services realize activities which are performed by participants of the collaboration. The component model describes the nature of services which can serve as basic building blocks of a service composition. Figure 4.2 presents a schematic overview of the component model, described using a UML class diagram.

Central to the component model is the service which represents a generic Web-accessible software entity able to perform an activity, more precisely, atomic content production activity as defined in design feature 1-3. A service might for instance provide statistical data, illustrate data as a diagram, send a document to a blog, or translate a text into another language. Each service possesses a serviceId which is a unique global identifier of a service. The optional serviceDescription carries an informal description of the activity that the service performs.
written by the service provider. In order to address a service and request it, it provides a URI which denotes its physical location.

A service is associated with a number of resources. A resource is a container for any kind of content in an arbitrary format ranging from textual data to pictures or videos. In addition to content, a resource possesses a unique resourceId. In this thesis, a resource is understood as the output of a service rather than a requirement of a service to be able to execute, e.g., hardware resources. A resource might change over time.

A service manages the resources it possesses, i.e., provides them on request, updates, or deletes them. Each service exposes a uniform functional service interface for resource management. Calling the createOrUpdate() method on a service requests the creation of one or more new associated resources, or the update of existing ones. The delete() method requests the deletion of associated resources. Which resources are to be created, updated, or deleted is specified as parameter value of the methods.

The request() method allows service callers to retrieve the associated resource(s), e.g., to use them as parts in a collaboratively created document. Since services provided by humans might take time for their response to a request, the collaboration model provides an asynchronous communication protocol which is described in more detail in Section 5.1. A service might require input values in order to execute. For example, a search service requires a search string, or a human providing a text summary of a document requires the previous chapters of a document as input. A request might therefore come with an input parameter value or input parameter references to other services which can be requested by the service provider. The input is handled individually by services. For example, a service provided by humans might request all referenced services, store the requested resources locally, and present them on a graphical user interface (GUI) to the human provider.
With each service, a service type is associated which characterizes the service in detail. Several services might exist with the same service type. A service type comes with a unique typeId and a typeName. Figure 4.3 presents an exemplary taxonomy of service types which captures activity types potentially performed during collaborative document creation.

A variety of service types for content provision, transformation, and publication exist which integrate human-based activities, automated mechanisms as well as external Web sources as defined in design feature 1-2. Content provision services, e.g., human-based authoring or content retrieval, provide existing or newly created contents which can be directly used in documents. Content transformation services, e.g., layout or language translation, produce content based on existing content which the retrieve as input resources. Publishing and approval services perform functional activities based on provided input resources. Such services might send content to external targets, e.g., e-mail addresses or Web servers.

Each service is offered by a provider which might, for instance, be a person, a Web information system, or an organization. A provider can offer several services of different service types. The required providerId is a unique identifier of a provider, the URI defines the address where a provider can be reached. An optional profile describes the skills and capabilities of a provider. A provider might offer service types without having associated concrete services.
Figure 4.3.: Exemplary service type taxonomy for collaborative document creation.

of these types. The service types show the ability of a provider to perform certain tasks. Together with the profile, the information about associated service types can be used to match against requirements during a service selection procedure, e.g., during collaboration. The createService() method of a provider can be used to request the creation of a new service of a certain service type. This functionality is especially useful if a human is selected as provider but does not yet provide a concrete service.

Services as defined in the component model can be aggregated in order to produce a document composed of the resources they provide. The composition model presented in the following defines how services as well as resources are integrated in order to achieve a coherent document.

4.2. Composition Model

During collaboration, contributors perform activities to provide content to a joint document. These activities are represented as services as defined in the component model in the previous section. The composition model presented in the following defines how these services and their associated resources can be composed into an evolving document during collaboration. A simplified version of the composition model is described in [128]. A composition can be seen as both, activity composition and content composition, i.e., integrates activities performed by different participants as well as resources provided by the services. Figure 4.5 presents the composition model described in a UML class diagram.

The creation of a service composition according to the composition model is done by coordinators. Coordinators plan which content is expected, which activities, i.e., services, are required, as well as associate providers with certain activities. Providers performing
Figure 4.4.: Contribution “composition model”. The composition model on top of the component model allows for the representation of document evolution and refinement. The composition model specifies how human coordinators can compose activities of participants (i.e., content provisioning and transformation) and delivered results into an evolving, hierarchical document. The objective is to provide a novel mechanism for end-users to flexibly compose resources and activities into one document. Associated services play contributor roles. The separation of coordinator and contributor roles is done according to design feature 1-1 to represent different capabilities and responsibilities of participants. A human can play both roles in a collaboration.

The goal of collaborative document creation is the creation of an electronic document for a particular purpose. A document can thus be considered the intended result of a collaboration. The composition model makes the result a first-class citizen of the collaboration. To start a service composition, one or more coordinators create a document structure representing the intended result structure and, in the course of collaboration, dynamically refine the structure through moving, adding, or deleting expected (sub)results. More precisely, they compose the document as an ordered tree of results which they expect or require to be delivered during collaboration. Concrete results could for instance be certain text sections. Each result has a unique resultId as well as exactly one parent (which is not itself) except the root result which has no parent result. Each result might contain an arbitrary number of subresults which can be added or removed during collaboration as required. The hierarchical structure might represent the logical structure of a document, e.g., if chapters and sections are associated with respective results. A hierarchical structure of a document prescribes the way how to interpret information presented in the document [52, p. 465]. A number of reference models for assembling documents exist, many of them structure their content components hierarchically. In addition, in most written documents and many multimedia presentations hierarchies of parts can be found [112][21]. The tree structure maps to other structures like flat or flow structures thus enables a range of document models.

A result is in a resultState. Which result states exist in a concrete composition depends on the collaboration application realized through the composition. Example states are “identified”, “created”, or “updated”. Some applications might require an “approved” state denoting
a certain quality of the result. The result state is changed during collaboration through services or coordinators. More details on how the state might be changed during collaboration are provided in Section 5.1.

Results are services as defined in the component model denoted through the inheritance relationship shown in Figure 4.5. Therefore, results might possess a resource which contains content created and revised by contributors during collaboration. Results, however, can only possess one resource. Examples for content types are text, pictures, videos, footnotes, links/references, table of contents and other tables, or maps. The composition model therefore allows participants to create hierarchical documents which might contain any kind of content and does not prescribe a concrete document model as defined in design feature 2-2.
In order to access parts, i.e., results, of a document, clients access the request() method defined in the uniform interface of results. Documents or document parts can thus be reused in other documents as specified in design feature 2-3. Providers of these services are the coordinators of the results.

Having defined a number of expected results, coordinators identify contributions required to deliver and refine result content. A contribution is a placeholder for a concrete activity to be performed by a service during collaboration. Each result node might associate an arbitrary number of contributions, for instance, one for delivery of resource content and one for proofreading it. Placeholders for real services are useful, e.g., if at time of identification of a required activity no concrete service can be found yet. Contributions enable flexible selection and replacement of services during collaboration.

Contributions contain a unique contributionId as well as a contributionDescription of the activity to be performed. The description is accompanied with a service type and might be written by a coordinator to help participants carry out their activity. The contribution state captures state of the activity and helps coordinators to track state of the collaboration. Like the resultState, the contributionState depends on the concrete collaboration application. Example contribution states are “planned”, “assigned”, “idle”, or “terminated”. The state is changed during participation of a concrete service as described in more detail in Section 5.1.

As an example service composition, Figure 4.6 shows a snapshot of the project proposal document decomposed into chapters and sections associated with contributions to write, insert, proofread, or publish results.

![Figure 4.6: Example composition of results and contributions with assigned services.](image)

With each contribution, a concrete service might be associated which is responsible for providing an atomic activity related to the collaboration, i.e., produce new result content, or transform or publish existing result content. This service follows the component model as presented in the previous section. Providers of these services become contributors of the collaboration. Since services can be associated during composition execution, contributions enable late binding of services.
Component and Composition Model

Coordinators might assign results as input to contributions. When calling the associated service, references to these input results are provided as parameter values for the requested service. The service can then request the content whenever needed through the request() method of the result. Sending references instead of contents allows associated services to retrieve content only when they need it. Content might be updated between a service request and a response. A service might check for content updates on its own. Alternatively or additionally to the input result references, a contribution might possess an input value which is sent to the service as parameter value of the request.

Which results are created or updated by the service associated with the contribution is specified by the coordinators through the output association of a contribution with a result. A service provides content via the update() method of the result which writes the content to the according resource(s). A service thus can deliver more than one result in a collaboration, for instance, writing a project description and drawing the project overview picture.

To summarize, coordinators perform several steps during creation of the service composition. Figure 4.7 provides an overview of the steps sorted into the phases followed by the classical service composition life cycle presented in Section 2.1.3.

**Figure 4.7.:** Steps performed during service composition.

The steps performed during service composition do not follow a life cycle, rather each step can be performed as soon as minimum constraints are fulfilled. Coordinators start with identifying results and specifying an initial result structure. As soon as at least one result, e.g., the root result, is identified, coordinators can specify contributions which define the required activities. Required input and output results for these contributions can be specified now or at a later time during collaboration. Results and contributions can be added, moved, or removed.
anytime during collaboration which enables incremental structuring of evolving documents as required during collaboration and defined in design feature 2-1. The described steps are part of the requirements specification as well as abstract service composition definition.

As soon as a contribution is identified, mapping on concrete services can be started. This includes potentially the discovery of suitable service providers and services, the service selection as well as the service binding based on participation protocols as defined in Section 5.1. Services can be unbound or replaced with other services during collaboration. Service execution can start as soon as one concrete service is bound.

The life cycle of the service composition thus does not follow predefined phases. Rather, all specification steps can be performed during service composition execution which enables the flexibility of composition required for collaborative document creation.

4.3. Conclusion and Discussion

The component and composition model defined in the previous sections realize the design features specified in Chapter 3 as summarized in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-1</td>
<td>Support of coordinator and contributor roles.</td>
<td>Coordinators define service composition. Contributors are service providers delivering results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-2</td>
<td>Integration of human and non-human participants providing data and functionality.</td>
<td>Service types provided by humans and non-humans are supported by the uniform service interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 1-3</td>
<td>Support for atomic content production activities.</td>
<td>Services manage resources which they can provide as contributions on request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-1</td>
<td>Enable incremental structuring of documents and mapping of activities and content to structure.</td>
<td>Result tree capturing document structure can be modified throughout collaboration. Results are associated with contributions and activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-2</td>
<td>Independence of document model.</td>
<td>Each result resource in a document might have a different document model and format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 2-3</td>
<td>Support reuse of produced content.</td>
<td>Results are services which provide document content on request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The design decision for a *uniform service interface* in the component model has several implications for the application. On the one hand, a uniform interface restricts functionality of the services which are able to participate in a service composition. On the other hand, as all activities performed during collaboration are considered to be atomic, the simple interface suffices as it covers a large range of activities required in collaborative document creation. New services can be easily created without having to specify a detailed service description which potentially increases the number of available services.

The component model defines services as technology independent components. This enables the creation of adapters for existing services with different technologies, e.g. adapters to heterogeneous data sources or functionalities on the Web or in the enterprise. In addition, adapters with user interfaces for humans can be created which uniformly enable humans to manage the services they provide. Finally, plug-ins created for existing editors or adapters to other channels, e.g., e-mail, allow humans to provide their services using their existing or preferred tool environment. The development and reuse of adapters is simplified also through the uniform interface.

The specification of a uniform service interface for all services enables an easier replacement of services in a collaboration. Change to another service might be useful if persons providing services leave the team and an activity needs to be replaced, or Web services are not available anymore. In addition, the reusability of services is improved since the semantics for requesting activities are the same for all activities [142].

The composition model enables a new way of service composition. On the one hand, the document to be composed is a composition of *resources* which are exposed through service interfaces. The hierarchical grouping of resources into documents provides an intuitive but powerful model to the participants of collaborations as it enables coordination of collaboration through division of labor based on the document structure. The document model is inherently dynamic allowing the inclusion of functionality and contents of any format. On the other hand, the definition of contributions and association of services providing resources enables the composition of *activities*. The model therefore supports the fact that activities are distributed among team members and content is distributed over different sources. As described in Section 2.1.2, existing service composition styles often focus on either the execution of activities and the management of their dependencies or the composition of resources in a document.

The requirement of *flexibility* posed on the composition model by the case of collaborative document creation, is addressed through allowing specification of any part of the composition during execution. Due to the evolving nature of collaboration, the composition can not be completely specified in a dedicated design phase and instantiated in an execution phase. Rather, the composition continuously evolves during execution of a collaboration, i.e., re-
results and contributions are added or removed, services are associated with contributions, and participants eventually execute services and deliver results. The collaboration manifests as the instantiation of the composition model. Existing artifact-centric approaches combining different composition styles require a model of the artifact before the composition can be executed and most often follow a certain data format.

The specification of complete models facilitates the automated execution of compositions [64]. Automation of compositions is desired, e.g., in order to automate business processes using workflow engines [3]. In flow-based styles, for example, the composed services should be automatically executed in the right order. The automated execution of compositions for collaborative document creation is difficult as the model continuously changes and evolves. In addition, the composition model does not allow for the specification of dependencies between activities. The specification and automation of such dependencies is supported by the coordination model introduced in the following chapter.

Several approaches exist which target automated service composition, e.g., based on semantic technologies (cf. [41]). The composition for collaborative document creation, however, is team and collaboration specific and the requirements of the participants might change throughout the collaboration. Coordinators identify and define requirements depending on the state of the collaboration, i.e., the contents produced, having the collaboration goal in mind. Automation mechanisms would have to understand state and goal of the collaboration. Complete automation therefore is difficult, if not impossible. Still, there is room for partial automation where the desired degree of automated composition depends on the use case. If, for example, participants want to create a number of documents with the same document structure, e.g., patterns in a pattern repository or bug fix descriptions, participants might wish to have a template mechanism at hand which automatically creates expected results as well as activities to create these results. In collaborations involving an open, unique document structure, automation might not be required or desired.

In the presented composition model, the human coordinator is the primary force driving the collaboration. The coordinator can distribute the required activities among participants. As soon as contributors are involved and services are executed, dependencies between activities or produced resources might occur which need to be coordinated. In the following chapter, the participation and coordination model is presented which (a) specifies protocols for the integration and execution of services and (b) addresses these coordination requirements.
5. Participation and Coordination Model

Human and non-human participants offer atomic activities of different types which are represented as services in the component model. Results produced or revised during service execution can be composed into a hierarchical, evolving document according to the composition model. In order to integrate services, coordinators need to communicate with them, e.g., ask human providers for commitment or request Web services to perform an activity. The integration of and communication with services or service providers follows well-defined participation protocols. As described in Section 3.3, the nature of required and supported protocols for participant integration and activity execution varies in different collaboration scenarios.

In order to support different collaborative document creation use cases, Section 5.1 presents a participation protocol framework and an initial set of participation protocols. Within this framework, collaboration system providers can flexibly specify the protocols to be supported by their system. While existing coordination protocols and protocol frameworks, e.g., for WS-*, target non-human services the participation protocol framework enables the integration of human and non-human participants alike. Participation protocols can be automated as they are well-defined. Automation might be especially interesting for software services as they follow the same conversation sequence for each request.

While participation protocols support the coordination as regards the conversations between coordinators and providers, the event model (Section 5.2) and the coordination rule mechanism (Section 5.3) facilitate the automation of participation protocols as well as dependency management. For each associated service, participation protocols are executed which access document result elements, potentially in parallel. The execution of protocols might result in inconsistencies, e.g., if temporal or resource dependencies exist. Thus, each change of a state in a collaboration, e.g., during execution of a participation protocol, is denoted with an event. Specified rules might react on events and automatically perform activities. This automation reduces the manual effort of human coordinators during collaboration. In order to support a larger range of dependencies and protocols for different use cases, the event model and the rule mechanism can be configured and extended by collaboration system providers but also by coordinators of a collaboration.
5.1. Participation Protocol Framework

Figure 5.1.: Contribution “participation protocol framework”. The participation protocol framework enables the definition of participation protocols for interactions between a coordinator and participants of a collaboration including service binding and service execution protocols. The objective of the participation protocol framework is to enable the flexible selection of protocols according to the use case requirements. A set of protocols is presented which support different collaboration scenarios.

Participation protocols define conversation sequences during interactions of coordinators and providers or services. For instance, a human provider and a coordinator communicate in order to agree on the contribution the provider performs in the collaboration. In project teams it might be common practice for a project coordinator to delegate tasks to team members who have to perform them. In other teams, participants might first negotiate or be free to decline an assigned task. The inclusion of human and software service providers at the same time requires the technical support of participation protocols which can be handled by both types of service providers.

The activity to be performed is the context of this interaction between coordinator and provider or service. The participation protocols define valid states of an activity and state transitions of the activity in a collaboration. In the collaboration model, an activity is manifested through the contribution element of the composition model. A contribution maintains the state of the activity in the contributionState field. Participants of a collaboration, i.e., coordinators or providers, are able to access the contribution state or change it according to the participation protocols.

Figure 5.2 shows a schematic overview of the main states in the life cycle of a contribution. As soon as a participant identifies the need for a contribution, he creates a contribution element, for instance, to proofread the project proposal. Eventually, a service needs to be bound to the collaboration which ensures the provider’s commitment to contribute a certain service for the collaboration as well as the consent of the coordinator. For instance, a person is asked if he is willing to proofread the project proposal collaboration. If the person accepts, the
proofreading service he provides is bound to the proofreading contribution. Such protocols for binding of a service to a contribution are called *binding protocols*.

In Web services, the activity of binding is also called service selection. Service selection specifies how and when a concrete service is bound to a composition [7, p. 267ff.]. In static binding, the endpoint of a service is specified directly in the composition. Dynamic binding, where the endpoint of the service is looked up at a directory or calculated based on a specified query just before execution, eases replacement of services. Service selection looks at binding procedures from the composition’s viewpoint, which is the viewpoint of the coordinator in the case of collaborative document creation. The binding of services provided by humans, however, also involves interactions of the coordinator with the service providers and thus requires adoption of binding protocols, e.g., for negotiation.

From the state “bound”, a contribution can transfer to state “executed”. This is performed through *execution protocols*, i.e., the bound service is requested to be performed. As an example, the coordinator decides that the project proposal is ready to be proofread and calls the service associated with the according contribution. In this case, the person delivers the results asynchronously. In case a software service is involved, the response to the service call might be synchronous. During all stages, a contribution can be deleted, e.g., if it is not required anymore.

The dashed boxes in Figure 5.2 are placeholders for participation protocols which are implemented in concrete collaboration systems in order to ensure correct state transfers of contributions during communication. These boxes are extension points in the collaboration model. In the following, a set of basic participation protocols are proposed which enable the participation of providers and their services in a collaboration. Earlier versions of the participation protocols are described in [128].

The basic participation protocols are described using a slightly modified version of the diagram type used in the WS-Coordination protocols WS-BA [98] and WS-AT [94] and described as coordination protocol graph (CPG) in [72]. The nodes of this directed graph are states, the edges denote messages which are exchanged by the participating entities which
lead to state transitions of the communicating parties. Messages can originate from different parties which is denoted by dashed and solid lines. The diagram type is chosen as it allows for the graphical representation of messages from different participants and the effects of those messages on a state in one diagram. The following protocol snippets are part of the overall contribution life cycle and therefore do not present an explicit starting or ending node. As opposed to the CPG, the protocol flow might contain cycles, e.g., it might return to the state “created”. In addition, a (human) coordinator might want to decide which step in the protocol to take next. Therefore, more than one outgoing edge with the same participant is allowed for a node.

5.1.1. Service Binding Protocols

Service binding is the association of a service to a contribution. Service binding can be initiated by coordinators or service providers which implies different protocols, namely (a) coordinator-initiated service binding and (b) self-service binding of a provider.

(a) Coordinator-initiated service binding protocol. A coordinator might choose a provider suitable for a contribution in his collaboration and ask the provider to participate. Figure 5.3 shows this coordinator-initiated service binding protocol. Having created a contribution, the coordinator associates the contribution with a provider, where the contribution state is “binding open”. According to the protocol, the coordinator then asks a provider for binding a service which changes the contribution state to “asked for binding”. The binding request can be aborted by the coordinator, which transfers the contribution back to the state “binding open”. A service provider might decline or accept the binding request. A contribution is then “bound” with the service. In case the binding is not required anymore or another service should be bound, the binding can be completely deleted by the coordinator. Variations of the protocol might exist, e.g., that deleting a binding is also allowed for the provider.

(b) Self-service binding protocol. A provider might volunteer for a contribution and apply for it following a self-service binding protocol. In this case, the coordinator has to decide
whether to accept the application as shown in Figure 5.4. Self-service binding might be useful in human collaboration where for instance participants discussed and allocated activities verbally.

Figure 5.4.: Self-service binding protocol.

If both protocols are to be implemented in a single collaboration system, the contribution needs to store additional state information, e.g., whether provider or coordinator already accepted a binding request. More complex binding protocols could involve resource allocation or negotiation mechanisms, e.g., to choose the best or best available service or negotiate additional conditions. Especially for services provided in the enterprise, authorization protocols might be useful.

5.1.2. Service Execution Protocols

Once bound, a service can be requested and eventually deliver, transform, publish, or approve result content. In the following a set of protocols is described regulating the service execution communication: (a) The service request-response protocol defines how performing a contribution influences a result. (b) The service request-response protocol can be extended with approval. (c) The input retrieval protocol allows service providers to retrieve the existing result contents which is declared as input to the contribution.

(a) Service request-response protocol. The execution of a service influences the state of the results it has to deliver or refine. The result state is captured in the resultState attribute in result element of the composition model. Which results a service has to work on, is specified in the composition model through the output association of a contribution to results. A contribution might thus deliver several results in one execution or execute several times in order to provide all results its contribution is associated with. For instance, one person might be responsible for providing texts for the main part of the project proposal which is split into several results. The according contribution is associated with all of those results through the output association. The person, however, can deliver one result after the other through providing its service several times.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the life cycle of a contribution which influences the life cycle of a result. The corresponding result life cycle is shown in Figure 5.5(b). The dotted arrows denote influences of the execution of service A on the result life cycle. Another service B might also influence the result. The life cycle of service B is not shown in the figures.

![Contribution life cycle](image)

(a) Contribution life cycle.

![Result life cycle](image)

(b) Result life cycle.

**Figure 5.5.:** Service request-response protocol.

As soon as a contribution is bound with a service, service A in the example, a coordinator might request the execution of the service by calling its request() method. The contribution which captures the protocol state for the service is transferred to state “requested”. The contribution can be requested again, e.g., if the contributor does not react until a specified point in time. Being requested, a service provider eventually produces contents and contributes it to the corresponding result. The result turns to state “content created” or “content updated” if content was already created, e.g., through another contribution. In state “executed” the contribution can be called again through the coordinator or executed again through the service provider, e.g., for updates of a text. A repeated request can be used as a reminder for human services. Publishing activities do not have an impact on the result life cycle.

As an example, a service bound to a contribution is requested to deliver the project description. As soon as the service provider creates the content, i.e., the project description, the result changes to state “created”. The “update content” activity of a service might update one to all output result contents of the contribution associated with the service.

The service request-response protocol allows for the decoupling of request and response. A service might provide several logically coupled results by responding to one service call, e.g., writing the abstract and the summary of a document. Furthermore, provider respond synchronously (for software services) or asynchronously (for human services).
(b) Service request-response protocol with approval. The approval of a result or the declaration of a contribution to be finished might be important to ensure quality, e.g., through the four-eyes principle. Special approval service types are used in the following to realize approval protocols. The service request-response protocols are extended with additional states. Figure 5.6(b) shows a result whose content is originally created by a service A. Figure 5.6(a) presents the contribution life cycle of the approval service B responsible for approving the result.

![Diagram](image)

(a) Contribution life cycle of approval service B.
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(b) Result life cycle.

**Figure 5.6.** Service request-response protocol with approval.

Accordingly, the execution of the approval service B triggers the transfer of the corresponding result to state “content approved”. As soon as another service, e.g., service C in the figure, updates the approved result, approval service B is called again by the coordinator as denoted by the red arrows. Optionally, a contribution might be closed by a coordinator when it is not required anymore or the coordination considers it to be finished.

(c) Input Retrieval Protocol. Services might need to retrieve input like parts of the result content which already exists. For instance, a translation service needs as input the text it has to translate. A human translator might also require additional context information, e.g., already translated content, in order to produce high quality content. Input might also contain configuration parameters for a service, e.g., keywords or values. Reading the input means navigating through the result tree. Each request to an input result returns the content of the resource associated with this result as well as URIs to other results.
associated with this result (e.g., subresults) which can also be requested by the provider. This way, the service can retrieve as many input results as required. The input might be read during any state of the contribution life cycle. Access control mechanisms like authorization protocols or role models might be implemented on top.

The input retrieval protocol is inspired by the HATEOAS principle of REST[47, p. 82], although no application state is changed in the first place. Service providers can decide which result contents they would like to retrieve. They can execute the protocol at any time. Transferring content in a parameter value at the time of the service request could possibly result in a service working on outdated data. The provider also does not need to store result content, e.g., if he decides to work on the contribution at a later point in time. The provider just needs to know one result URI which is provided through the input relationship associated with the contribution. The document structure is not need to be known. The protocol thus works with flat or hierarchical models.

5.1.3. Conclusion and Discussion

The participation protocol framework realizes the design features specified in Chapter 3 as shown in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-1</td>
<td>Support different protocols for finding contributors and associating them to activities.</td>
<td>Participation protocol framework allows for integration of different use case specific service binding protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-2</td>
<td>Associate execution of activities with document part states.</td>
<td>Execution protocols manage association between contribution state and result state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 3-3</td>
<td>Enable participants to access (parts of) the document and use it as input.</td>
<td>Results are services which can be accessed through requesting them using an input retrieval protocol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participation protocol framework is a simple framework for the integration of service providers into a collaboration. Depending on the use case to be supported by a specific collaboration system, suitable protocols are selected or defined for the system and implemented, e.g., using a protocol engine. All participants in a collaboration need to support the specified participation protocols. Besides the described example protocols, collaboration systems
could implement sophisticated authentication protocols or protocols for pushing result contents to participating providers.

Unifying the protocols in a collaboration eases the integration of new participants which is required in collaborative document creation where the contributions and participants can not be specified in advance. The specification of protocols allows collaboration systems to (semi-)automate protocol execution depending on the use case or participant. For example, services might automatically be requested when they change to state “bound”. Software services might themselves perform automated execution, e.g., automatically accept requests for bindings or decline them in case they are overloaded. Automation of protocols is described in the following sections.

As described in Chapter 4, flexible participation is realized through the fact that specification can be performed during execution of the service composition. The conversations can therefore be started at any time during collaboration. The collaboration is started as soon as the first result node is created. The document itself is seen to be constantly evolving during collaboration. Thus, the shown protocols do not include a “finish” state of a result. Still, collaboration system designers might specify protocols for the protocol framework which involve such a state for a result.

The participation protocol framework is inspired by the WS-Coordination framework [96]. The main difference between the frameworks is the interactions they focus. Besides simple interactions, WS-Coordination protocols potentially support long-running transactions, mainly focused on non-human participants. The protocols might involve several participants. Participation protocols as presented in the previous sections are restricted to coordinating interactions between two participants for the goal of service binding or service execution. The participation protocols allow coordinators to integrate humans and software services alike. Complex interactions between several participants, however, are not considered in the current version of the framework. The participation protocols, however, are lightweight because no complex, long-running conversations are required in order to bind a service or provide a result. As no specific logic is required for deciding the next steps, the implementation of the protocols should be straight-forward.

WS-Coordination provides a context for communication which is created through a dedicated activation service on request of one participant. In the participation protocol framework, the contribution element builds the context for the definition of protocols for allocating and requesting participants as well as executing work. In WS-Coordination, the context is exchanged between participants through messages. In contrary, in the participation protocol framework, a shared data approach is applied where all participants can access the contribution. Contributions are resources which capture the state of conversations. Participants do not have to store state information of a conversation. As the contribution captures the state of
a conversation centrally as a resource, services themselves can be stateless. This potentially allows for better reusability (e.g., higher level services like “writing” can be offered instead of “writing abstract for project proposal X”). Service providers, however, have to be able to observe the contributions they are responsible for. Coordinators are enabled to access and track conversation state of all contributions in a collaboration. State tracking is a coordination mechanism which can be applied for collaborative document creation to track progress of a collaboration.

In WS-Coordination, a registration service allows a Web service to register for a specific activity in a specific context using a particular coordination protocol. A Web service may engage for a number of activities at the same time. Similarly, in the participation protocol framework, providers might also participate in a number of activities for binding and executing services. Registration for a specific activity therefore is similar to binding a service to a contribution. The binding in the participation protocol framework might follow different protocols.

Participation protocols technically enable providers to be bound and to contribute to a collaboration. In a collaboration, a large range of conversations happen, potentially at the same time. These conversations might depend on each other or influence the same results. Coordination mechanisms enable the management of dependencies. During state changes of contributions and results, events are emitted which can be used for these coordination mechanisms, e.g., to reduce manual coordination efforts for the coordinator. The following section presents the event model.

### 5.2. Event Model

![Event Model Diagram]

Figure 5.7.: Contribution “event model”. The event model defines atomic and composite events which might occur during collaboration, i.e., changes of the service composition and execution of participation protocols. The event model is extensible in order to be adaptable to a range of use cases.
Activities in a collaboration might be of interest for other participants in a collaboration. For instance, a coordinator might want to track the state of a collaboration through monitoring which contributions are provided and which are open. A coordinator might want to send reminders to services of open contributions, e.g., to manage deadline dependencies. Coordination should be automated in order to reduce manual coordination efforts. As a basis for automation serves an event mechanism based on the participation protocols presented in the previous section as well as the activities performed by coordinators during composition of results and contributions as described in Section 4.2.

An event is “anything that happens, or is contemplated as happening” [82]. An event refers to the change of a state of a real or virtual object or attribute of an object [19, p. 48]. Types of events range from physical or technical events occurring with a high frequency to business or human-triggered events [19, p. 85f.]. Figure 5.8 presents the structure of atomic event types in the collaboration model. An extract of the structure is published in [128]. Instances of the event types are emitted during collaboration, e.g., caused by coordination activities which change state of service bindings or service response activities. Each state change in the participation protocols triggers an event.

![Diagram of atomic event types for collaborative document creation.](image)
The model follows established techniques for event definition (cf. [19]). Accordingly, each event type inherits from an abstract event type and includes a unique ID and a timestamp denoting the time of emission. In addition, each event exposes context-specific information like its source or the result which was changed. Events of the type service binding are emitted during the service binding protocols presented in the previous section. Events of the type service execution capture all events of the result and contribution life cycles during execution of a service. Changes on the overall result tree structure, e.g., creating or moving results, are denoted by events of the type result structure. Events of the type timer are emitted at specified points in time. New event types can be added by collaboration system designers as required through inheriting abstract event. Adding new event types might be required if additional participation protocols are implemented defining new states and transitions.

In addition to atomic events, derived or composite events [82] might be captured during collaboration. Derived events are events which are generated by a method based on the occurrence or non-occurrence of other events. For instance, an event might be triggered if a certain contribution was not executed until a certain point in time. The event is derived from the absence of an event.

Composite events mark a more complex situation and are derived events which connect atomic events. During collaborations, event streams of atomic events are produced which are continuously queried by event processing engines in order to detect event patterns [19, p. 18ff.] representing complex situations. A number of event specification languages exist to define event patterns. For example, event patterns can be defined using event algebras, also called composition-operator-based languages [43, p. 49ff.], which specify dependencies and constraints for a set of events [19, p. 109]. Dependencies like sequences are defined using operators over event types or event data. Alternative languages are, for example, data stream query and production rule languages (cf. [43, p. 56ff.] for a detailed discussion).

Event patterns in the collaboration model are specified using an event algebra since such languages are perceived to be intuitive and easy to use for developers [43, p. 69]. The language, which is inspired by [19, p. 110f.], supports only few operators in order to minimize potential misinterpretations and misunderstandings of patterns by collaboration participants. An early version of the language is published in [128]. The language is designed to provide an initial mechanism to detect complex situations in collaborative document creation rather than to be all-embracing and formally correct. Sufficiency and usability of the specified mechanism needs to be evaluated in collaboration scenarios in future work.

Event pattern specification is based on the operators conjunction, disjunction, sequence, and negation which are supported by all existing composition-operator-based languages [43, p. 51]:
• A ∧ B defines a conjunction which denotes that both, an event of type A and an event of type B, have to occur in order to fulfill the event pattern regardless of the order of their occurrence.

• A ∨ B defines a disjunction which denotes that either an event of type A or an event of type B has to occur in order to fulfill the event pattern.

• A → B defines a sequence which denotes that the pattern is detected if an event of type A is followed by an event of type B.

• ¬ A defines a negation which denotes the non-occurrence of an event of type A during a specified time window. The absence of an event might denote a potential inconsistency, e.g., if an update of a diagram was denoted by an event but not the update of the describing text.

In addition, conditions on the attribute values of an event type might be specified. For example, A(id="123") describes an event pattern for an event of type A with the ID 123. In the following, such event types are called conditioned.

Operators can be combined to construct more complex event patterns. For example, the pattern A → (B ∨ C) describes an event pattern where an event of type A is followed by either an event of type B or of type C [19, p. 110]. Events of type timer can be specified in an event pattern using the template Timer(year-month-day-hour-minute). For example, the event Timer(2013-06-01-8-30) is detected on June 1st, 2013 at 8.30am. The event Timer(*-*-*-14-00) is detected every day at 2pm.

Additionally, the following assumptions are made for the event model.

• An event stream comprises all events of exactly one collaboration. Events in an event stream are ordered based on their time of occurrence.

• If two event types are connected with an operator, e.g., A ∧ B, any event of arbitrary type might occur in between the events of type A and type B, unless otherwise specified through a negation, e.g., A ∧ B ∧ ¬ C.

• If an event pattern contains a negation, the pattern implicitly defines a time window in which the negation holds. The time window starts when the first event matching the pattern is detected, and ends when the last required event or an event of the negated event type is detected. For example, for the event pattern A → (B ∧ ¬ C) the time window starts as soon as an event of type A is detected and expires as soon as an event of type B is detected denoting the successful derivation of the composite event.
Atomic and composite events denote situations in a collaboration which are made explicit through the extensible event model. As defined in design feature 4-1, events support basic coordination as they can be seen as a notification on a situation which might require action from a coordinator or provider. More sophisticated coordination means can be based on events in form of rules. The coordination rule mechanism is presented in the following section.

5.3. Coordination Rule Mechanism

![Coordination Rule Mechanism Diagram](image)

Figure 5.9: Contribution “coordination rule mechanism”. An ECA rule mechanism enables participants to specify rules reacting on events. Rules allow for coordination of collaborations, including the partial automation of participation protocols and the management of dependencies between activities and results. Frequent dependencies between activities are identified and rules are proposed to manage them.

The service composition supported by the component and composition model defined in Chapter 4 as well as the participation protocols enable manual execution of a service composition supporting collaboration. The specification and execution of the service composition is mainly driven by the coordinators of a collaboration. The coordination rule mechanism described in this section enables, on the one hand, the reduction of manual coordination effort through (semi-)automation. On the other hand, the mechanism supports additional coordination means based on events occurring during collaboration.

Figure 5.10 depicts potential dependencies occurring during collaborative creation of a project proposal which might need to be coordinated. Several persons provide input to the project description which poses a shared resource dependency on the result. A content dependency exists between the project description and the project overview picture. Once the project description is updated, the project description has to be aligned. In the example, a Web service inserts the profile descriptions of the participating organizations. A translation activity performed on these descriptions requires them as input which denotes a producer/-
consumer relation between the activities. Finally, the document should not be published before it is proofread – a prerequisite relation.

In order to manage such dependencies, coordinators can specify coordination rules which are handled by a coordination rule engine. A rule consists of a set of events as defined in the previous section, a set of conditions, and a set of actions. The set of conditions might be empty. At least one event and one action are required.

- **Event** patterns are specified as presented in Section 5.2. If an event pattern matches, i.e., an atomic or composite event occurs, the rule is activated, conditions are checked, and actions are executed.

- **Conditions** are functions over events, event attributes, and environment variables. A function might check whether an attribute conforms to a specific value, e.g., whether the event occurred in a specific time interval or the event refers to a certain result. In addition, conditions might be arbitrary functions performing calculations or checking attribute values. The return value of the functions are either “true” or “false”. A condition might be composed of a set of conditions which are concatenated through conjunctions or disjunctions. If the condition is evaluated to true, actions are executed according to the rule specification.

- **Actions** are automated activities triggered by a rule. Actions either emit derived events or they call services according to the participation protocols.

Only one event can occur at a time. Events are placed into a queue which is processed by the rule engine on a first in first out basis. The rule engine is push-based, i.e., whenever an event occurs all rules are selected which match this event. Potentially, not all events in an event pattern are fulfilled. Rules with partially fulfilled event patterns are annotated with a note and a timestamp that the event was already detected. Rules in which the event pattern is
completed are checked for their conditions. If the condition returns false, nothing happens. If the condition returns true or no condition exists, all actions of the rule are executed. The event is deleted from the queue.

During execution of rules, several conflicts or inconsistencies might occur. Loops might omit termination, e.g., if events triggering a rule are also emitted in the action part of the rule. General possible resolution mechanisms for loops include static analysis of rules before execution as well as restricting the cascading level of rules [30].

A pragmatic resolution mechanism is to forbid the creation of rules which listen to the same event as emitted in the action. Another example conflict is a loop which occurs if an update of a service triggers the update of another service, which again triggers an update of the first service. Such loops might be required, e.g., if two interdependent results should be kept up to date. The scenario can be avoided if human services and coordinators are involved which can control the execution of the rule. As soon as both services are automated software services, however, the rule might cause problems.

Different execution orders of rules might result in different states of results or contributions. For instance, two rules listen to the same event and both rules change the state of the same contribution, one to “bound” the other to “binding open”. In order to avoid such conflicts, a static analysis approach could be applied which checks rules at their creation in order to avoid conflicts with already existing rules. Alternatively, the creator of rules might prioritize rules [30]. The usability of rule prioritization for end-users as the intended target group of the collaboration model, however, has to be examined.

Analysis of rule bases and mechanisms to ensure termination as well as avoid conflicts caused by the execution order, i.e., ensure confluence, is and has been subject to research, especially in the active database domain [106]. Evaluation of applicability of existing approaches or design of new mechanisms is out of scope in this thesis.

Rules are specified by coordinators over the event types as described in Listing 5.1 using the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [61].

(* Specification of rule: *)
rule = ‘ ON ’, event, [‘ IF ’, condition], ‘ DO ’, action ;

(* Specification of event pattern according to the event model: *)
event = [¬] atomic-event | [¬] conditioned-event
     | [¬] composite-event ;
atomic-event = ? atomic event type ? ;
conditioned-event = atomic-event, (, ? event attribute ?, =,
     ””, ? value ? ,””, ) ;
composite-event = [(, event, operator, event, [)] ;
operator = → | ∧ | ∨ ;

(* Specification of conditions: *)
condition = simple-condition | composed-condition ;
composed-condition = [( [], condition, (‘ AND ’| ‘ OR ’),
        condition, [] ) ] ;
simple-condition = atomic-event, ‘.’, ? event attribute ? ,
        (= |!=|>|<|=|>=|=< , ‘”’, ? value ? , ‘”’
        | ‘[’, timestamp,’,’ , timestamp, ‘]’
        | ? function with parameters ? ;

(* Specification of actions: *)
action = simple-condition | composed-condition ;
simple-action = ? function with parameters ? ;
composed-action = action, ‘ AND ’, action ;

Listing 5.1: Rule language specified in EBNF.

As described in the event model in the previous section, an event pattern can either contain a single atomic event or a composite event. Both, an atomic or a composite event can be negated using the symbol ¬. An atomic-event is of an atomic event type as specified in the event model. For the specification of a composite-event, the operator symbols defined in the previous section for concatenating events can be used: → for sequence, ∧ for conjunction, and ∨ for disjunction. The optional condition might be simple composed. A simple-condition contains one function. A composed-condition concatenates several conditions using the operators AND for conjunction or OR for disjunction. In a condition, event attributes can be used for filtering using the dot operator, e.g., to listen for bound events concerning a particular contribution. The expression operators =, !=, >, <>=, <= can be used for comparing an attribute to a value. For instance, e1.id=“123” matches if the ID attribute of the e1 event has the value “123”. A condition might also call a function with specific parameters which evaluates to true or false. A condition might specify a time frame in which the event pattern has to be fulfilled using a start and an end timestamp. A rule might trigger one or more actions. The simple-action specifies a function to be called, for instance, a request to a particular service. A composed-action composes two or more simple actions using the AND operator.

Rules are either generic or collaboration-specific. Generic rules apply for all collaborations of the same type which can be supported by the same collaboration system. Collaboration-specific rules support coordination of one collaboration and are defined by the coordinator(s) of this collaboration. A collaboration system employs a mixture of generic and collaboration-
specific rules. The required rules differ for each use case and potentially for each single collaboration. Features supported by rules are (a) the (semi-)automated execution of participation protocols mainly supported by generic rules, (b) the specification and coordination of collaboration-specific dependencies, and (c) the detection and management of potential inconsistencies through suggesting or generating rules. In the following, an exemplary set of rules is presented for these features.

5.3.1. Rules for Semi-Automation of Participation Protocols

The participation protocols presented in Section 5.1 prescribe steps to be followed for binding and invoking a service. In order to support a human coordinator in execution of these steps, service binding and invocation can be performed automatically by a coordination engine implemented in a collaboration system. A semi-automation, i.e., the automation of a subset of the steps required to complete a protocol execution, can be reached through configuring the coordination engine with the following rules (adapted version of the automation rule specified in [128]).

```plaintext
ON ServiceAssociated
  DO askForBinding(ServiceAssociated.contribution)
ON Bound
  DO requestContribution(Bound.contribution)
```

These rules are triggered as soon as an event of type ServiceAssociated or Bound is detected. An event of type ServiceAssociated is emitted whenever a coordinator adds a service to a contribution. The first rule is activated and subsequently the rule engine calls as action the askForBinding method which sends a message to the associated service asking it for acceptance of the binding according to the service binding protocol. As soon as a binding is accepted, i.e., an event of type Bound is detected, the second rule calls the requestContribution method. This method calls the associated service.

A human coordinator can restrict this behavior through extending the rules, e.g., if a specific service should not be called automatically. The following rule prevents the execution of the action if the bound service has the ID publish. The specified rule becomes collaboration-specific.

```plaintext
ON Bound
  IF Bound.service!="publish"
  DO requestContribution(Bound.contribution)
```
5.3.2. Rules for Coordinating Collaboration-Specific Dependencies

A second use case for coordination rules is the management of collaboration-specific dependencies. This section provides a set of rules which can be built with the rule mechanism and might be useful during collaboration as explained in Section 3.4.

As introduced in Section 2.3, prerequisite relations, i.e., the requirement that one activity can only be performed when another activity is finished, or producer/consumer relations, i.e., that one activity creates input for another activity, might occur. Such dependencies can be handled through task sequencing or notifications. The following rule reacts on the creation or update of a specific result – the result with ID project description – in order to request the contribution with ID translate.

ON ContentCreatedOrUpdated(result="project description")
DO requestContribution("translate")

The rule can also help to manage content dependencies where two results interrelate. These rules are specific to the collaboration and have to be created for each dependency if coordination of the dependency is desired. Fully automating such dependencies is difficult as they require an understanding of the content of the artifact. The combination of the sequencing rule with rule-based automated service requests in one collaboration could cause a request to the translate service before potential result content for the project description is provided.

In order to manage temporal dependencies in a restricting way, i.e., disallow the execution of particular actions, a collaboration system could decouple the intent to request a service from the actual request [128]. Events of type ContributionRequested could be interpreted as the intention to request the contribution. An event of type ContributionRequested is emitted as soon as the coordinator requests a contribution, but before the call is sent to the associated service. The rule engine can then be configured with rules constraining the request of specific services unless particular events have occurred.

At each occurrence of an event of type ContributionRequested, the following rule requests the service specified in the event (adapted version from the rule presented in [128]).

ON ContributionRequested
DO requestService(ContributionRequested.service)

In order to introduce restrictions, the rule can be extended with conditions, for instance, if a prerequisite relationship holds, e.g., the publish service should only be performed after the proofread was done. As extension, the coordinator adds a condition to the rule which prevents the execution of the service call to the publish service and a rule which only executes the service if the proofread already updated some content:
ON ContributionRequested
IF ContributionRequested.service!="publish"
DO requestService(ContributionRequested.service)

ON ContributionRequested(service="publish") ∧
    ContentCreatedOrUpdated(service="proofread")
DO requestService(ContributionRequested.service)

The rule mechanism enables the specification of reminders in order to improve management of deadline dependencies. For instance, if the result with ID cost calculation section in the project proposal is not created or updated until February, 18th in 2013, the contribution with the ID cost calculation is requested. The rule does not ensure deadline accordance, however, the coordinator is free in defining times for reminders.

ON Timer(2013-02-18-00-00) ∧
    ¬ ContentCreatedOrUpdated(result="cost calculation section")
DO requestContribution("cost calculation")

5.3.3. Suggestion of Rules

Shared resource dependencies may lead to inconsistencies during the collaboration when results are accessed simultaneously by two or more services. The coordination engine can help the human coordinator through detecting potential inconsistencies and suggesting rules to avoid them.

The output relation of a contribution to a result as defined in the composition model in Section 4.2 specifies which results, hence resources in the document, the associated service is allowed to update. The event model could contain an event for the association of a contribution with a result. Whenever an event of this type occurs, a rule might check whether another contribution already associates the result. The rule engine might warn the user and suggest a rule for task sequencing as shown in the previous section. The input relation of a contribution to a result defines which results an associated service might request as input. In order to avoid inconsistent reads and a service working on outdated input data, a rule might check on association of the contribution with the result whether the result is associated as output of another contribution. The action of the rule might warn the coordinator and propose a task sequencing rule.

The definition of powerful rules for the detection of additional rules for shared resource dependency management is subject of future work.
5.4. Conclusion and Discussion

The event model and coordination rule mechanism defined in the previous sections realize the design features specified in Chapter 3 as shown in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Feature</th>
<th>Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF 4-1</td>
<td>Provide extensible event model to support notification as base coordination mechanism.</td>
<td>New atomic events can be added to the event model presented in Section 5.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF 4-2</td>
<td>Allow coordinators to specify rules based on events for different coordination mechanisms.</td>
<td>Coordination rule mechanism defines a language to specify ECA rules and a rule engine enabling rule-based participation protocol automation and collaboration-specific coordination mechanisms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The event model presented in Section 5.2 in combination with the coordination rule mechanism allows collaboration systems to reduce required effort of human coordinators through semi-automation of protocols as well as the management of collaboration-specific dependencies in service compositions. While participation protocols support the coordination as regards the binding and execution of services in a composition, the coordination rule mechanism adds dependency management between participating services. A discussion on the participation protocol framework is provided in Section 5.1.3.

The configuration of coordination mechanisms to support different use cases can be performed by collaboration system providers or by coordinators of collaborations. Collaboration system providers can use the event model and actions as they are designed. Alternatively, they might create new event types and define action types which suit particular requirements of collaborations to be supported with the designed system. These event and action types are base for the rules which can be specified in the collaboration system. Collaboration system providers might also specify particular rules, e.g., for protocol automation, which are applied throughout the system. Finally, collaboration system providers specify the available participation protocols for a system. The specifications in the collaboration system frame the activities which can be performed by participants of a system. Coordinators might configure coordination through specifying rules.

ECA rules originally were applied in the context of active databases [106] but also have been used for exception handling in workflows or on application-level to express reactive and
adaptive behaviors and enable developers to tailor applications to their domain needs [30]. Moreover, ECA rules are used in knowledge management since humans are familiar with thinking in ECA rules and at the same time ECA rules allow for formal representation in systems [12, p. 73]. In addition, the combination of event-driven with service-oriented architectures enables the implementation of agile and adaptive business processes based on service composition [19, p. 38]. In the collaboration model, the rule mechanism enables flexible configuration and specification of collaboration-specific behavior, e.g., a rule can be added or removed anytime during collaboration by a human coordinator. Services are loosely coupled via rules. This flexibility is useful to support evolving, hardly predictable service compositions as described in the composition model. The flexibility, however, might result in conflicts and inconsistencies. A large set of rules might diminish usability for the human coordinators. The rule language is powerful which complicates its use for human coordinators. Mechanisms for efficient rule management and conflict handling usable for collaboration participants are subject of future work.

Rules allow for automation of tasks in a collaboration. Automation can be defined as the automated execution of tasks which could be performed by humans [104]. On the one hand, automation supports coordination tasks of human coordinators, e.g., through rules which notify about dependencies and potential inconsistencies or automatically make service calls. On the other hand, automation increases coordination overhead, e.g., if software services are included to perform specific tasks. Collaboration system providers have to design protocols which can be understood and supported by all participants, humans and non-humans. Which tasks should be automated has to be decided for each use case, or even collaboration. Different aspects might influence this decision (cf. [105]). For example, the mental and physical workload of participants might be decreased through automation. On the other hand, participants might lose awareness of events happening during collaboration. Additional criteria are costs of automation, e.g., in case of wrong automation rules, or trust in automated systems by the end-user [105]. The rule mechanism aims to support semi-automation and dependency management rather than full automation of processes. In the collaboration model, the end-user can co-decide on the degree of automation. For example, participants can decide which steps in the protocols to automate. This might have a positive effect on trust as long as the rule base stays usable.

To examine whether the collaboration model is feasible and can be implemented using service composition technologies, an infrastructure and a collaboration application realize a version of the collaboration model as presented in the following chapter.
Part III.

Implementation and Evaluation
6. Proof of Concept: Design and Implementation

This chapter introduces the design and implementation of a collaboration system which demonstrates feasibility of the collaboration model. The collaboration model is mapped on a software architecture and implemented in a Web-based software prototype. The system contains the collaboration infrastructure realizing data source and application logic of the system and the collaboration application realizing a user front end which illustrates how to use the infrastructure to support humans during collaborative document creation. Besides the collaboration model features, the infrastructure supports the implementation of various adapters, e.g., for Web services which serve as input sources to collaborations. Figure 6.1 presents an overview of the software architecture.

![Architecture overview of the collaboration system.](image)

The collaboration application on the upper part of the figure provides a GUI for coordinators to create result structures as well as for human contributors to provide services. Software services can be provided through external adapters as shown on the right hand side. As part of the collaboration infrastructure, the mashup persistency stores result structures created by coordinators as well as rules associated with a collaboration. The term "mashup" in the name of the component stems from the fact that the documents are service compositions which are...
created by the end-users suiting their current need. The *coordinator service messaging component* provides a Web service interface to the results in the mashup persistency which is used by contributors (e.g., using service adapters or the collaboration application) to retrieve and update result contents. In addition, the coordinator service messaging component is responsible for executing participation protocols, e.g., calls services on request of a coordinator through the collaboration application. To perform this functionality, the coordinator service messaging component accesses the *mashup registry* to retrieve information about providers, services, and their endpoints. The mashup registry allows providers to register and offer services, e.g., through an adapter or the collaboration application. The coordinator service messaging component might send events to the *rule engine*, e.g., in case of state changes in a protocol or changes on the result tree. The rule engine, which is configured with rules by the coordinators, analyzes the rules and might execute actions using the the coordinator service messaging component. The infrastructure components are detailed in Section 6.1, followed by an overview of the application and select adapters in Section 6.2.

A guiding principle during design and development of the collaboration system was to use mature standards and existing technologies and components where possible. Another, in some cases contradictory, guiding principle was to design the collaboration system adaptable as regards the extension and specialization points of the collaboration model. The collaboration system thus represents a compromise between these two guiding principles.

Earlier versions of the collaboration infrastructure and application are described in [126] and [127].

### 6.1. Infrastructure Architecture

The infrastructure is designed as distributed hypermedia system using the REST architectural style [47]. REST uses simple, yet proven abstractions and has a low adoption barrier [108] and might therefore support scalability as regards involved participants and adapter developers. Web standards and technologies like HTTP, URI, or XML are used to realize the REST principles. On the one hand, the Web provides a large number of heterogeneous resources which could be utilized in collaboration. On the other hand, if documents realized during collaboration are offered through Web technologies they might be more easily spread and reused on the Web.

RESTful systems realize the principles (a) resource identification, (b) manipulation of resources through representations, (c) self-descriptive messages, and (d) HATEOAS [47, p. 82]. When using Web technologies, each resource is identified and addressed through a URI. Resources can be accessed and manipulated through a *uniform interface* with a fixed set of operations. In HTTP, these operations are PUT (create or update resource), GET (retrieve state of resource), POST (update state), and DELETE (remove). The operations are
performed using representations of resources including data, e.g., the current state of the resource, and meta-data describing the data, e.g., its format. Each message is self-descriptive, i.e., contains all information required for the execution of a request, e.g., an update of a resource state. State of the application can be changed through following hyperlinks included in representations [47, p. 86ff.]

In the design of the collaboration infrastructure, contributions are represented as resources which can be accessed at their URI and manipulated through a uniform interface. Results produced during collaboration are represented as resources as well. A collaboration consists of a set of such resources which are composed by end-users in a flexible manner. Contributions are requested and performed through exchanging resource representations which change the state of contribution and result resources. Following the guiding principle to reuse mature standards, communication is performed using a subset of standard HTTP verbs. Messages are formatted in XML format.

Storage and manipulation of resources as well as maintenance of application state is supported by four infrastructure components. The components realize collaboration model features as follows.

- The mashup registry enables providers to publish profiles and service types according to the component model described in Section 4.1. Coordinators can search and find suitable providers and services. The registry supports human and software-based services alike. In addition, the registry is responsible for storing state of service binding protocols.

- The mashup persistency stores resources of result documents produced during service composition and serves as a central access point for all participants to the collaboration results.

- The coordinator service messaging component supports correct execution of service execution protocols, e.g., accessing document parts as well as implements communication with providers. The component implements the set of basic protocols defined in Section 5.1.

- The rule engine component allows coordinators to specify rules as well as executes them on occurrence of events following the coordination rule mechanism specified in Section 5.3.

In addition to the four infrastructure components, the collaboration system offers an adapter framework which enables developers to implement service adapters according to the component model. The infrastructure components and the adapter framework are described in Sections 6.1.2 to 6.1.6.
6. Proof of Concept: Design and Implementation

6.1.1. Service Interfaces

Service providers are responsible for delivering services on demand. The infrastructure prescribes the interface service providers and services have to offer in order to contribute in a collaboration. The design of the interface involved the following considerations.

- The interface should represent providers offering several resources through a service interface according to the component model described in Section 4.1.

- The interface should provide access to provided resources, i.e., implement the request() method of the service class in the component model. If the resource is not yet available, the same method should request its creation to avoid that requesters need to distinguish between requesting a creation or an update of a resource.

- Providers should be able to update the resource if it is requested, e.g., adapt it to the collaboration it is requested for, and return it asynchronously. Asynchronous response is especially useful for human providers.

- Since results also are represented as resources, the URI scheme should represent the result structure for navigation in the result tree.

The infrastructure design differentiates between service instances and providers. Service instances are resources which can be accessed at a unique URI using a uniform API and represent a contribution in a collaboration. Providers are responsible for offering this API. Providers might be humans or software systems.

Service instances can be accessed using their URI. Each URI follows the scheme \{provider URI\}/\{mashup ID\}/.../\{contribution ID\}. The scheme represents the result tree structure of the mashup the contribution is associated with. The entry point for each query is \{server URI\}/\{mashup ID\}/ where mashup ID is replaced with the unique identifier of the mashup. The results on the first level of the result structure are appended according to the scheme \{server URI\}/\{mashup ID\}/\{result ID\}/ where result ID is replaced with the unique identifier of the result. Accordingly, for subresults, the scheme \{server URI\}/\{mashup ID\}/\{result ID\}/ \{result ID\} is used. Three dots (/.../) in URIs represent an arbitrary number of result IDs in the path representing a deep result structure.

Table 6.1 shows the provider API available for service instances which contains one single operation. The operation is used by coordinators to request or create a service instance. In order to implement the request() method of the service class in the component model, a service instance can be requested using PUT on its URI. In HTTP, traditionally the GET operation is used to “retrieve a representation of a resource” [116, p. 97]. For the request of a
service instance, however, the PUT method is chosen because a request changes the state of a resource according to the service execution protocols. For example, a request might change the state of a service instance from bound to requested. A service instance thus represents the execution of one contribution in one collaboration. The PUT operation contains information about the contribution to be delivered, e.g., service type or input results. If a service instance at the given URI does not exist, the PUT operation causes the creation of the service instance through the provider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>{provider URI}/{mashup ID}/.../{contribution ID}</td>
<td>Request a result as contribution. Asynchronously responds to requester. Creates resource if it does not exist.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having received a request, a service instance performs the contribution which might involve calls to external Web services or software systems or human activities. The result of these activities are sent back to the coordinator in an asynchronous manner. A detailed discussion of the interactions between coordinators and service instances and the exchanged information is provided in Section 6.1.4.

Existing services which should be used to contribute in collaborations need to be encapsulated into adapters. In addition, adapters for human-provided service instances might be required which enable humans to use their favorite tool for service provisioning. Adapters might add support for storing a copy of the mashup or automatically managing participation protocols. Section 6.1.6 discusses those additional features and presents a framework for developers to construct adapters.

Coordinators of a collaboration need to find providers and service instances for participation in their collaboration. Similarly, service providers might want to find data on collaborations they could participate in. Therefore, information about available mashups and providers is stored in a mashup registry as described in the following section.

### 6.1.2. Mashup Registry

SOAs commonly provide a service registry in order to allow service providers to publish and advertise their services. Potential clients can discover those services [7, p. 151]. An example is Universal Description Discovery & Integration (UDDI), a standardization effort for a registry for services primarily described using WS-* standards [93]. Services regis-
tered in UDDI are categorized, e.g., according to the business they support or to user defined taxonomies. This categorization allows clients to browse lists of services similar to yellow pages. In addition, UDDI stores detailed technical information on how to invoke a service [7, p. 175]. A registry for services and APIs provided with arbitrary technologies is ProgrammableWeb.\textsuperscript{13}

Allowing coordinators of a collaboration to find potential participants and learn how to invoke them is a desired feature in the collaboration system. Accordingly, the infrastructure contains the mashup registry. The design of the mashup registry involved the following considerations.

- Existing registries mainly focus on software services. The mashup registry should allow to store information on services provided by humans as well as software services.

- The registry should contain informal information about providers allowing coordinators to search for capabilities. Additionally, the registry should store structured data required to address and invoke a service instance.

- The mashup registry should enable publication of information on open contributions or collaborations where anyone can participate. This information could be used by human providers to volunteer to participate in specific collaborations.

- Services instances which are registered in a registry have a state, e.g., they are requested for a particular collaboration. These states represent the state of participation protocols. Information about service states is therefore also relevant to coordinators and thus should be stored in the registry for lookup.

- The mashup registry should be realized using REST principles, more precisely Web technologies. This approach promises easier access to, manipulation of, and navigation through registry entries. In addition, the Web browser already provides a basic interface for humans to navigate through and search in the registry.

According to these design considerations, the mashup registry presented in this section is responsible for (a) enabling service and mashup discovery and addressing as well as (b) mediating service binding protocols through storing state information of services. The mashup registry consists of a database as well as accessors providing a REST API to the records stored in the database. Figure 6.2 presents the domain model of the mashup registry which is mapped on the database structure. The stored elements support the two responsibilities of the registry as described in the following.

\textsuperscript{13}http://www.programmableweb.com/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
Service discovery is supported based on the storage of descriptions of provider profiles and service types. The registry offers interfaces for service providers to store and publish descriptions of service types they offer. In addition, the registry enables coordinators to search and find service providers.

Providers are stored along with a description of their profile as well as an endpoint to address them during service execution. The endpoint can be changed anytime during collaboration which decouples the provider and the mashup and makes it easier to relocate a provider.

Service types provide a description as well as a document service class which represents the characteristics of a service with respect to a collaboration. The service type follows an open taxonomy of service types. Example service types are content provisioning and transformation. Providers might associate with service types they provide.

Components for participant discovery in human collaboration include expert systems or mechanisms like selection based on shortest to-do list. Often, participants are found in face-to-face communication. A sophisticated approach for service discovery is not a main focus of this thesis. Therefore, coordinators are supported by a simple capability-based discovery and selection approach based on the categorization of offered services according to their service type.

In addition to the generic providers and service types, the registry stores elements associated with a collaboration as service instances. Two types of service instances exist,
mashups and contributions. Mashups are stored in order to allow potential providers to search for and find collaborations they wish to participate in. An interested provider could navigate to open contributions in a mashup and apply for them through setting the state according to the binding protocol. Contributions represent concrete services delivered in a collaboration.

The abstract class service instance defines attributes for mashups and service instances stored in the registry. Each service instance has a name, a description, and a servicePath. In combination with the endpoint of the provider, the servicePath represents the full address to the service instance which can be used to call the service instance. If the endpoint of the service provider changes, the provider does not have to update the address information of all provided service instances.

- The registry additionally acts as a mediator for the interaction between coordinator and provider during the execution of the service binding protocols. For example, coordinators and providers interact when a coordinator asks a provider to accept a contribution. For each contribution, an entry is stored in the registry along with a state attribute which represents the current state of the contribution. Whoever initiates the interaction in a protocol, associates a contribution with a provider. Parties indicate their agreement for the binding as a flag of the contribution. The flag coordinatorOk (providerOk) is used in order to denote that the coordinator (provider) agrees with the binding or not.

Which states a contribution can have depends on the protocol logic followed by the participants. The registry, however, is not able to ensure that the contribution state is correctly set. The control of the protocol is left to protocol engines which might extend the registry. The infrastructure as described in this thesis implements the coordinator-initiated binding protocol as well as the self-service binding protocol as described in Section 5.1.1.

Since all states of all contributions are stored in the registry, providers do not have to store contribution states. As a result, providers are decoupled and independent of protocol changes which might occur during collaboration. In addition, storing contribution states in a registry separate from the collaboration contents allows participants to retrieve personal to-do lists across collaboration systems with different persistencies. Coordinators can inspect contribution state and decide on further actions, e.g., requesting the contribution. In addition, coordinators might publish open contributions across collaboration system boundaries.

Changes to the state of a contribution are not pushed to providers or coordinators. Therefore, the registry provides an interface to query all binding requests, e.g., by a provider.
The registry can be accessed via a REST API. The interface provides access to the representations of various resources and provides standard REST operations in order to manipulate the resources. The resource classes are mashup, contribution, provider, and service type. For each resource class, a container resource exists enabling access to the complete set of resources of the class. Each resource (container resources and all individual resources) can be addressed and accessed via a dedicated URI. The URIs of the container resources are supposed to be globally known. All other URIs of individual resources are communicated within resource representations and must not be constructed by clients as the underlying URI schema might change at any time. The messages exchanged during communication, e.g., for setting a contribution state, with the registry are representations of the resources in well-defined content types. The representations are hypermedia documents in XML format including links for navigation, e.g., from a list of mashups to a single mashup. The API operations of container resources and resources are listed in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td>/{container resource name}</td>
<td>Retrieve a (possibly empty) list of resources. Results can be restricted by specifying query parameters. A specific resource can be searched for by specifying its ID as a query parameter. The list includes a short description and the resource URI of each resource. The return status is always OK if the URI is correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>/{container resource name}</td>
<td>Create a new individual resource. Requires the representation of a resource as input and returns the representation of the created resource. The return status is OK if the resource could be created. The status might be FORBIDDEN, e.g., if a resource already exists or representations are not consistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td>/{container resource name}/{resource ID}</td>
<td>Retrieve a representation of the resource with all details. Might lead to UNKNOWN status.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Registry API for container and individual resources.
Choosing the REST architectural style for the realization of the registry brings advantages like easy navigation for participants in order to find information, e.g., between providers and service types. In addition, the GET function for containers implements a search functionality which can be tailored by providing search parameters. The implementation of clients with user interfaces should be easy since the interface is limited to a small number of functions. Human providers can then easily add their information in natural language. Since the registry is implemented as a hypermedia system, it potentially can be distributed as long as the entry point URI is known to clients.

The registry is implemented as a J2EE application running on an Apache Tomcat Web application container\textsuperscript{14}. All data records are stored in MySQL\textsuperscript{15} database using the Hibernate\textsuperscript{16} persistency framework.

The registry enables service and mashup discovery and managing binding protocols. Mashups themselves are stored in the mashup persistency as described in the following.

### 6.1.3. Mashup Persistency

The mashup persistency represents the data layer of the infrastructure architecture and is responsible for storing all elements belonging to a collaboration. The design of the mashup persistency involved the following considerations.

- The mashup persistency should store (a) collaboration structures, i.e., results with associated contributions and coordinators according to the composition model presented

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Operation & URI or template & Description \\
\hline
PUT & /{container resource name}/{resource ID} & Update the individual resource. Requires the representation of a resource as input and returns the representation of the updated resource. Might lead to UNKNOWN status. Might lead to FORBIDDEN status, e.g., if the representation message is not consistent. \\
\hline
DELETE & /{container resource name}/{resource ID} & Delete the resource. Might lead to UNKNOWN status. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Continued from previous page}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{14}http://tomcat.apache.org/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
\textsuperscript{15}http://www.mysql.de/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
\textsuperscript{16}http://www.hibernate.org/ (accessed January 2nd, 2013)
in Section 4.2, and (b) unstructured content of created documents, e.g., text, model fragments, or multimedia. As regards storing the structure of collaborations, the persistency is realized based on a traditional relational database design. A reason for this decision is that the database has to store data with sophisticated dependencies which is not expected to change frequently in its structure, e.g., the result hierarchy and association to other model elements like contributions. Additional arguments are the high maturity of publicly available relational database systems. In addition, frameworks and tools for object-relational mapping, code generation, and version control of stored data could be used for implementation. Relational databases are able to store large texts as potentially required in document content. Additional file formats, e.g., pictures or videos, can be stored on Web servers and referenced from within the result structure.

• Together with the result structure, the mashup persistency should store rules belonging to a mashup. Data of one mashup can be managed and accessed at a central location, e.g., by the collaboration applications which represents all information on a mashup in one GUI. In addition, the rule engine described in Section 6.1.5, for which an existing component was used, does not store rules in case of shutdown. As the rule engine does not come with a database, the database in the persistency can be used.

The described functionality of the mashup persistency is used by a number of infrastructure components as shown in Figure 6.1. The mashup persistency offers an interface to the collaboration application to create and modify result structures as well as associate contributions. The rule engine stores and loads rules from the persistency. In addition, the coordinator service messaging accesses the persistency to retrieve and write results through a service interface.

Figure 6.3 shows the domain model of the persistency which is based on the conceptual collaboration model presented in Section 4.2. Instances of the domain model elements are stored in tables. The elements are described in the following.

• A document service in general represents an atomic activity which can be executed and provides a resource as outcome. The resource can be any document fragment. Since all information on a document service is stored in the mashup registry as service instance, the persistency only contains a link to the entry in the registry in the service ID field. Document services might be called by actions in a rule or emit events. A document service either is a contribution or a result.

• A contribution represents the participation in a collaboration by means of performing an atomic activity. As soon as a contribution entry is created in the persistency, an entry for this contribution is published in the registry and associated through the service ID
with the persistency entry. Details on a contribution, e.g., a task description, thus are stored only in the registry.

A contribution is associated with a set of parameters which link them to input results required to carry out the task. Some parameters associate results which might be changed during service execution. In addition, parameters might specify a value required to perform the activity, e.g., a search string for a search service.

- A participant might act as a provider of a contribution and/or as a coordinator for a result. Participants might be associated with a provider stored in the registry as well as a user in a collaboration application.

- A result represents the outcome of an activity that is carried out by one or more participants of the collaboration, the providers. A result is associated with exactly one coordinator who is responsible for associating contributions and providers. A coordinator might also delegate coordinator responsibilities to other participants.

Besides a title and description, a result might specify layout information like height and width in order to position the result in a user interface. The result might be in a
state according to the participation protocols. If the content of a result is a comment, the result might be skipped for publication.

A result is a leaf of a document and stores document contents produced and changed throughout the collaboration by contributions in a contentSnippet. The type of contents might indicate characteristics that could be useful for processing, e.g., rendering. A result is a document service, i.e., the content of each result is accessible by means of REST service calls as explained in the following section.

A **mashup** is the root of a document. A mashup can be asleep meaning that processing of rules for the mashup is shut down in order to allow for sensitive design activities. The awake state of a mashup can be changed by coordinators through the collaboration application.

- A **rule** is stored along with a meaningful title and description as well as a condition. On startup of the rule processor, the rule engine retrieves all rules for a mashup and loads them into the memory of the rule processor. A rule is associated with at least one action and one event. An action can be of type request or accept binding. An event might have a document service as source. In addition, it has an age and a type according to the event model presented in Section 5.2. The infrastructure implementation realizes various event types representing states in binding and execution protocols.

The mashup persistency was implemented through the generation of an Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)\(^{17}\) model from the UML domain model. The EMF model served as input to the persistency framework Hibernate which generates tables as well as accessor classes in Java to create, update, delete, and version content in the tables. Data is stored in a MySQL database. As regards formats of contents, the infrastructure supports storage of text with a maximum of 4 billion characters. Multimedia content can be included through storing hyperlinks in the contentSnippet. Queries on the contents are not supported in the current implementation.

Version control of result data of is realized in an earlier version of the mashup persistency in order to enable traceability and reversability of changes. At each change, the persistency stores an entry of the current state of the object as well as the changes required to return to the previous entry as delta. While versions are stored, mechanisms on top, e.g., roll-back of changes, are left to future work.

The persistency is a representation of collaboration state as regards result structure, associated contributions, and participants. The provisioning of results through providers is supported by the coordinator service messaging component described in the following section.

6.1.4. Coordinator Service Messaging

The coordinator service messaging is responsible for ensuring correct and consistent state transitions regarding execution of participation protocols. This includes (a) supporting input retrieval by providers, (b) sending requests to service instances, and (c) managing responses of requested service instances. The design of the coordinator service messaging component involved the following considerations.

- Results might contain subresults. Complete result structures might be reused in other collaborations. The component therefore should provide a mechanism to access a subtree of a result structure as service.

- Result content might be sensitive. Therefore, authorization mechanisms are required for read and write requests on results.

- In order to be able to reuse results in other collaborations, they should be offered as services with the same interface as services offered by external providers.

Figure 6.4 presents an overview of the coordinator service messaging component as well as its interrelations with other infrastructure components and services. The parts of the service messaging component are described in the following.

Figure 6.4: Overview of the coordinator service messaging component.

As part of the coordinator service messaging component, the result server provides a REST API for accessing result content stored in the mashup persistency during processing of input retrieval protocols and service responses. Accordingly, result contents can be retrieved and manipulated through a service interface. The API enables contributors to read and write result
contents during a collaboration. The result structure and attributes can not be changed via the API but using the mashup persistency. Users of the API are service providers contributing to the collaboration as well as the collaboration application.

The result server dynamically creates URIs for results. The URIs follow the URI scheme presented in Section 6.1.1. Each GET request on a result URI returns a hypermedia document including the actual content of the result as well as a list of URIs of all child results which enables the traversal through the result tree structure. A PUT request updates the contents of the result. A DELETE request removes result content.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the flow of interactions between the components during requests on results content. Interaction 1 denotes the receipt of a request, e.g., a GET on a specific result. As soon as receiving a request, the result server directs the request to the call handler (interaction 2). The call handler is responsible for checking whether the requester is authorized. Authorization can be implemented in at least two ways.

- First, the call handler emits events for result service requests to the rule engine which checks for authorization based on ECA rules (interaction 4). The rule engine might check whether the requester is associated with a contribution which points to the requested result. In addition, role-based access control or constraints like separation of duties (two results might be written only by two different providers) or temporal restriction of accessing a result might be implemented using rules [23]. The rule engine might access an external authentication component to check proof access and authentication rights.

- In the second realization variant, authorization is based on the association of the requester as provider to a contribution which has the requested result either as input or output. The call handler checks this constraint and allows the request or rejects it.

While the first variant is more powerful, coordinators are required to specify authorization rules for all results, contributions, or participants they define in their collaboration. In addition, the rule base grows with each created element in the mashup persistency and needs to be managed by coordinators in order to stay up to date and consistent. This might result in a coordination overhead and reduce usability. The rule engine needs to be extended with additional event and action types. Therefore, and since authorization is not a main focus of this thesis, the latter variant is realized in the infrastructure.

After authorization, the call handler requests the message builder (interaction 3) which is responsible for constructing the response message for the requester. If the authorization is positive, the message builder accesses the mashup persistency and performs the requested activity, i.e., retrieve, create, update, or delete result content (interaction 5). The message builder might emit events, e.g., on update of a result (interaction 6), to the rule engine.
Finally, the response message is handed over to the contribution client (interaction 7) which sends it to the requester (interaction 8), i.e., a provider or a collaboration application.

Interactions 1 to 8 describe how input retrieval protocols can be handled by the infrastructure. In the following, more details on service execution are presented. Service instance calls might be triggered either by a human coordinator through the collaboration application or by a rule in the rule engine (interaction 9). Figure 6.5 shows an overview of the activities performed by the coordinator service messaging component and an adapter during execution of a service request/response protocol. The adapter is a provider which executes custom code to perform an activity, e.g., calls a Web service.

**Coordinator Service Messaging**

1) Finish handshake using the mashup registry.

2) Receive trigger to request contribution from rule engine or from collaboration application; GET URI of contribution from registry.

3) Copy contents into parameter values and PUT contribution request to adapter.

4) GET all required results from coordinator service messaging; create request and copy values.

5) Notify custom adapter code about new request.

6) Receive trigger to reply to request from custom adapter code.

7) Check result completeness, copy to values and PUT contribution to coordinator service messaging.

8) Copy all parameter values to result contents and potentially send event to rule engine.

**Adapter**

A human coordinator or a rule trigger the call of a contribution. Subsequently, the contribution client retrieves the servicePath of the contribution and the endpoint of the provider from the registry and sends a PUT request to the composed URI according to the API defined in Section 6.1.1. As shown in Listing 6.1 the message sent with the PUT request includes references to the results which might be received as input as well as the results which are allowed to be written by the adapter.

The adapter can now retrieve result contents as described previously from the coordinator service messaging component (interaction 1 in Figure 6.4). The adapter might call external Web services. When the adapter finished producing results associated with the contribution, it pushes the content via PUT to the output results specified in the request message (inter-
action 1 in Figure 6.4). The coordinator service messaging processes the PUT request as described previously, starting with interaction 2 and might then set the state of the contribution in the registry according to the protocol used during collaboration, e.g., “responded”.

<ContributionRequest>
  <Service title="write description" contributionId="writeDescription">
    <Description>pls write project description</Description>
  </Service>
  <Parameter name="input" in="true" out="false">
    <value>http://kit.edu/mashup-manager/projectProposal</value>
  </Parameter>
  <Parameter name="output" in="false" out="true">
    <value>http://kit.edu/mashup-manager/projectProposal/projectDescription</value>
  </Parameter>
</ContributionRequest>

Listing 6.1: Example message for service request.

To summarize, the service execution, i.e., request and response of a service instance, are decoupled and can be performed asynchronously, for instance, if a human provider has to write a paragraph of a document. In addition, the decoupling allows providers to PUT several results for one contribution at different times. A PUT on the results can be repeated, e.g., if a provider produced an updated version of the content.

The previously described behavior of the coordinator service messaging is about result retrieval as well as service request and response. In order to allow for reuse of results, the infrastructure needs to support the interface described in Section 6.1.1 for results. The PUT method of each result therefore is overloaded. Based on the message sent with the PUT request, the call handler decides on the response. In case of a contribution request message like the one presented in Listing 6.1, the call handler triggers an asynchronous response to the specified results. In case the message specifies an update of a result resource as response to a request, the call handler triggers an update of the result.

To summarize, the collaboration service messaging component provides the interface as shown in Table 6.3. The interface allows the execution of services as well as the reuse of produced results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td>/{mashup URI}</td>
<td>Retrieve resources of a result, i.e., result content. Returns a representation of mashup, result, or NOT FOUND in case resource does not exist.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| /.../{result ID} | Retrieve resources of a result, i.e., result content. Returns a representation of mashup, result, or NOT FOUND in case resource does not exist. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PUT       | /{mashup URI}  
            /.../{result ID} | Update content of the result at the given path. The message contains a result representation including contents. Might lead to UNKNOWN status. |
| DELETE    | /{mashup URI}  
            /.../{result ID} | Delete content of a result at the given path. Might lead to UNKNOWN status. |
| PUT       | /{mashup URI}  
            /.../{result ID} | Request a result as contribution. Asynchronously responds to requester. Returns NOT FOUND in case resource does not exist. |

The realization of the service execution protocols is complex, since the protocols have to represent the asynchronous working style of humans. Pushing outcomes to a mashup requires access and rights management mechanisms in order to ensure that only results are written which the provider is allowed to write. Authorization is realized in a limited version based on input and output parameters. Future developments of the infrastructure might include advanced authorization and access right mechanisms.

The coordinator service messaging component enables contributors to access results in a collaboration. Contributors, however, are only allowed to create, update, or delete result contents. A result can only be deleted from a mashup by coordinators which might decrease usability of the approach. In a future design of the component, creation or deletion of results might be feature of the REST API.

The component supports the example protocols for input retrieval as well as service request-response protocol described in Section 5.1.2. In order to realize additional service execution protocols, e.g., with approvals, the call handler has to be extended with additional logic.

The coordinator service messaging component is realized as Java application and deployed in an Apache Tomcat servlet container. The coordinator service messaging component supports interaction protocols for coordinating communication between coordinators and providers. In the following, the rule engine is described which supports the specification of additional coordination requirements.

6.1.5. Rule Engine

The rule engine is responsible for driving automatic enforcement of rules specified during collaboration. The rule engine monitors messages, checks the occurrence of particular event
patterns, and triggers the sending of messages as a consequence. The design of the rule engine involved the following considerations.

- An existing engine for executing rules should be used, since the development of a sophisticated rule engine is not focus of this thesis. Different collaboration use cases require different rules, event types, and actions to be performed. The engine should therefore provide an interface to create rules as well as specify event types and actions.

- The rule engine should offer an API to submit events, e.g., to be accessed by the coordination service messaging component.

- Coordinators of a collaboration should be enabled to start or stop the processing of rules for a specific collaboration.

Figure 6.6 shows an overview of the internal components of the rule engine as realized in the collaboration infrastructure. For the realization of the rule engine, the complex event processing (CEP) engine ESPER\(^\text{18}\) was chosen because it allows developers to specify own event types as classes including event attributes as well as actions performing collaboration-specific functionality. ESPER promises to provide real-time event pattern detection and action execution. In addition, ESPER provides a rule specification language – the Event Processing

\(^{18}\text{http://esper.codehaus.org/}(\text{accessed \text{January 2nd, 2013}})$
Language (EPL). Originally designed for sophisticated high-frequency event streams, EPL is a rich language addressing different demands of coordination rules like logical and temporal event correlation.

The rule engine provides two interfaces, the engine API and the event API.

- The engine API allows collaboration applications to start and stop rule processing for specific mashups as well as add and modify rules. Rules are mapped to EPL. Future versions of the rule engine might check the rule for compliance or consistency before storing them in the mashup persistency.

- Through the event API, event messages can be sent to the engine, e.g., by the coordinator service messaging component.

Rules as well as events are correlated to rule processors, i.e., for each collaboration exactly one rule processor exists. Separated rule processors allow coordinators to start and stop processing of rules for one collaboration without affecting other collaborations in a collaboration system. The rule processor is able to process complex events. If a rule processor is stopped, events for the collaboration might be stored in an event store. The infrastructure defines a set of event types, e.g., ServiceResponded and ContributionBound, as well as an action type able to send service calls to service instances. The infrastructure, however, can be extended with additional events and action types as required.

The rule engine supports simple processing of rules like sequencing or reminders. Future versions of the rule engine might offer the event API as a service interface allowing the engine to listen for additional events from outside of the application [30]. These events might allow collaborations to react on triggers coming from external systems or services, e.g., project management tools.

The rule engine is implemented as Java application using the ESPER API and deployed – together with the mashup persistency and coordinator service messaging – on an Apache Tomcat servlet container. The four infrastructure components described in the previous sections are implemented in a running prototype and support the coordination of collaboration. The implementation of adapters for participating providers is supported with a framework as described in the following.

### 6.1.6. Adapter Framework

The adapter framework is a Java programming framework that allows developers to write custom adapters, connecting different kinds of data sources or interactive applications to mashups. Adapters built with the adapter framework can be hosted on servlet containers like Apache Tomcat. Figure 6.7 presents an overview of the adapter framework architecture. The
adapter API allows for programmatic access to the contribution store, the registry services, and the messaging services as explained in the following.

![Diagram of Infrastructure Architecture](image)

**Figure 6.7.:** Overview of the adapter framework.

In the *contribution store*, an adapter might store a copy of (parts of) mashups the provider participates in. Result content can then be evolved by providers in the contribution store and transferred back to the collaboration at a later point in time. In addition, content can be accessed when the collaboration server is not reachable.

The adapter framework offers a REST API to the stored mashup copies which is presented in Table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td><code>{provider URI}/</code>{mashup ID}/.../{result ID}`</td>
<td>Retrieve resources of a result, i.e., result content. Returns a representation of mashup, result, or NOT FOUND in case resource does not exist.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continued on next page*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>URI or template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>{provider URI}/mashup ID/.../{result ID}</td>
<td>Update content of the result at the given path. The message contains a result representation including contents. Might lead to UNKNOWN status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>{provider URI}/mashup ID/.../{result ID}</td>
<td>Delete content of a result at the given path. Might lead to UNKNOWN status.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developers can build GUIs like text editors for different adapters using the API. Each result can be retrieved, updated, or deleted at the URI which represents the path to the result in the mashup structure. In addition, the collaboration infrastructure might push result content to adapters, e.g., in case of content updates.

The registry services provide access to the mashup registry in order to register the provider, service types, and service instances as well as query state of service instances. Service instances might be asked for binding by a coordinator which is denoted by the state asked-ForBinding in the service instance registry entry. Adapters might respond to this request automatically, e.g., through setting the state to bound. This feature is especially useful for automated software services. The adapter framework allows developers to enable automated binding through a configuration parameter.

The adapter framework provides basic functionality for communication with the infrastructure which can be extended in future work. Service instances have a state according to the collaboration they are used in. They are accessible at a specific URI which represents their location in the mashup structure. Service instances therefore can not easily be reused. Future versions of the adapter framework might provide support for copying or moving resources in order to reuse it in several collaborations. In addition, the adapter framework supports management of contributions of one provider. Editors, however, might require to be utilized by several users or tenants. Multi-tenancy should therefore be supported by future versions of the adapter framework. The creation of adapters with the adapter framework can only be done by software developers. Future work could address an adapter framework which can be configured by end-users.

Examples for service adapters are clients for humans (e.g., e-mail, Web client, rich client, mobile applications) or adapters to Web services or enterprise systems. Example service adapters for humans and software systems are presented in Section 6.2.3.
How the infrastructure components can be used to create a collaboration application including a GUI for human coordinators and contributors is illustrated in the following sections.

6.2. Collaboration Application and Graphical User Interface

Humans are the primary participants of a collaboration. They require an easy to use graphical interface enabling coordinators to outline document structures as well as contributors to provide results. The collaboration application leverages the infrastructure to realize an interface for human coordinators and contributors. While the collaboration application allows humans to use the infrastructure, adapters provide access to Web services which can perform valuable contributions to a collaboration. In the following sections, first an overview of the collaboration application is given followed by a discussion of three select service adapters.

6.2.1. Collaboration Application

Figure 6.8 presents an overview of the collaboration application architecture as described in the following.

![Collaboration Application Architecture Diagram]

The collaboration application manager offers a user manager to store users of the systems as well as support login functionality. Once a coordinator is logged in, the mashup editor manager enables him to (a) create a result hierarchy and assign contributions in the mashup
persistency, (b) create rules and start/stop the rule engine for a collaboration in the rule engine, (c) perform steps in execution protocols like requesting services through the coordinator service messaging component as well as (d) store contributions and update contribution state according to participation protocols in the mashup registry.

While the mashup editor is used by coordinators, the service editor manager supports contributors of a collaboration. Once logged in, contributors can (e) request contributions they are assigned to as well as open contributions in the registry and update their state according to binding protocols, and (f) react to service requests. In order to receive service requests, e.g., by the coordinator service messaging component, the service editor manager offers a provider interface as described in Section 6.1.1.

6.2.2. Graphical User Interface

Coordinators and human providers access the collaboration application through their Web browser. The Web GUI integrates various components supporting document coordination, service provisioning, and user management use cases. The project proposal use case is used in the following to clarify the use cases supported by the application.

In order to support the collaboration, the application offers three GUIs.

- Fundamentally, the user management user interface (UI) allows all participants to log into the environment or register as a new user.

- Using the mashup editor UI, coordinators carry out the main document creation tasks. Figure 6.9 shows a screenshot of the experimental mashup editor GUI.

The coordinator of the collaboration uses the document coordination tab. The editor represents and visualizes mashups from different perspectives of structure, participants, and document content. On the left hand side, mashups can be created, each representing a collaboration. In the figure, the coordinator selects the project proposal mashup. In the element lists panel, the coordinator defines the tree structure of the proposal document. In the element details panel, the coordinator identifies and assigns a provider who is able to write a motivation for the project proposal providing a description of the task.

An overview of all participants and their contributions is presented in the participating providers panel. In the coordination rules panel the coordinator is enabled to specify rules using a graphical dialog interface for frequent rules, e.g., sequencing where a proofread service is called whenever the motivation is delivered. The rule engine for the mashup can be started by pushing the arrow button below the mashup list on the left side.
The overall document structure including available contents is presented in the *mashup document* panel on the right side.

- In order to support contributors in providing services, the environment offers a *service editor UI*. Figure 6.10 shows a screenshot of the editor where the contributor received a request for writing the motivation for the project proposal.

In the *contributions* panel on the left hand side, the service editor UI presents a personal to-do list of the logged in user including state of the contributions. The service editor supports the coordinator-driven binding protocol as described in Section 5.1.1. In the *element lists* and *element details* panels, an overview of the mashup as well as more information on the contribution are given. In the *mashup document* panel, the contributor can answer the service request through an HTML form.

The collaboration application manager component is implemented as Java Web application, hosted on an Apache Tomcat server. The user interface components are implemented using Google Web Toolkit\(^{19}\).

\(^{19}\)https://developers.google.com/web-toolkit/ (accessed January 16th, 2013)
The collaboration application exemplifies the utilization of the collaboration infrastructure as regards coordination and human participants. A collaboration, however, might additionally involve software services which require adapters. Exemplary service adapters are described in the following.

### 6.2.3. Service Adapters

Adapters can be built for software services but also for humans, e.g., as plug-ins to editors or in order to support various communication channels. The adapter framework was used to build three different adapters which are discussed shortly in the following.

- **The e-mail adapter** exemplifies the use of the adapter framework for building communication channels. The e-mail adapter provides a front end allowing contributors to register as service providers providing their e-mail address. The adapter creates an entry in the mashup registry for the provider. A scheduler of the adapter periodically requests the mashup registry for new contributions the provider is associated with. As soon as a request for contribution is detected, an e-mail is sent to the e-mail address of the provider. The adapter contains an e-mail server which acts as sender of the e-mail. The provider can answer this request using a keyword in the e-mail which is detected...
by the adapter. The adapter writes the answer into the registry. On receiving a service request, the adapter first retrieves all input results, wraps them into a text and sends this text to the e-mail address of the provider. The provider can again answer with an e-mail, providing the result at a labeled position in the e-mail.

The adapter is built using the Google App Engine\(^\text{20}\) which already provides an e-mail server as well as a database to store user data. A large set of features of the adapter framework, e.g., result content retrieval, could be used which made the implementation straightforward.

- The **Web services adapter** serves as proof that Web services can be adapted with automated binding and service response. The adapter requests pictures for a keyword from the flickr API\(^\text{21}\). On deployment, the adapter registers as provider at the mashup registry as well as registers a service type for providing pictures. A scheduler periodically requests the mashup registry for new contributions the provider is associated with. If these contributions are in state “askedForBinding”, the binding is automatically accepted by the adapter. A coordinator might now request the service. A request contains a parameter value with a search term which is required by the adapter as well as a result on which the picture should be written. Having requested a picture from the flickr API, the adapter writes the hyperlink of the picture back to the result. Thus, on each request, the adapter potentially returns a different picture. On each request, another keyword can be provided.

As for the e-mail adapter, several features of the adapter framework were used during implementation, e.g., automated registration and binding.

- The **Web cam adapter** connects a service providing pictures which change frequently. As example Web service the Webcams.travel API\(^\text{22}\) was chosen. Changes of the pictures are not under the control of the coordinator. In order to reduce the dependency on the Web service, the adapter caches pictures on the Web. As outlined in Section 6.1.3, media contents like pictures are referenced as hyperlinks in the persistency and need to be stored elsewhere. They are only loaded if the collaboration application requests it. A second feature of the adapter is the ability to set back the picture in the mashup to an older version, for example if the quality or motive of the source changes.

Accordingly, the adapter is realized with two modes. In the **normal mode**, as soon as the adapter is called by the coordinator service messaging component, it retrieves the most actual picture from the Web cam service, uploads it to Amazon Simple Storage


\(^{22}\)http://de.webcams.travel/developers/ (accessed January 16th, 2013)
Service (S3)\textsuperscript{23}, and replies the hyperlink of the picture on S3 to the coordinator service messaging. The adapter then starts a scheduler which periodically queries the Web cam service for new versions of the picture. If an update is detected, the update is propagated to the coordinator service messaging. In this mode, the mashup always includes the most actual version of the Web cam picture depending on the chosen scheduler time.

The \textit{stop and setback mode} allows coordinators to choose an older version of the picture stored in S3 and to stop the scheduler. A parameter value sent with the request to the adapter defines the selected picture version.

The three adapters illustrate that during adapter development different requirements as regards coordinator demands or Web service behavior and quality have to be taken into account. A service adapter might provide different access modes for the adapted service. The creation of an adapter thus involves software engineering activities and can not be performed by end users on demand. The creation of adapters, however, is eased with the adapter framework.

### 6.3. Conclusion and Discussion

The previous sections demonstrate how to realize the collaboration model by means of service-oriented infrastructure technologies including RESTful Web services, complex event processing, and rich Web 2.0 applications. The fundamental parts of the collaboration model are realized as discussed in Table 6.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration Model Component</th>
<th>Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component model (Section 4.1)</td>
<td>Components are realized as providers exposing a RESTful interface for delivering service instances. Adapters to existing Web services or for human channels can be created using the adapter framework. Providers support atomic activities which return one or more results. A result is either text or a hyperlink. Components can be published and discovered in the mashup registry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration Model Component</th>
<th>Realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition model (Section 4.2)</td>
<td>Result structures including identified required contributions and input/output relations are stored as mashups in the mashup persistence. The infrastructure accepts and stores any content in textual format or a hyperlink as result. If specific formats are required, collaboration applications require renderers to represent the content. Contributions are associated with providers in the mashup registry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation protocol framework (Section 5.1)</td>
<td>The mashup registry stores the contribution state. Providers and coordinators set the state according to binding protocols. Storing the state centrally in the registry allows providers to retrieve personal to-do lists. Service execution protocols are performed by the service messaging component which communicates with providers. Execution is based on navigation through result structures which might result in communication overhead. Results are sent in a response message and stored as values in the persistence rather than as references. While copying contents might produce complex and hardly manageable knowledge bases, it enables to develop variants and improvements of contents suitable to different collaborations. If a service is not available anymore, the contents is still stored in the mashup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event model (Section 5.2)</td>
<td>The rule engine architecture enables the definition of event types as classes with attributes. The infrastructure provides basic event types. Developers can, however, add events types as required. Events are input to the rule engine which is able to detect composite events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination rule mechanism (Section 5.3)</td>
<td>The rule engine supports the creation of rules as well as starting and stopping rule execution for specific mashups. The infrastructure provides one action type for executing service requests. The rule engine, however, is open for additional action types. Sequence and automation rules are evaluated in the infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The infrastructure was designed following principles of REST. Services in REST are resources which makes the paradigm artifact-oriented and suitable to represent composite documents. Resources possess a state which can be changed during activities. The composi-
tion of stateful resources ideally maps to the composition of result documents created during a number of activities. The usage of REST, however, comes with a number of consequences.

In the presented infrastructure, entities communicate with each other through service interfaces. The communication is an ad hoc dialog between distributed services. Interactions are not planned or prescribed but rather follow standardized interaction protocols. REST principles like HATEOAS and addressability of resources naturally enable this style of communication as no indirection is introduced by using a central instance like a service bus [11]. The interaction protocols, however, are complex and produce overhead as regards communication between provider and coordinator. This complexity is due to enabling asynchronous call-by-value service responses required for human participation as well as enabling access to results via the same service interface in order to enable reusability. Related work as regards RESTful service composition [107][6] realize easier to implement communication protocols. These approaches, however, do not support ad hoc communication between services but modeled composition of resources where interactions are planned in advance. Complexity can be partially managed through (semi-)automating communication and encapsulating communication in adapter logic. For example, all input results are pushed automatically to the provider adapter which offers a user interface.

*Standardization* of the provider interface results in the fact that already existing services also need to be supported with an adapter implementing the protocols, even those which already come with a REST API. Standardization, however, also enables developers to build service adapters which can be reused in different collaborations. Assuming a community of users and open registries, the adapter framework is one approach to foster a growing set of available service adapters on the Web for different use cases. Using uniform interfaces and media types for protocols thus can help to scale as regards participants in a collaboration as the contract for interaction is clear [141]. Uniform interfaces enable loose coupling between services and coordinator which allows services to evolve without braking the interface and to be more easily replaced. For human participants, adapters can be integrated into software like editors or social network platforms or provided as specialized application for mobile phones. Adapters can be integrated into the favorite working environment of providers. Clients can potentially be multi-tenant providing interaction channels for more than one person.

Service composition helps to increase the *reuse* of services [68]. Since contributions are associated with a collaboration rather than concrete resources, however, reuse of resources is difficult. For example, a particular dataset created by a human participant is delivered through a contribution in a collaboration. If the dataset should be reused in another collaboration, coordinators cannot use the same contribution, since the contribution has a state and path according to the first collaboration. The coordinator of the second collaboration has to create a new contribution and request the human, e.g., in the description, to provide the data set. The
provider decides how to reuse the resource. For example, the provider could create a service
type for the dataset. An adapter could then automatically create a new contribution for each
service request with this service type. Since transformation services, e.g., translators, can
be represented as providers offering service types, they can be more easily reused. For each
use in a collaboration, simply a new contribution is created, e.g., representing the translation
with input parameters for a specific collaboration.

Web technologies – in contrary to WS-* technologies and standards – do not natively sup-
port enterprise-level qualities like reliable messaging, security, or transactions [108]. Desired
qualities most often have to be implemented matching specific system requirements. Since
quality insurance is not main focus of the collaboration infrastructure, most of these qualities
were not realized in the implementation. Accordingly, for example, essentially every partic-
ipant could access and write result content without being entitled. Messages, e.g., service
requests, might get lost before reaching their target or message content might be changed by
an intruder. In order to generate a product version of the infrastructure and the adapter fram-
ework which is accepted by users, required qualities have to be analyzed and implemented.

As regards related work of the infrastructure, a number of approaches exist adopting REST
for the representation of business processes [73][151][117] or process documents [17] in or-
der to support flexibility and Web scalability [128]. The focus of these approaches, however,
is not on flexible collaborative document creation. The collaboration application can be seen
as domain-specific mashup tool [29] supporting specific types of collaborative document cre-
ation. Mashup tools in general allow end users to flexibly compose resources [153]. Existing
tools, however, do not focus on support of collaborative composition of resources to facilitate
collaborative document creation.

In order to show that the collaboration model and system are applicable to a range of
different use cases, two pilot use case demonstrators were developed. The following sections
present focus and realization details of the two use cases.
7. Use Case Studies

The proof of concept presented in the previous chapter showed feasibility of the presented collaboration model. In order to demonstrate applicability of the collaboration model and infrastructure to different kinds of collaborative document creation, model and infrastructure were systematically applied to two pilot use cases: participatory service design and community-driven pattern creation. The results are two concrete software architectures and prototypes augmented with different participation protocols, coordination rules, event types, and service types. The use case studies were accomplished in an exploratory, analytical way rather than in an experimental field study. Both studies were performed in cooperation with domain experts in order to get a realistic insight into the applicability of the model.

In the design features of the collaboration model presented in Chapter 3 several assumptions are made, e.g., regarding participating roles, hierarchical documents, or atomic content production activities. The pilot use cases examine the assumptions as summarized in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>roles (DF 1-1)</td>
<td>Which roles are involved? Are coordinator and contributor roles sufficient for the use case?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participants (DF 1-2)</td>
<td>Which kind of providers are involved – humans and/or software service providers? How does integration of software services benefit the use case?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activities (DF 1-3)</td>
<td>Which activities are performed during collaboration? Are atomic content production activities sufficient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artifact structure and evolution (DF 2-1)</td>
<td>How is the result document structured? Can the structure be used for the identification of activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>document model (DF 2-2)</td>
<td>Which document model and formats are required? Is document model independence advantageous?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reuse (DF 2-3)</td>
<td>Are produced document parts reused? Is reuse of results applicable?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page
Each of the following Sections 7.1 and 7.2 provides first a short motivation for the studied use case, followed by a detailed description of the collaboration scenario and the instantiation of the collaboration model including implemented participation protocols, event types, and rules. Section 7.3 concludes with a discussion of the use cases as regards the design features.

### 7.1. Participatory Service Design

Models in software or service engineering serve as communication and discussion media to improve quality of designs as well as allow co-workers to obtain a common view of a product, process, or service. Through modeling, co-workers can improve the understanding of complex aspects using a visual representation. For instance, engineers create different types of models in order to capture important issues of a project, facilitate collaboration and coordination as well as to enable automation of activities [136].

The focus of the use case described in this section is *participatory service design* where service design models are created in a collaborative way. In the examined case of participatory service design, services are considered as primarily non-technical offerings of value-propositions to customers [150]. The use case is published in [149]. The following explanations advance and discuss the results presented in the publication in the context of the collaboration model and system.

Participatory service design allows for the involvement of different stakeholders in the role of service providers and service consumers into the analysis, design, and development of services [55][58]. As an example, stakeholders in service design in the public sector include citizens, municipalities, and corporations. Participation of different stakeholders during the
design life cycle promises to better address the interests and needs of all parties involved during design. Accordingly, participation might improve customer satisfaction and adherence to relevant policies and laws [55]. Involving different stakeholders, however, is a complex task [149]. “In service design, stakeholders typically are represented by groups of experts, including software engineers, infrastructure providers, decision-makers, and legal experts. These stakeholders collaborate with each other, contributing specific knowledge. Results of the collaboration are manifested in one or more design artifacts (such as documents or code), which correspondingly address the diversity of relevant service aspects, including technical, business-related, or legal ones. Participatory service design can thus be seen as the process of coordinating a set of stakeholders, where each stakeholder is represented by one or more experts and contributes to the creation of design artifacts” [149].

7.1.1. Instantiation

In order to illustrate participatory service design, the collaboration scenario as well as the service design method chosen for this use case study are outlined in the following. As already several methods and models exist for service design in general, one method is selected to be extended with collaboration features. Subsequently, the instantiation of the collaboration model for participatory service design is described, followed by a short presentation of the prototype implementation.

Collaboration Scenario

The service design method selected for the use case study is service feature modeling [150] during which a document called service feature model (SFM) is produced. According to the concept described in [149], SFMs are created during a dedicated modeling phase. The result of service feature modeling is a design artifact including multiple design and implementation alternatives for different aspects of a service, e.g., a set of authentication mechanisms which can be used in the implementation of a service. Design and implementation alternatives are captured in a hierarchical structure of features and feature attributes. During a subsequent configuration phase, experts choose the design alternatives to be realized, e.g., a concrete authentication mechanism, based on requirements and constraints, e.g., that a service has to be delivered electronically. The result of the configuration phase is an artifact representing one single service design.

The creation of one single artifact which contains dedicated parts, i.e., features, including knowledge of different domains makes service feature modeling an ideal candidate for this use case study. The use case study realizes collaborative service feature modeling during the modeling phase where a service feature diagram as a graphical representation of an SFM is
created. In the collaboration scenario, an organizational unit is in charge of the design of a new service. The organizational unit wishes to involve expertise from other, potentially orthogonal organizational units, e.g., for service features on legal, budget, or compliance, and therefore appoints a coordinator. The coordinator acts as a caretaker who identifies responsibilities and assigns them to individuals as well as supports communication and coordination between participants [111]. During collaboration, diverse participants contribute model parts for different aspects to a single SFM.

An example for collaborative service feature modeling is given in Figure 7.1 where a service is designed to enable employees to access their social security insurance record. Besides the service engineer acting as project coordinator, a legal expert is involved who contributes knowledge in terms of legal and security aspects. A cost estimation service contributes attribute values for electronic and postal record delivery. For a more detailed description on service feature modeling in general the reader is referred to [149][150].

Figure 7.1: Example of an SFM composed of services (source: [149]).
Application of the Collaboration Model

The component model presented in Section 4.1 is instantiated as follows. Providers are human experts or software services who contribute services to deliver or refine results to be included into the overall SFM. Resource content delivered by services are simple attribute values or complex SFMs including feature trees. Attribute values represent measurable, non-functional characteristics of a feature and are primitive data types [149].

The composition model presented in Section 4.2 is adapted and extended for the instantiation of the overall collaboration model to service feature modeling as shown in Figure 7.2.

![Figure 7.2: Adapted and extended composition model for collaborative service feature modeling (based on [149]).](image)

Suitable to the resources offered by the providers, the results to be produced and refined during collaboration are either SFMs or attribute values. SFMs might contain subresults. For instance, the overall service in Figure 7.1 is an SFM containing the “security/legal” SFM. As attribute values are simple data types, they cannot be further decomposed.

For service binding in the use case study, the coordinator-initiated binding protocol as presented in Section 5.1.1 is instantiated which enables a top-down collaboration where a coordinator decides on participant selection. The service request/response protocol is used as presented in Section 5.1.2. Accordingly, SFMs are assigned to responsible participants of a collaboration who eventually deliver their results. Activities include creation and revision of results.

During collaboration, several collaboration-specific dependencies exist which are supported using extensions of the event model and the definition of domain-specific rules: (a) cross-tree relationships, (b) attribute type dependencies, and (c) attribute provisioning dependencies.
(a) **Cross-tree relationships.** Cross-tree relationships between features denote that one feature either requires or excludes the existence of another feature in a configuration. For example, a cross-tree relationship exists between the “electronic” record delivery and the “stamp & signature” authentication mechanism denoting that the one excludes the other [149]. In order to avoid inconsistencies caused through changes or deletion of a feature which is part of a cross-tree relationship, the modeler of the affected feature should be informed about changes. Accordingly, the event model described in Section 5.2 is extended with the event types `FeatureUpdated` and `FeatureDeleted` [149] as depicted in Figure 7.3. In addition, a `notify` action is added to the actions of the rule mechanism.

Cross-tree relationships originally are defined between features in the document model, the SFM. In order to manage cross-tree relationships through the ECA rule mechanism, they are translated to rules as soon as they are created in the document model, i.e., as soon as a result including a cross-tree relationship is created. As an example, in case the “electronic” delivery is changed to “postal”, the relationship becomes obsolete and its author, the legal expert who defined the relationship in the document model, is notified as defined in the following rule (adapted version from [149]). The terms in quotes in the following rules are unique IDs.

```sql
ON FeatureUpdated(feature="electronic")
  ∨ FeatureDeleted(feature="electronic")
DO notify("legal expert");
```

(b) **Attribute type dependency.** In an SFM, attribute types can be specified to define common characteristics of attributes like the unit for costs in the insurance record example [149]. An attribute might be of a specific type which denotes an attribute type dependency between an attribute and its type. Several attributes might use the same type. Changes of an attribute type can lead to inconsistencies, for instance, if the attribute type “delivery cost” is changed from “Euro / delivered record” to “Euro / month”. In such cases, all affected
modelers of attributes, in the example the service engineer, need to be informed [149]. Accordingly, the event model is extended with the event types `AttributeTypeUpdated` and `AttributeTypeDeleted` as depicted in Figure 7.3. As soon as an attribute is created in the document model, i.e., a result including an attribute is created, an ECA rule is instantiated. The notified modelers might then request the services delivering the attribute values for updates. The following rule implements this behavior for the described example (adapted version from [149]).

\[
\text{ON AttributeTypeUpdated(type="delivery cost")} \\
\quad \lor \quad \text{AttributeTypeDeleted(type="delivery cost")} \\
\text{DO notify("service engineer")}
\]

(c) **Attribute provisioning dependency.** Cross-tree relationships and attribute type dependencies are content dependencies based on the document model used in service feature modeling. A third type of dependency to be managed is the attribute provisioning dependency. Attribute provisioning dependencies are prerequisite relations motivated from a process perspective. Attribute values allow modelers to include real-time data or complex calculations into the model. Such services should be invoked during the configuration phase which succeeds the modeling phase in order to allow participants to decide based on the most actual values [149]. Services might, however, not be able to push updates to the SFM on their own. Therefore, an event of a the newly defined type `ModelingPhaseFinished` is used which denotes the end of the modeling and the beginning of the configuration phase. A project coordinator can emit the event of type `ModelingPhaseFinished` manually, e.g., through an external channel to a modeling tool. The event of type `ModelingPhaseFinished` might trigger a rule which requests all contributions delivering an attribute value. Alternatively, or additionally, a coordinator might specify rules which request those services at a certain point in time, e.g., every morning at 8am. The following rules coordinate both alternatives. Such rules can be defined by human coordinators throughout the collaboration. Alternatively, the rules can automatically be created by the collaboration system as soon as attribute value providers are bound to a contribution and deleted if the binding is removed [149]. The following rule is a slightly adapted version of the rule presented in [149].

\[
\text{ON ModelingPhaseFinished} \\
\text{DO requestContribution("benchmark")};
\]

\[
\text{ON Timer(*-*-*-08-00)} \\
\text{DO requestContribution("benchmark")};
\]
The listed dependencies and rules are not claimed to be complete. Rather, the rules are found suitable to avoid inconsistencies during collaborative service feature modeling [149].

**Implementation**

The prototype system supporting collaborative service feature modeling is designed as shown in Figure 7.4. As part of the collaboration server, the SFM manager fulfills functionality of the mashup persistency as described in Section 6.1.3. Besides storing results and offering them as services through the model interface, the SFM provides the model integrator which parses SFMs on delivery or update before storing them in the SFM persistency. The model integrator communicates with the coordination engine.

![Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 7.4:** Architecture of a system for collaborative service feature modeling (source: [149]).

The coordination engine fulfills the functionalities of the rule engine (Section 6.1.5) and the coordinator service messaging (Section 6.1.4). Accordingly, the coordination engine provides an interface to listen for events and an interface to create rules. For example, as soon the model integrator in the SFM manager detects the update of a feature in an SFM, it sends an event to the coordination engine using the event interface. In addition, the model
integrator might automatically create rules using the rule interface, e.g., if it detects a new cross-tree relationship which should be managed automatically. Rules are stored in the rule repository and fed into the rule engine. If the rule engine detects an event pattern, it causes an action, e.g., requests a service. The protocol engine provides the functionality of the coordinator service messaging component described in Section 6.1.4 and manages service calls.

The service and user repository in combination with the contribution/service mapping repository represents the mashup registry as presented in Section 6.1.2. Accordingly, the service and user repository stores available providers and their capabilities. The contribution/service mapping repository stores contributions and associated concrete services in a separate repository.

Contributors can access the collaboration server using adapters. Adapters include Web services as attribute value providers. In addition, for a user front end with modeling capabilities for SFMs, an adapter is built to the existing Eclipse-based SFM designer [149]. The SFM designer adapter enables coordinators to create expected results, and select and associate experts from the service and user repository. The SFM designer adapter also allows service providers to contribute their results.

7.1.2. Discussion and Related Work

The presented use case study demonstrates the application of the collaboration model for the collaborative integration of diverse design issues into a coherent design artifact, an SFM. Parallel work in collaborative modeling can improve efficiency. One of the challenges of collaborative modeling, however, is the integration of sub-model parts which are contributed by participants in parallel into one coherent model [115]. Accordingly, in this use case study, model parts are represented as services which are delegated to experts who can independently contribute to a central uniform design artifact. The application of the collaboration model to participatory service design results in the following findings.

- The use case study exposes a hierarchically organized form of collaboration in a team of experts. Participants act in the roles modeler, coordinator, and attribute service provider. Further roles, e.g., specified in a specific role model, are not required in the use case. Human participants are experts which are selected according to responsibilities and knowledge. The coordinator decides whom and how many participants to integrate. Accordingly, the coordinator-driven participation protocols proposed in the collaboration model can be used. While modeling in smaller groups is more efficient and the participation most often is higher, the integration of more experts increases the quality and completeness of the model [115]. Experience on optimal group size for
modeling with the presented approach might be gained in field studies. The collaboration model does not delimit the number of participants.

- Modeling SFMs in their graphical notation is a complex task mainly performed independently by single responsible persons. Modelers use suitable editors to perform this task. The delivery of the result SFM is a contribution to the collaboratively created central SFM which might have dependencies with other SFMs. The delivery can therefore be represented as an atomic activity, and thus, coordination mechanisms can be applied on the activity. No complex, domain-specific activities need to be introduced into the collaboration model. In an atomic activity, an SFM including several features can be contributed. This is realized through separating the document model from the service composition model: Although SFMs include a hierarchy of features, they are not mapped on a result in a one-to-one relationship. Rather, subtrees of an overall SFM are mapped on results. Therefore, the tree structure of the SFM itself does not necessarily correspond to the tree structure of the service composition model. Coordinators can identify complete SFMs representing an aspect of the service design and assign them to an expert for the aspect. The reusability of results is improved since complete modeled aspects can be integrated into the design models of different services. The separation of document and composition model, however, introduces an indirection in the treatment of rules. Relationships in the document model need to be constantly synchronized with the rule base. A specialized software component needs to keep relationships and rules consistent.

- In order to support domain-specific dependencies, a set of simple event types are specified. The dependency management mainly focuses on the prevention of inconsistencies in SFMs. Potential domain-specific inconsistencies are detected through rules which are automatically created by a software component. Responsible participants are notified and can resolve possible conflicts. The rules do not resolve inconsistencies because the considered dependencies are content dependencies which can only be resolved by humans understanding the semantics of the model. A large set of rules might be created by participants and automatically by the collaboration system. Future versions of the collaboration application should consider rule management functions adapted to the use case.

- The integration of software services is used in two respects. First, modelers are enabled to use their preferred tool, e.g., the SFM designer, to perform the complex task of modeling the SFM they are responsible for. Plug-ins for such tools can be created with the adapter framework. Second, the ability to integrate software services appears to be convenient for the integration of dynamic data or complex calculations into the
model. Dynamic data like benchmarks or sensor data can be kept up to date more easily. For each software service, however, a distinct adapter needs to be implemented which might impair usability of the approach.

A similar approach to collaborative service feature modeling is used in [32] where UML models are created by distributed software engineering teams. UML models can be decomposed by software engineers into fine-grained model parts. Model parts can then be modified by distributed participants. As collaborative service feature modeling, this approach enables hierarchical breakdown of models, event-based notifications, and coordination mechanisms for the management of concurrent access and dependencies between model parts [149]. In [154], a model and tool allow SOA architects to collaboratively capture SOA design decisions and their alternatives. Coordination support is provided during the decision phase in the form of dependencies between decisions similar to the cross-tree relationships in service feature modeling. The instantiation is implemented in a wiki and supports textual descriptions in a predefined document model. Both approaches, however, “do not (yet) support assignment of modeling parts through a coordinator to responsible participants and do not enable the integration of contents provided by software services into the models” [149].

To summarize, the use case study focuses on the integration of contents delivered by individual experts into a coherent model as well as the integration of software services. The applied participation protocols reflect a hierarchical, coordinator-driven collaboration. The following use case, on the contrary, targets at an open, community-driven model of collaboration which still implements mechanisms for coordination.

### 7.2. Community-Driven Pattern Repository

Design patterns capture frequently used solutions for common problems in order to communicate those solutions. Pattern descriptions usually are structured uniformly, including the problem description, the description of the solution to the problem, consequences of applying the solution, examples for application as well as dependencies to other patterns. In pattern repositories sets of patterns in a certain application domain can be collected using a community-driven, collaborative approach. Plenty of pattern collections exist, addressing various contexts and levels of application. For instance, the authors of [49] present a collection of patterns for reusable solutions in object-oriented software design which serve as blueprints for software developers. The patterns constitute classes as well as relationships or interactions between them.

The focus of the use case study described in the following is a community-driven pattern repository for a specific type of patterns, service network management patterns. The use
case study is published in [125]. The following explanations advance and discuss the results presented in the publication in the context of the collaboration model and system.

### 7.2.1. Instantiation

The following sections introduce service network management patterns and well as describe the pattern repository for such patterns and the instantiation of the collaboration model for this use case.

#### Collaboration Scenario

Service network management involves activities to design a platform which hosts and offers software applications as services. In particular, platform architects need to realize suitable structures and control mechanisms in order to exploit network effects [125]. For example, successful service platform operators like Salesforce and Netsuite leverage economic network effects to improve their portfolio of offered services on the one hand and grow the customer base on the other hand. The Dynamic Network Notation (DYNO) can be used by platform operators to model platforms as regards their control mechanisms and network effects [124]. As described in [125], service network management patterns capture experience of successful and unsuccessful service network management approaches in order to enable platform operators and researchers to learn from and to share knowledge on best practices. Descriptions of service network management patterns are organized according to the structure presented in Table 7.2. The table also introduces the "**communicate the number of subscribed users**" pattern as an example. A detailed description of service network management patterns is provided in [125].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern ID</td>
<td>Unique pattern identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Name</td>
<td>Meaningful name of the pattern, <em>e.g.</em>, communicate the number of subscribed users pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Version number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>The authors that contributed to the pattern, followed by the release version in brackets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Under revision, released.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Type</td>
<td>Pattern or anti-pattern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Description of the addressed service network management problem. <em>For example, the “communicate the number of subscribed users” pattern provides a solution for raising network effects that shall be exploited to grow the user base.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>Description of the contexts where the pattern can be applied including preconditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Detailed description of the pattern, its accomplishment, limitations, etc. <em>For example, the “communicate the number of subscribed users” pattern proposes to publish the current number of platform users, thus, apply an informational control mechanism, which motivates new users to register at the platform and consume services.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagram</td>
<td>Graphical representation of the pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>Description of pros, cons, and limitations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td>If code for parts or all of a pattern can be downloaded at a URI, this URI is included here, accompanied by additional information e.g., license information and deployment guides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Real life examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included Patterns</td>
<td>Cross reference to included patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Patterns</td>
<td>Cross reference to closely related patterns. <em>For example, a related pattern of the “communicate the number of subscribed users” pattern is the “award a bonus” pattern which applies a motivational control mechanism to enforce growth of the user base. The “consumer-sided network effect” pattern combines a set of patterns for growing the user base.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When capturing a reusable base of knowledge on service network management in an open pattern repository, platform operators could profit from experience in different market segments. Authors of pattern descriptions could benefit from the continuous advancement of their suggested pattern through the community. Therefore, the knowledge base needs to be open to any user willing to contribute knowledge. This openness, however, comprises the risk of low-quality contributions [125]. As suggested in [125], a pattern repository should therefore enable a community to initiate and evolve individual patterns until they are generally accepted.

The collaboration scenario in this use case study aims to support openness as regards participants and contributions on the one hand and, on the other hand, enable coordination
mechanisms to improve quality of contributions. In the collaboration scenario, members of the community create, revise, and approve patterns in the specified, but extensible structure. During collaboration, community members play different roles [125]. Contributors deliver content according to their expertise, e.g., textual descriptions or diagrams, for a pattern. Existing patterns or parts thereof can be reviewed and updated by revisers. Any community member can play these roles. To assure quality of patterns, approvers are required to state that a pattern is valuable and sufficiently described in its current version. An approval can be made at any time throughout the collaboration by any community member. Approvals are performed by service providers in order to avoid bottle necks at the coordinator as well as enable community-based approval.

Each member of the community can create a pattern in the repository. The creator of an initial pattern is appointed as coordinator of this pattern who specifies coordination mechanisms for the pattern [125]. For instance, a coordinator might assure that the author of a solution description is notified whenever an update to a diagram happens. The coordinator might delegate description tasks to certain community members. For instance, the coordinator might assign a revision task to a community member who might be interested in revising.

**Application of the Collaboration Model**

In order to support the described collaboration scenario, the component model presented in Section 4.1 is instantiated as follows. Providers are human experts who deliver, refine, or approve service network management patterns or parts thereof. Providers produce text or figures as result resource content. Results might be delivered through various channels, for instance, e-mail, a DYNO editor, or a Web front end. In addition, an ID generator can be used to create unique pattern IDs. Adapters to services from the Web might provide example texts or connect source code repositories.

The composition model presented in Section 4.2 is extended as shown in Figure 7.5. The results to be composed are descriptions of patterns including diagrams and text. Important contributions for service network management patterns are the provisioning of parts of the pattern description (e.g., pattern ID, intent, solution) through contributors, the revision of these parts through revisers, and the approval of a pattern document through approvers.

As regards binding protocols, the pattern repository is configured with the self-service binding protocol as well as the coordinator-initiated binding protocol as presented in Section 5.1.1. On the one hand, interested and committed community members can ask the coordinator for binding to a contribution they want to provision. On the other hand, coordinators still might invite specific service providers, e.g., for approving or revising a suggested pattern [125].
As an example, Figure 7.6 shows parts of the “communicate the number of subscribed users” pattern as composition of results, contributions, and services. In this figure, the pattern contains a pattern ID provided by a software service, a description of the pattern intent written by a human participant, examples retrieved from Web sites, as well as a diagram modeled in DYNO. In addition, the pattern has review, approve, and publish contributions.

The execution of services is managed through different request/response protocols for different result types. Pattern results, i.e., root nodes of the result tree, can be identified, approved by a number of services with type approval as well as released as shown in Figure 7.7(a). The transition to state “released” is performed by the coordinator, supported by rules as shown later in the section. The state “released” denotes an agreement of the community on the quality of the pattern. Once in state “released”, no changes or approvals can be made to the pattern or any of the subresults.

The transition from state “approved” to “identified” is performed automatically through a rule as any subresult of the pattern is added or updated, for example service A updates
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(a) Result life cycle of pattern.

(b) Result life cycle of text or diagram as subresult of pattern.

(c) Contribution life cycle of approval.

Figure 7.7: Service execution protocol.

The contribution life cycle of an approval is presented in Figure 7.7(c) which is associated with service B of type approval. An approval can only be executed on request of the coordinator. If a pattern is transferred from state “approved” to “identified”, the approval is requested again in order to proof that the pattern is still valid.

As shown in Figure 7.7(b), all text and diagram results follow the standard service request/response protocol presented in Section 5.1.

The rule mechanism described in Section 5.3 is used in the pattern repository to (a) semi-automate service binding and request/response protocols and (b) manage collaboration-specific dependencies [125].

(a) Semi-automation of participation protocols. The protocols involve several coordinator activities which are automated by the coordination engine through the definition of generic, globally defined rules in the repository. Full automation of participation protocols can not be supported by the rules since participating providers potentially perform their contributions manually. The first generic rule enables the automated acceptance of service requests from providers. All binding requests from providers should be accepted by default. Thus, the new event type BindingRequested is defined. Whenever
a provider asks for binding according to the service binding protocol, an event of type BindingRequested is emitted. On every occurrence of such an event, if the contribution is not already bound (the state “bound” is assumed to have the integer value 2 in the rule), the requested binding is automatically accepted by the rule, i.e., the requesting service is bound to the requested contribution. The automated acceptance is instantiated through the following generic rule (adapted version of the rule presented in [125]).

ON BindingRequested
IF BindingRequested.contribution.contributionState!=2
DO acceptBinding(BindingRequested.service,
                 BindingRequested.contribution)

The action acceptBinding is an extension to the actions of the rule mechanism which communicates with the registry to set the state of the contribution. As the acceptBinding action also changes state, an event is emitted denoting that the contribution is bound [125]. The following generic rule is executed as soon as an event of type Bound is detected and automatically triggers a service request of the bound service. In the example, the bound contributor is requested to write the solution section of the pattern. The rule is an adapted version of the rule presented in [125].

ON Bound
DO requestContribution(Bound.contribution)

(b) Collaboration-specific dependency management. The rule mechanism allows coordinators to define rules for managing dependencies in specific patterns. In the following, rules for managing content dependencies and approval processes are presented. Pattern coordinators should add those rules to the rule engine for their pattern. “In order to allow for comparable quality and design methodology of all patterns in a repository, a repository might provide a template instantiating these rules which can be used for the creation of a new pattern. This template should be combined with a template for structuring patterns” [125]. Still, a coordinator might define additional, individual rules.

During collaboration, content dependencies exist between parts such that updates of parts of a pattern might cause inconsistencies in other parts. A content dependency exists for example between a solution and a diagram section of a pattern. In case a diagram is updated, the solution section has to be checked for up-to-dateness; if the solution section is updated, the diagram section has to be checked. The following rules request the contribution for revising the solution section if the diagram is updated and the contribution for revising the diagram if the solution section is updated [125]. The terms in quotes
denote unique IDs of results or contributions. The rules are adapted versions of the rules presented in [125].

```
ON ContentCreatedOrUpdated(result="diagram")
DO requestContribution("solutionRevision")

ON ContentCreatedOrUpdated(result="solution")
DO requestContribution("diagramRevision")
```

The rule mechanism helps participants in identifying potential semantic inconsistencies in pattern contents. The participants are in charge of resolving inconsistencies.

In order to allow coordinators to officially declare a pattern as accepted by the community, the collaboration scenario envisages a pattern approval process. In an initial setting, three participants need to approve a pattern such that the pattern can be transferred in state “released”. Appointing three approvers is assumption-based and subject to optimization in future work [125]. Until approved, the pattern state is under revision. In the collaboration scenario, as soon as a pattern is released, it is published on a Web site. In order to implement the approval process, a rule listens on events of type `ContentApproved` which are emitted as soon as a service of type approval updates a pattern. If three events of type `ContentApproved` are detected one after the other without a content update of any section in the pattern in between, the action requests the contribution for publishing the pattern. The following rule is an adapted version of the rule presented in [125].

```
ON ContentApproved
   → (ContentApproved ∧ ¬ ContentCreatedOrUpdated)
   → (ContentApproved ∧ ¬ ContentCreatedOrUpdated)
DO requestContribution("publish")
```

The presented rule automates the transition of a pattern state from “approved” to “released” as defined in the service execution protocols in Figure 7.7. Coordinators can configure individual rules for automating this transition.

**Implementation**

For the implementation of the pattern repository, the collaboration infrastructure and application presented in Chapter 6 is adapted to the required protocols. The collaboration application could be used as front end. A screenshot of the front end is shown in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8.: Coordination view of a pattern in the demonstrator showing the “consumer-sided network effect pattern”.

7.2.2. Discussion and Related Work

In the presented use case study the collaboration model is instantiated for the creation of service network management patterns in a community-based pattern repository. Pattern repositories in general allow for the aggregation of experience as they are open to communities of practice such that everybody can contribute. Studies in the field of online content production in wikis have shown that also in open communities participants coordinate in order to improve quality of produced content or manage conflicts [69]. Popular coordination mechanisms in this field are discussions about documents as well as the leadership of a few participants who control contributions to documents. Accordingly, the use case study presents a pattern repository which aims to be open for contributions but also involves coordination mechanisms like notifications or an approval process with the goal to assure quality of individual patterns as well as of the repository as a whole. Still, discussion about particular patterns in order to coordinate pattern evolution is not realized in the use case study. The application of the collaboration model to the case of a community-driven pattern repository results in the following findings.

- The use case study envisages a coordinator for each pattern who identifies results and rules for the pattern. The manual coordination overhead can be reduced through providing a pattern template at pattern creation time. The template ideally includes (a) the
initial pattern structure as presented in Table 7.2 as a result tree, (b) an agreed-upon number of approval contributions for the pattern, and (c) generic rules for managing content dependencies and implementing the approval process. Accordingly, a generic approach for templates in order to automate the creation of expected results needs to be considered in future work.

- In contrary to the result structure in the use case study for participatory service design, the result structure of a pattern is a flat list with one root node where each result represents a section of the pattern description. The result structure is used to identify required content delivery and revision tasks for each text and diagram section. In addition, approval tasks are identified for each pattern. A contributor potentially provides all sections or a large subset of sections for a pattern at the same time. A suitable collaboration application thus should provide an integrated editor which allows contributors to provide a set of contributions at once. In addition, a future version of the collaboration application should support automated binding to a specific provider for all sections of a pattern with only one binding request.

- The design of the pattern repository involves complex design decisions. For example, the approval process is distributed over several collaboration model parts. First, a pattern is associated with a number of approval contributions associated with services of type approval which update the pattern resource. Second, the pattern follows a newly defined service request/response protocol. Third, rules manage the approval process through semi-automating participation protocols. Additional suitable designs of the approval process might exist. During design of a coordination mechanism, the different nature of the collaboration model components have to be considered. For example, protocols are standardized for all coordinators in a collaboration system. Protocols might be implemented using globally defined rules or a protocol engine. Changes of protocols affect all coordinators in the collaboration system. Collaboration-specific rules affect a particular pattern and allow coordinators to define individual coordination mechanisms. In the use case study, one design decision is to provide the general ability to approve a pattern before it can be released through a protocol. The number of required approvals can be flexibly defined by a coordinator through collaboration-specific rules.

- Contributors can use different channels to provide a service, e.g., use their favorite text editor. In addition, an adapter for the DYNO editor could allow participants to update pattern diagrams directly in the appropriate editor and submitting from the editor to patterns. The results might be delivered by the participants in any format. In order to ensure uniformity as regards representation of patterns, however, guidance or
a mechanism to ensure format conformity should be introduced in future versions of the infrastructure.

A number of online pattern repositories in various contexts exist. In addition, the concept of exchanging ideas on patterns in a collaborative knowledge base is not new. For instance, the Portland Pattern Repository (PPR)\(^{24}\), a repository for patterns in software development, came with the first wiki which allowed programmers to easily exchange and edit software design pattern ideas and information. The PPR, however, does not come with structuring or approval functionality [125]. In [91], an interactive pattern repository for inter-organizational business processes is described which allows for a steadily growing pattern base. The authors “define an extensive pattern meta-model, including classes for pattern descriptions with visualizations and relationships between patterns” [125]. Similar to the use case study presented in this section, roles and a pattern review process are defined where a defined number of community members need to accept the pattern. The authors of [91], however, do not describe community-driven collaborative authoring of patterns, integration of external services, e.g., from software systems or the Web, as well as support of channels for participants [125].

Web- or groupware-based approaches for collaborative management of architectural knowledge artifacts like patterns, e.g., [8][155], are well suited for informed decision making during design. These approaches, however, do not allow for the integration of external sources, do not form a community-driven approval process, or support flexible coordination of artifact dependencies [125].

To summarize, the use case study focuses on the community-driven contribution of contents to a service network management pattern repository – reflected by the applied and automated participation protocols – while implementing coordination means towards quality assurance of patterns like an approval process. The instantiation, however, exposes shortcomings as regards usability. For example, the potential complexity of rules to be added might reduce usability and efficiency of pattern creation. Future work should therefore address the implementation of a template mechanism supporting automated instantiation of rules.

### 7.3. Conclusion and Discussion

The use case studies show feasibility of the design features captured in Chapter 3 as well as demonstrate applicability of the collaboration model to different collaboration scenarios with different coordination requirements. Table 7.3 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the use case studies.

\(^{24}\)http://c2.com/ppr/ (accessed January 22nd, 2013)
### Table 7.3: Summary of use case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory Service Design</th>
<th>Community-driven Pattern Repository</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roles (DF 1-1): Which roles are involved? Are coordinator and contributor roles sufficient for the use case?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coordinator, modeler, attribute value provider</td>
<td>coordinator, content creator, content reviser, approver</td>
<td>The separation into coordinator and contributor roles are sufficient in both use case studies. While the coordinator role is required in participatory service design, the separation of roles might be needless in the pattern repository since every participant might take any role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (DF 1-2): Which kind of providers are involved – humans and/or software service providers? How does integration of software services benefit the use case?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humans and software service providers</td>
<td>mainly humans through different channels, potentially software service providers</td>
<td>The integration of software services is useful in participatory service design, whereas the support of multiple channels enabled through service-orientation is considered useful during the creation of patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities (DF 1-3): Which activities are performed during collaboration? Are atomic content production activities sufficient?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coordination, content creation, review</td>
<td>coordination, content creation, review, approval, publication</td>
<td>For the studied use cases, different types of atomic content production activities as defined in the collaboration model are sufficient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory Service Design</th>
<th>Community-driven Pattern Repository</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artifact structure and evolution (DF 2-1): How is the result document structured? Can the structure be used for the identification of activities?</td>
<td></td>
<td>The identification of activities can be performed based on the document structure in both use case studies. The mapping of the document model and the required activities, however, has to be deliberated for each use case as it might not be possible to map one-to-one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete SFMs are used to identify activities</td>
<td>activities are identified per pattern part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document model (DF 2-2): Which document model and formats are required? Is document model independence advantageous?</td>
<td></td>
<td>The use case studies expose different document models which can be both mapped to a hierarchical structure. The document models include heterogeneous contents, e.g., text, models, or figures. Document model independence therefore is a suitable design feature of the collaboration model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFMs (complex, hierarchical models), attribute values (simple types)</td>
<td>text, diagrams in a predefined, yet extensible flat structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse (DF 2-3): Are produced document parts reused? Is reuse of results applicable?</td>
<td></td>
<td>In both use cases, the reuse of larger compositions is desired rather than reuse of atomic document parts. In order to better support reuse of a desired subset of all results, suitable knowledge management mechanisms, e.g., search, should be developed in future work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reuse of complete SFMs desired in different service design projects</td>
<td>composition/reuse of complete patterns in other patterns desired</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particpatory Service Design</th>
<th>Community-driven Pattern Repository</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binding protocols (DF 3-1): How are participants bound to activities? Which binding protocols are instantiated? Is openness as regards participation protocols a desired design feature?</td>
<td>Participation is driven by coordinator, i.e., coordinator-initiated protocols are used</td>
<td>The use cases instantiate different participation protocols in order to support different characteristics of coordination. Therefore, openness as regards binding protocols can be considered an adequate design feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>self-service protocols are used in addition to coordinator-initiated protocols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource and activity states (DF 3-2): How are activities related to artifact parts? Which execution protocols are instantiated? Is state tracking used?</td>
<td>standard execution protocols and states used; state tracking can be used as coordination mechanism to manage service design project</td>
<td>Different execution protocols are instantiated, making openness as regards execution protocols an adequate design feature. State tracking might be useful for coordinators in both cases. Suitable UIs are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>additional pattern states and protocols; state tracking might inform coordinators of open contributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document access (DF 3-3): Do participants consume existing document parts?</td>
<td>access to existing parts not necessarily required by modelers</td>
<td>Access to document parts is required in at least one use case study in order to keep the overall document consistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participants require access to existing pattern description parts in order to keep the pattern description consistent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory Service Design</th>
<th>Community-driven Pattern Repository</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Events (DF 4-1): Is the event model used or extended? Is the event model including atomic events sufficient?</td>
<td></td>
<td>In both use case studies, atomic events are sufficient input for the specified rules. The ability to create new event types is required in one use case study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>additional collaboration-specific atomic events</td>
<td>no additional events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies and rules (DF 4-2): Are rules used? Which dependencies are managed through rules? Is the rule model sufficient?</td>
<td></td>
<td>The rule model is used in both use case studies to create adequate rules for different purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collaboration-specific rules add value in that they inform about potential inconsistencies</td>
<td>rules for semi-automation and management of content dependencies and approval processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use case studies represent instantiations of the collaboration model in order to proof general applicability to different types of collaboration. Although the use case studies only provide first insights into the suitability of the collaboration model for the collaboration scenarios, they still show strengths and weaknesses of the service-oriented collaboration model for different scenarios.

In addition to the results summarized in Table 7.3, the use case studies showed that the collaboration model can be tailored to support different collaboration scenarios with different coordination requirements. The main differences of the use cases are listed in the following.

- The studies differ in the organization of participants. Participatory service design involves a number of experts in an organization who are well known to the team. In addition, software services might participate. Contributions, however, are assumed to be controlled by coordinators. A community-driven repository potentially involves persons which do not necessarily know each other. As a result the quality of contributions might differ which results in approval processes realized in the community-pattern repository. Still, participation protocols for both use cases could be implemented.

- The documents created during collaboration differ as regards their document model. In participatory service design, complex hierarchical models are composed. In the
community-driven pattern repository, a pattern contains a flat list of text and figures. Still, the integration of results into one document could be realized in both use cases since both could be mapped to the hierarchical result structure.

- **Communication and desired degree of automation** differs for both use cases as a result of the different organization of participants. In participatory service design, communication is coordinator-driven and automation of participation protocols is a non-desired feature. Coordinators wish to select the participants and to keep control on the contributions of the participants. In the community-driven pattern repository, anyone can contribute. Accordingly, also self-service binding is allowed. Semi-automation is essential in the pattern repository to reduce manual effort of coordinators as well as allow for open participation. Still, complete automation is not desired, since humans contribute content manually. Both communication and automation requirements could be supported through the participation protocol framework and rules.

- **Coordination requirements** for participatory service design address the avoidance of inconsistencies in the models which is complex as interdependencies are contained inside the model. Service models potentially grow large. Therefore, management of dependencies inside the model is considered an important coordination mechanism. Although the patterns expose a less complex content structure, the pattern repository also supports notification of participants on potential inconsistencies. The focus, however, is on the approval process which is an approach towards quality-insurance of contents. In both cases, the coordination requirements could be realized through rules.

In order to enable adaptability, the collaboration model defines components which can be extended or adapted to the specific needs of a use case. This concept borrows from the **hot spot** concept in object-oriented framework design where hot spots are variation points in frameworks [113]. The hot spots in the collaboration model allow collaboration system providers to add service types, results, event types, or action types. In addition, collaboration-specific service binding and execution protocols can be defined. The collaboration system provider can configure the collaboration system with generic rules. Finally, adapters for different communication channels can be developed exposing service interfaces and encapsulating service interactions. For all of these collaboration model components, a standard solution is provided which can be reused.

Besides collaboration system providers, coordinators might tailor the collaboration system to their needs through specifying collaboration-specific rules. This customization can be performed after initial design of the collaboration system or even during use of the system during collaboration.
The hot spots are accompanied by a set of prescribed collaboration model parts. The component model specifies uniform interfaces for services and providers. The composition model prescribes result and contribution interfaces. In addition, the distinction between coordinator and contributor roles is prescribed. Although collaboration system providers might add protocols, particular states in these protocols are prescribed by the participation protocol framework. The rule mechanism defines that only ECA rules might be specified.

In both use case studies, the intended collaboration scenarios could be realized with these standardized components. Several prescribed components, however, provide a suboptimal solution. For example, in both use case studies, notifications are used to inform human participants about potential inconsistencies. Notification denotes a unidirectional communication whereas the interaction of services using the request/response protocol is bidirectional. Future work should therefore address protocols and protocol framework extensions for additional communication mechanisms like publish/subscribe.

A number of models and prototypes for cooperative work exist in the research fields of human-computer interaction (HCI) and CSCW which can be tailored. The authors of [37] study collaboration during tailoring of the individual software environment or shared infrastructures for organizations, e.g., helping out or sharing use experiences. An approach for composing cooperative work tools from a small set of existing components is presented in [85]. The authors of [88] discuss the possibilities to enable end-user tailoring: (a) customization, i.e., selecting from predefined configuration options, (b) integration, i.e., adding new functionality through linking predefined components, and (c) extension, i.e., implementing new functionality at given extension points. The mentioned solutions aim to enable end-users or organizations to adapt their working environment to their needs. In contrary to end-user tailoring, the reason for adaptability of the collaboration model in this thesis is to enable the support of different collaboration use cases indicating that coordinating service composition is a suitable mechanism to support flexible collaborative document creation.

Besides demonstrating adaptability, the use case studies show that collaboration system providers need to go through a requirement analysis and design phase. A collaboration system is a software application which has to be carefully designed. The collaboration model should be supplemented with design guidelines, e.g., for the realization of particular coordination mechanisms like an approval process. Relevant design decisions might be examined through the execution of additional use case studies. Having predefined components at hand, however, the initial design of collaboration systems is straightforward and realizable in a short amount of time.

Having discussed the evaluation in which the collaboration model and architecture are applied to select use cases, the following chapters summarize the contributions of this thesis as well as present directions for future work.
Part IV.

Conclusion
8. Summary

The research described in this thesis examines coordination of service compositions in support of human collaboration. The presented solution is based on the hypothesis that the mapping of collaborative document creation on a service composition model enables the integration of human-based and software services into collaborations as well as the coordination of collaborations through mechanisms adapted to the needs of the participants. Reasons and motivation for this hypothesis origin in the state of the art as regards service composition, human collaboration, and coordination presented in Chapter 2. Current service composition approaches, however, suit to support well-structured collaboration but do not facilitate flexible coordination of collaborative document creation.

Collaborative document creation is a complex case as it involves activities performed by different human and non-human providers and the integration of heterogeneous content from different sources. Participants have different experiences and demands as regards the collaboration tool or channel. Often, activities, participants, and required contents can not be defined completely in advance. Still, interdependencies between activities require coordination. In addition, collaboration processes usually are unique and not repeatable as each collaboration follows a different purpose.

In order to address this complexity while still supporting a large number of use cases, this thesis proposes a collaboration model which addresses (a) the integration of human and non-human sources and participants into the same collaboration, (b) a service composition style allowing compositions of resources and activities to flexibly evolve over time, and (c) the ability to coordinate service compositions for different use cases of collaborative document creation throughout their life cycles. The collaboration model consists of five model parts which are uniquely combined to address these challenges as summarized in the following. The model parts can be tailored by collaboration system providers to support specific use cases as well as to design collaboration systems which balance flexibility and control for participants of a collaboration.

- The component model presented in Section 4.1 maps contributions provided by human and non-human participants on a service-oriented model and represents participants and their activities using a uniform interface. Existing solutions for the integration of human services into service compositions focus on the adequate representation of service capabilities and require a specification of the service interface through service
providers. Models and tools using a uniform representation for all composed entities, e.g., Yahoo!Pipes\textsuperscript{25}, focus on software services only. The component model represents resources as managed output of services which can be retrieved on request and, thus, allows for the representation of content production or transformation activities. The uniform interface enables easier replacement of services as well as faster creation of human-based services, since less design decisions are required and humans do not have to create a interface specification. The low complexity of the interface with only few methods potentially eases integration of services through humans. Humans might decide to integrate software services to automate certain activities during collaboration, e.g., gathering of sensor data, analytical processing of data, or calculations – summarized as information analysis and acquisition automation [105]. The decision which steps to automate depends on factors like mental workload which might be decreased through automation, skill degradation through delegating work, or reliability of the service [105]. The decision therefore has to be made from case to case. A shortcoming of the component model is that potentially not all activities required during collaboration can be mapped on the interface. Adapters are required for existing services. Both aspects restrict openness of the solution regarding contributors.

The component model can be adapted by collaboration system providers through specialization of the service type taxonomy. Specialization might enable participants to perform collaboration specific search for services or to realize rules based on specific services types, e.g., for approval. In addition, collaboration system providers might develop adapters, e.g., for specific communication channels. The model enables flexibility for participants in a collaboration as it supports human as well as non-human providers. The activities, however, are prescribed to content production activities as well as the methods of the uniform interface.

- Based on the service-oriented component model, the \textit{composition model} presented in Section 4.2 introduces a novel service composition style allowing participants to flexibly evolve and coordinate resource and activity compositions. Existing service composition models focus on the coordination during the execution phase of service compositions and often require too early specification of aspects like service binding. The composition can be performed based on the decomposition of a collaboration goal into required results and the association to contributions of service providers. Such, the composition enables the intuitive coordination of human collaboration through division of labor reducing shared resource dependencies. Using the composition model, coordinators may bind and execute services during all phases of a collaboration. Thus,

\textsuperscript{25}http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/ (accessed June 19th, 2012)
the collaboration model does not distinguish design and execution time. The composition model is independent of the document model as long as the model can be mapped on the hierarchical structure of results. Document parts, however, might be accessed by an arbitrary number of participants at the same time which might result in conflicts and inconsistencies. Concurrency mechanisms need to be applied in order to avoid inconsistencies of shared resources. The composition model is restricted to an asynchronous collaboration model.

As regards adaptation of the composition model, collaboration system providers can specialize result types. In the composition model, the task order is open, allowing coordinators to flexibly evolve the document structure and the required tasks during collaboration. An open number of services can be requested and performed at any time. This flexibility is restricted through the method for structuring a document using a prescribed set of few high-level abstractions — results, contributions, and services. Following this method produces a certain kind of hierarchically structured documents which does not suit all but many creative collaborations.

- The coordination of interactions between participants, i.e., service providers and coordinators, is enabled through the participation protocol framework presented in Section 5.1. Using the framework, protocols for service binding and execution can be created which support the integration of human and non-human participants alike. Existing protocol frameworks enable complex interactions of several participants, however, do not focus on the communication between humans and software services. The participation protocol framework already comes with a set of protocols. Additional protocols can be easily specified using the extension points of the framework. As all participants need to follow the specified protocols, automation of protocols is possible. Similar to the automation of information acquisition and analysis through the integration of non-human participants, the decision to automate protocols — which is an automation of action implementation [105] — has to be decided from case to case based on considerations of risks and costs of the automation [105]. In addition, automation can be implemented on different degrees, e.g., automate a single transition in a protocol. The framework does not facilitate complex interactions between more than two participants. Interactions between contributors without coordinator is not supported. As non-human participants are assumed to perform simple content delivery tasks, the communication with them can be mapped on simple protocols. Contrary, the simple protocols enable non-human participation in the first place. These simple protocols, however, do not represent the complexity of human communication protocols. Complex interactions between human participants, e.g., discussions or negotiations, have to be performed outside the system.
As regards adaptation of the participation protocol framework, collaboration system providers can define protocols which start and end with a state specified by the framework. The protocols in the collaboration system then control the execution of communication between participants. The collaboration system providers decide on the degree of flexibility of the participants, e.g., through defining several protocols participants can choose from.

- On top of the composition model and participation protocols, the event model (Section 5.2) and the coordination rule mechanism (Section 5.3) define a solution to enable flexible coordination of different use cases of collaborative document creation. Existing solutions in service compositions focus on the coordination of repeatable processes. Groupware systems support coordination of humans, but do not explicitly facilitate integration of non-human participants. In addition, they do not focus on providing collaboration-specific coordination means. All activities performed during service composition potentially result in an event which is input to ECA rules. In addition, events stemming from external systems might be integrated. Coordinators can specify ECA rules for different coordination mechanisms like reactions to changes in the composition, detection of potential inconsistencies of shared resources in a document, approval processes based on the flow of service executions, or automation of participation protocols. As has been shown in the use case studies, different degrees of automation can be reached through rules, depending on the requirements of the application. In general, humans are familiar with thinking in ECA rules, e.g., for knowledge representation. At the same time rules allow for formal representation of knowledge in systems [12, p. 73]. The complexity of rule representation as well as the potentially large number of rules to be managed, however, might decrease usability. In addition, verification, e.g., as regards organizational regulations, and traceability within a collaboration are complicated.

Collaboration system providers can adapt the event model and coordination rule mechanism through the specification of additional event and activity types. In addition, they might define rules which are applied to all collaborations in the collaboration system, e.g., for automation of protocols. Participants might specify any ECA rule suitable to their coordination requirements. They are, however, constrained to the available action and event types and their attributes.

In order to examine the feasibility of the solution, one variant of the collaboration model is realized in an infrastructure and collaboration application as presented in Chapter 6. The realization partially implements REST principles like uniform interfaces for services to be integrated and HATEOAS for communication of produced content, assignment of document
parts to responsible participants, or navigation through existing documents. The collaboration application allows humans to create and evolve service compositions through a GUI, thus, hiding service interfaces and protocol logic. While REST suits to realize services and artifact-oriented service compositions, qualities like security or reliability have to be designed and implemented for a product solution. Realization of the protocols using REST principles causes communication overhead which has to be encapsulated in front ends and adapters.

Two use case studies – participatory service design and community-driven pattern repository – are presented in Chapter 7. The use case studies show that tailoring of model and infrastructure to different use cases through collaboration system providers are feasible. Potential advantages through the service-oriented approach include the integration of data sources and the tool environment of users. The complexity of collaborative document creation, however, requires an elaborate analysis and design phase for collaboration systems.

The aspects discussed previously result in a number of future research directions to advance the contributions in future work. These directions are described in the following chapter.
9. Future Research

The research described in this thesis can be developed in different directions including evolution and optimization of the contributions presented in this thesis as well as complementary research directions. A number of potential future work activities, mainly targeting optimization of the contributions, is outlined in the discussion and conclusion sections of the previous chapters. A selection of research directions is summarized in the following.

- **Examine and Support Additional Collaboration Requirements**

  The use case studies illustrate heterogeneity of the collaboration requirements in different collaboration scenarios. Research in future work could examine the applicability of the service composition for additional requirements, e.g., in additional use case studies. For example, collaborative creation of slide sets or source code demand support for document models with non-hierarchical structures. In addition, collaboratively created presentations or multi-media documents involve temporal order behavioral models which could be integrated into the collaboration model. Additional investigations include the application of the presented solution to different workgroup structures, from hierarchical with a central leader to peer-to-peer, the development and assessment of additional communication channels as well as the integration of real-time sensor data through adapters.

  Communication is a common coordination mechanism during collaboration especially in open, community-driven document creation like in pattern repositories [69]. Future work should therefore examine the integration of classical communication mechanisms in the presented collaboration model, e.g., synchronous discussion in chats, or annotation and comments. Version control and traceability can be considered a coordination mechanism. Future work could therefore examine a version control mechanism suitable for evolving compositions of services including suitable UIs. Besides the extension of the collaboration model as regards coordination mechanisms for concurrency control, the set of participation protocols could be extended with additional social communication protocols like negotiation or notification. During collaborations, different collaboration mechanisms might be used in different phases [13]. Future research could investigate if and how seamless transitions between different collaboration mechanisms can be supported by the presented solution.
• **Optimize Coordination Rule Mechanism**

Besides optimization of the component or composition models, e.g., through supporting additional collaboration mechanisms as described above, the rule model demands optimization in two respects. First, the definition and management of coordination rules might be too complex for participants. Examining and ensuring usability for ECA rules, especially the management of interdependent rules, is an open research topic in general. As a first step, common rules required or applied during collaboration could be examined, e.g., in additional use case studies. These rules might then be reused and configured by collaboration participants, e.g., leveraging a dialog UI.

Second, implicit relationships between rules might exist which might result in conflicts or undesired side effects. For example, different execution orders of rules might result in different states of results or contributions. A first step towards addressing this issue is the identification of general as well as collaboration model specific potential conflicts. As outlined in Section 5.3, existing approaches like static analysis or prioritization of rules could then be applied or adapted.

• **Evaluate Use Case Studies in Field**

The empirical evaluation of the presented or additional use case studies in order to evaluate their usability and suitability appears to be a logical next step. Results of empirical studies might be used to improve the collaboration model in general, or examine if humans are able to understand and handle evolving documents including dynamic contents. Evaluation of CSCW systems, however, is difficult as the reproduction of social, economical, organizational, and motivational aspects and influences of collaboration in a lab situation is almost impossible [54]. Evaluation of such systems is a research area on its own. Research as regards this thesis towards these goals could be the application of selected collaboration model features in different collaboration scenarios in order to evaluate and improve their usability, e.g., the ability to create adapters, events or rules.

• **Refine Framework for Collaboration Applications**

As described in Section 7.3, the collaboration model and infrastructure provide a set of components which can be used and tailored by collaboration system providers. In this respect, the collaboration model resembles frameworks in software engineering which optimally provide reusable software components while supporting suitable adaptation to specific application requirements [33]. The focus of the research described in this thesis is the examination of the applicability of service composition for different scenarios of collaborative document creation, rather than the design of a framework. Fu-
ture work, therefore, includes the examination of usability and suitability of the collaboration model as framework, e.g., through evaluating design decisions by instantiation of additional collaboration use case studies. Additional use case studies might help in identifying and refining required components and hot spots of the framework.

• *Address Legal, Privacy, and Security Questions*

In order to collaborate, members of different organizations might apply collaboration systems on the Web or in the Cloud offered by independent, third party providers. A number of legal as well as privacy and security issues exist during collaborative creation of documents on the Web. Assuming that the presented collaboration infrastructure is offered as a service on the Web, these issues need to be addressed in order to enable trust in and increase benefit of the presented solution for inter-organizational collaboration. The collaboration model enables a new kind of dynamic, composed documents which is not considered by current law. For example, during collaborative creation of offerings, humans add parts to documents created by others which requires clarification of liabilities, e.g., in case of illegal document contents.

Collaboration systems on the Web frequently realize multi-tenancy and isolate data of different tenants, i.e., organizations. Collaborating persons from different organizations, however, might want to use and share specific data of one tenant. Collaboration systems, e.g., a Cloud-enabled implementation of the collaboration model, should therefore ensure that particular data can be exchanged whereas other data stays isolated. In addition, collaboration system providers should secure the system such that even the provider can not access data, e.g., in order to create activity logs. Existing solutions like encryption, anonymization, or role and access right models need to be adapted to usable privacy and security mechanisms with good performance for novel distributed systems on the Web.

To conclude, this thesis presents a novel solution for coordinating service compositions in support of collaborative document creation. The solution supports the flexible composition and coordination of activities and contents contributed by human and non-human providers into collaboratively created documents. The presented collaboration model is a promising approach for the development of collaboration systems which balance flexibility and coordination as required in many cases of human collaboration. Open research directions, however, show that further challenges need to be tackled in order to advance the presented results to usable, practicable, and accepted solutions, potentially leading to a new understanding of flexible collaboration support and dynamic documents.
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Collaborative document creation enables humans to solve complex problems in a team, to exchange ideas, and to benefit from synergistic effects. Besides creating content, participants often gather contents from different sources. The Web, for instance, offers configurable and ever-changing data and services which can perform activities during collaborative document creation. This work introduces a novel solution which maps contributions in collaborative document creation on a service-oriented component model. Services might represent contributions of humans; services might also be an open number of software services on the Web. The composition model on top of the component model enables participants to flexibly compose these services into a dynamic document. Based on the evolving service composition, various coordination mechanisms can be applied in order to avoid inconsistencies and reduce manual effort.